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Claus Vogel

INDIAN LEXICOGRAPHY

1. Introduction

Lexicographic work started in India at a very early date with the compilation
of word-lists (nighantu) giving rare, unexplained, vague, or otherwise difficult
terms culled from sacred writings. These glossaries, of which that handed down
and commented upon in Yaska's Nirukta is the best-known and probably oldest
specimen, did not, however, constitute the prototype of the dictionaries (kosa)
of later times.1 There are instead a number of marked dissimilarities between
them. For one thing, the Vedic word-lists deal with all parts of speech, when

1 There seems to be no technical term for lexicography in classical Sanskrit. The
expression abhidhdnasdstra "science of words" (abbreviated as abhidhana), which
has been employed in this sense by some modern writers, is a neologism. The
commonest term for dictionary is kosa (often spelt kosa in keeping with Namalin-
ganuSasana III 3. 221), a short form of abhidhdnakosa or -ko§a "treasury of words"
as met with, e.g., at DeSlnamamalatika I 3, Haravali 5, KamasUtra I 3.16.54, and
KavyalamkaravRtti 13.3 and 5; abhidhana in the same meaning is found at Mug-
dhabodha XXVI 219. Designations like ndmanidhdna "depository of nouns", nd-
mapdrdyana "collection of nouns" (and its antonym dhdtupdrdyana "collection of
verbs"), ndmamdld "festoon of nouns", or ndmasamgraha "compendium of nouns",
with or without additions, appear to be restricted to the titles of books. A synonym
of kosa current in South India to the present day is nighantu (also spelt nighanta,
nighanti, nirghanta, or nirghantu), probably a Middle Indian derivation from *nir-
grantha "decomposition"; see M. MAYBHOFEB, KurzgefaBtes etymologisches Wor-
terbuch des Altindischen, II, Heidelberg, 1963, p. 159. As early as the mid-11th
century, YadavaprakaSa said: ndmasdstre nighantur nd ''nighantu m. (is used) in
the sense of dictionary" (Vaijayanti I 3.6.31c). It is above all the Vedic glossaries
and the pharmacopoeias that go by this name, with the plural nighantavah chosen
for the former. Whether the word has ever been universally and indiscriminately
applicable to all lexica is doubtful. According to Say ana, it is confined to synonymic
ones: ekdrihavdcindm parydyasabddndm samgho yatra prdyenopadisyate tatra nighan-
tusabdah prasiddhah / tddrsesv Amarasimha- Vaijayanti-Haldyudhddisu dasa nighan-
tava iti vyavahdrdt / "Where chiefly a number of convertible terms denoting the
same thing are taught, there the term nighantu (is) customary. In the case of such
(authors and works) as Amarasimha, the Vaijayanti, Halayudha, etc. (we speak of)
the ten NighaNtus on account of usage" (Rgveda I1 p. 39.4-5; I2 p. 21.3-4).
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in fact the classical dictionaries are generally limited to nouns and indeclin-
ables.2 For another, the Vedic glossaries are based on one or several individual
texts, whereas the classical lexica hardly show any traces of literary influence.3

For a third, the Nighantus served as teaching aids in the interpretation of
scripture, while the Kosas were meant primarily to help poets in composition,
being an integral part of their education.4 With this different object in view,
the dictionary-makers wrote in verse - usually Slokas but also Aryas - to facil-
itate the labour of memorizing, and drew upon various manuals to accelerate
the study of the arts and sciences required of every belletrist.5

The gap separating the Vedic glossaries and classical lexica is partially occu-
pied by certain kinds of books following in the wake of grammar that treat
of verbal roots, words subject to the same rules, verbal nouns made by special
affixes, and gender. These are the Dhatupathas, Ganapathas, Unadisutras, and

2 An exceptional position is held by the so-called Kriyakosas or KriyanighaNtus,
which are dictionaries of synonymic verbs. Of those already published may here
be named Bhattamalla's Akhyatacandrika (SIVADATTA SARMAN, Rupamala, Bom-
bay, 1871; S.P.V. RANGANATHASVAMI AYYAVARAiiUGARtr, CSS 22, Benares, 1904),
Bhat^oji Dlksita's KriyanighaNtu (Mysore, 1905), Ramacandra's KriyakoSa (Be-
nares, 1876) — a digest of Bhattamalla's work —, and VlrapaNDya's Kriyanighantu
(Mysore, n.d.).

3 Occasional attempts to prove the contrary were not very successful. Thus A.
BOROOAH, who wanted to establish Amarash-nha's dependence upon Kalidasa, had
to resort to the assumption that AmarashTaha "either did not thoroughly examine
the true sense of words used by Kalidasa or did not think proper to give their precise
meaning" (Bhavabhuti and his place in Sanskrit literature, Calcutta, 1878, p. 26);
and TH. ZACHARIAE, who at first was of opinion that "eine Menge Bedeutungen,
die in den Koca gelehrt werden, nichts weiter sind als Glossen zu bestimmten Stellen
in Kalidasa's Gedichten" (Beitrage zur indischen Lexicographie, Berlin, 1883, p. 37;
see also p. 26), later retracted this statement himself (Die indischen Worterbucher
(KoSa), StraBburg, 1897, p. 3). It is therefore not exactly convincing when H.
HENSGEN infers from certain uncommon words found in the KumarasaMbhava but
not in the NamalinganuSasana that AmarasiMha was anterior to, or coeval with,
Kalidasa (ZDMG 104, p. 377).

4 Cf., e.g., Mammata's KavyaprakaSa I 3, Vagbhata's Kavyanu^asana p. 3.1, or
Vamana's KavyalaMkaravRtti I 3.3 and 5. In addition to this, lexicography belongs
to the sixty-four practical arts of the Hindus (Vatsyayana's KamasUtra I 3.16.54)
as well as to the subjects in which the young Bodhisattva was instructed (Lalitavi-
stara p. 156.18).

5 The close interrelation between lexicography and poetry is documented by the
fact that numerous — if chiefly mediocre — lexica are owed or credited to poets
(see P.P.S. SASTRI, [ABCIM 302], IX); among those noteworthy for their author-
ship, whether genuine or spurious, may be mentioned Bana's Sabdacandrika (No.
5050), Bhoja's Namamalika (No. 4791; v. inf., § 12), BilliaNa's TrirUpakoSa (No.
4759), MayUra's Padacandrika (No. 5009), Murari's Suprasiddhapadamanjari (No.
5071), and Srlharsa's DvirUpakoSa (Nos. 4763-4765) and Slesarthapadasamgraha
(No. 5065). Conversely, the lexicographer Amarasimha also passes for a poet; stan-
zas bearing his name are found in Sridharadasa's Saduktikarnamrta and Vidya-
kara's Subhasitaratnakosa.
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Linganusasanas, of which the latter have also been taken into consideration
by many lexicographers and thus form a visible link between the two neigh-
bouring disciplines.6

2. Characterization of Indian lexica

Indian dictionaries may be synonymic or homonymic. The synonymic dic-
tionaries are systematic catalogues of words with one and the same meaning
(ekdrtha, samdndrtha); they are commonly grouped subjectwise and often have
the character of encyclopaedias. The homonymic dictionaries register words
with more than one meaning (anekdrtha, ndndriha). A neat and proper discrimi-
nation of both categories is not always practicable since many synonymic lexica
include a homonymic section or chapter as well.

The principles followed by the dictionary-makers in organizing the lexical
matter have normally been laid down in the prefaces to their works; they are
multifarious and complicated, and underwent sundry changes in the course of
time. Only the outlines can be sketched here.7 As the books were intended, not
for reference, but for learning by heart, nowhere does a European type of
organization occur. The articles are frequently ranged in an ascending or de-
scending scale of length, that is, the number of synonyms ascribed to a concept
or the number of meanings assigned to a homonym. If the alphabet comes into
the picture, which happens solely in the case of homonymic dictionaries, it is
oftener the final consonants than the initial letters that count. The sequence
of words may also depend on their number of syllables, gender, and suffixes.
Further criteria may have been applied that have not yet been detected (unless
one wishes to argue that some works lack all method). There are but very few
authors, however, and these mostly of the early days of lexicography, who
adhere to one pattern alone; as a rule, two or more schemes are adopted side
by side.

Regarding the structure of the individual items, synonyms appear in the
nominative throughout. Homonyms, unless syntactically dependent, were treat-
ed likewise at first, the lemma being iterated with every new sense for the sake
of emphasis and indication of gender; afterwards, however, meanings were
recorded in the locative and head-words repeated only when the gender changed
and no labels were used to mark it. The custom of putting the articles in the
order of their size owes its origin to the circumstance that an entry and a stanza
(or portion thereof) once were strictly coextensive, with the surplus space filled

6 Their boundary may even be fluid; the LinganuSasana of Vararuci, for instance,
also goes by the title Vararucikosa. Cf. R. O. FKANKE, Die indischen Genuslehren,
Kiel, 1890, p. 53.

7 For details see A.F. STENZLEB, De lexicographiae Sanscritae principiis, Vratis-
laviae, 1847, and TH. ZACHARIAE, Die indischen Worterbucher (KoSa), Strafiburg,
1897, p. 8.
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by expletive words and phrases. The prolixity of style resulting from this co-
incidence is typical of the ancient period. With the advance of dictionary-
making, the agreement between lexical and metrical units was increasingly
abandoned in favour of brevity if not clarity. When metre did not help any
more in finding out which synonyms might belong together or which meanings
might apply to this and that homonym, special safeguards against ambiguity
were built in: a series of synonyms came to be introduced by certain particles,
and a homonym got to be placed in front of its senses. Another popular way
of achieving greater terseness was to combine synonyms, meanings, and even
homonyms into copulative compounds, the resolution of which gave rise to
many a mistake in modern dictionaries.8 A curious feature of homonymic lexica
is that words of two meanings may stand in the nominative dual and words
of three or more meanings in the nominative plural (passing, from the grammat-
ical point of view, for Eka6esas, a term denoting that of two or more stems
that are alike in form and are followed by the same termination only one re-
mains), with the meanings themselves added either as copulative compounds
in the same case and number or separately in the nominative singular. Although
a respectable quantity of techniques can be more or less definitely attributed
to particular phases of development, the fact of their occurrence or non-occur-
rence is by itself inadequate for settling chronological problems, because later
writers sometimes showed a tendency to imitate former usages.

3. Vdcaspati's tfabdarnava, Vyddi's Utpalini, Vikramaditya's Samsdrdvarta

As in other branches of Indian scientific literature, the products of the pio-
neer days of lexicography too were eclipsed by a few classics and are preserved
at best in odd passages transmitted by the commentators. Apart from Bhaguri,
Hugga,9 Katya, Rabhasa(pala), Ranti(deva), Vararuci, and Vopalita or Bopa-
lita, three authors and works deserve special attention. Their names and titles
have been recorded together in the colophon of Purusottamadeva's Haravali,
where it says (v. 275):

Sabddrnava Utpalini Samsdrdvarta ity api /
koad Vdcospati-Vyddi-Vikramdditya-nirmitdh 11

R. Birwe has recently established beyond doubt, as had long been supposed
with varying degrees of confidence, that this stanza must be interpreted — in
keeping with Panini's rule yathdsamkhyam anudesah samdndm (I 3.10) — to
mean:

"the dictionaries Sabdarnava, Utpalini, and Samsaravarta composed
by Vacaspati, VyaDi, and Vikramaditya (respectively)."

8 Cf. TH. ZACHAKIAE, Beitrage zur indischen Lexicographie, Berlin, 1883, p. 17;
GGA 1885, p. 378; BKIS 13, p. 105; GGA 1894, p. 830.

9 Cf. TH. ZACHARIAE, WZKM 14, p. 225, and 35, p. 37. He is identical with Durga
(v.l. Dugra) and Ugra, on whom see D.G. KOPARKAR, LinganuSasana of DurgasiM-
ha, Poona, 1952, p. VII.
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He has also rightly pointed out that the collocation Vdcaspati- Vyadi- Vikramd-
ditya is incompatible with Panini's rule alpactaram (II 2.34), which requires the
members of a dvandva to be compounded in the order of increasing number
of syllables, and that this irregularity is probably due to chronological rather
than metrical reasons.10 His further assertion, however, that contrary to com-
mon opinion the Sabdarnava — and hence the Utpalini and Samsaravarta —
followed the Amarakosa is not very convincing. About Vacaspati can be said
with certainty only that he was posterior to Kalidasa, whose fellow-student
Nicula was known to him by name,11 and anterior to Hemacandra (1088-1172),
who quoted him no less than 59 times. In declaring himself for a later date,
Birwe relies on nothing but the dubious theory that Kalidasa wrote after Ama-
rasimha.12

Judging from the available material,13 the Sabdarnava was more copious than
any of the extant Kosas (save, perhaps, Yadavaprakasa's VaijayantI and Vis-
vanatha's Kosakalpataru), giving as many synonyms in a row as possible and
often noting variant forms of the same word. As regards its arrangement, it
must have contained both a synonymic and a homonymic section, besides
which there were chapters on gender (fr. 247) and krt-affixes (fr. 17). The syn-
onymic section was classified by major topics, a chapter on wild animals (mrga-
prakarana) being mentioned in fr. 129. The homonymic section seems to have
listed the lemmata in the alphabetical order of their final consonants (fr. 228).
The metre is Anustubh throughout the fragments.

Vyadi is reckoned by Subhuticandra, Sarvananda, and Rayamukuta among
the sources of Amarasimha's Namalinganusasana ;14 if rightly so must be left
undecided. He shows himself very well versed in Mahayana Buddhism, partic-
ularly in its Tantric variety, and his reference in fr. 6 to the Sakti Tara, the

10 Cf. R. BIRWE, JAOS 85, p. 524.
11 See Mallinatha on Kalidasa's Meghaduta I 14.
12 See above, note 3.
13 248 fragments extracted from 440 quotations by R. BIRWE, JAOS 85, p. 531,

and 88, p. 345. A real mine of additional quotations not exploited by Birwe" is
Sivadatta's SivaprakaSa, for which see below, § 45 (46).

14 The statement made by TH. ZACHARIAE (Die indischen Worterbucher (KoSa),
StraBburg, 1897, p. 7) that he belonged to the authorities exclusively consulted for
the gender of words is not borne out by Sarvananda's and Rayamukuta's commen-
taries. For while it is true that both scholiasts divide AmarasiMha's sources at I 1.2
into "works on nouns only such as the TrikanDa and Utpalini" (Trikdnddtpaliny-
ddini ndmamdtratantrdni) and "works on gender only written by VyaDi, Vararuci,
etc." ( Vyadi- Vararucy-ddi-pranltdni lingamdtratantrdni), it must not be overlooked
that at least Rayamukuta ascribes the Utpalini expressly to VyaDi (Utpalinydm ca
. . . iti Vyddih I 1.50). The question whether VyaDi the author of the Utpalini and
VyaDi the author of a LiNganusasana were actually one and the same person cannot
be answered at present. Nor is there a way of telling whether VyaDi was identical
with Vindhyavasin, the author of a dictionary referred to by Rayamukuta, Cari-
trasimha, and Bhanuji Diksita, as suggested by Zachariae on the strength of
Hemacandra's Abhidhanacintamam 852 and Purusottamadeva's TrikaND^esa 367.
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female counterpart of the Bodbisattva Avalokitesvara whose cult was intro-
duced about the sixth century,15 is a valuable clue as to his terminus a quo,16

his upper limit being fixed again by Hemacandra's Tikas. The Utpalini, cited
now and then under the secondary title Utpala(mala), was a synonymic diction-
ary apparently of considerable dimensions,17 speaking at great length of the
Bhumis (fr. 4), the Jatakas (fr. 5), the Jinasaktis (fr. 6), the Ganas (fr. 9), the
Apsarases (fr. 11), the moon's horses (fr. 12), the increase and decrease of sun-
beams in different seasons (fr. 15), and other such lexical non-essentials. Mean-
ings are sometimes given through derivation (frs. 17 and 46). About its structure
only this much can be said: that Bhanuji Diksita furnishes evidence for a
chapter on indeclinables (avyayakdnda, fr. 70), and that there must have been
a chapter on homonyms as well. The metre is Anustubh except in fr. 63, which
is an Arya stanza.

Vikramaditya is the least known of the three authors under consideration.
His Samsaravarta, of which not a single full verse has been traced so far,18

seems to have been a synonymic dictionary with a separate chapter on homo-
nyms (frs. 24 and 25). It presented itself in the introduction or colophon as
"containing jewels from all good mines" (sakalasatkhaniratnavdn, fr. 26), such
"jewels" being, for instance, frs. 2, 8, 11, and 18, which are found also in Va-
caspati's !§abdarnava (frs. 6, 19, 33) and Vyadi's Utpalini (fr. 33), and which
were borrowed either from these works or from a common source. The allusion
in fr. 16 to the origin of the fabulous river Jambu suggests that the Samsara-
varta too was rather detailed, and that Vikramaditya possibly was a Hindu by
faith. Metres used are, besides the customary Anustubh, Arya (fr. 4) and Va-
santatilaka (frs. 10 and 26).19

15 Cf. L.A. WADDEIX, JRAS 1894, p. 63.
18 He must therefore be different from the grammarian Vyadi mentioned in Ka-

tyayana's varttika 45 on Pamni I 2.64 and quoted at Rgveda-PratiSakhya III 14,
III 17, VI 12, and XIII 15.

17 79 fragments collected from 122 quotations (including one from a Brhadutpa-
linl) have been published by R. BIBWE, JAOS 87, p. 46. According to G. OPPERT,
[ABCIM292], I, Nos. 961 and 4109, the Utpalamala is still existent; see H.H.
WILSON, Works, V, London, 1865, p. 218. A commentary on it by Govindapada,
styled Utpalamaladipika, is cited in Sriharsa's AmarakhanDan£i (pp. 23 and 25) and
Kallolabhatta's DrstantasiddhaNjana (p. 144); see V. RAGHAVAN, [ABCIM 231], II,
p. 317.

18 26 fragments derived from 58 quotations have been recorded by R. BIBWE,
JAOS 93, p. 466.

19 The guess made by TH. ZACHABIAE (Die indischen Worterbucher (KoSa), Strafi-
burg, 1897, p. 6) that Vikramaditya's lexicon is perhaps the same as SahasaNka's,
both names being treated as interchangeable in the Sabdakalpadruma (V, p. 344b),
is proved wrong by the disparate series of synonyms for "wind" given in the two
works (see frs. 8—9 and Bhanuji Diksita on Amarakosa I 1.63).
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4. Weber Fragment No. 6

The first larger portion of a Kosa to survive is the.so-called Weber Fragment
No. 6. It belongs to a batch of nine (perhaps eleven) incomplete manuscripts
unearthed by the Afghan merchant Bildar Khan near Kucha20 in East Tur-
kestan and acquired from one Munshi Ahmed Din by the Rev. F. Weber, a
Moravian missionary at Leh in Ladakh, who sold them to A. F. R. Hoernle.21

The fragment in point consists of five folios of woolly Nepalese paper cut to
the format of Indian palm-leaf codices and covered with size. It is written in
Northern Turkestanic Brahmi (the former Central Asian Nagari or Slanting
Gupta) and dates in all likelihood from the 6th or 7th century. About one third
of each folio is missing on the right-hand side. The text, which unfortunately
abounds in corruptions and grammatical anomalies, is from at least two dif-
ferent parts of a synonymic dictionary composed in &lokas and probably divided
into chapters. Only the first three folios, comprising verses 24-57 of what the
editor thinks to be the second chapter, have been provisionally transcribed,
amended, and translated so far.22 No classification of any kind is recognizable.
The heavily padded mode of writing gives an impression of antiquity. A mention
in v. 55 of "Ksatriyas conquered by Buddha" (ksatriyair Buddha-nirjitaih)
seems to show that the author was of the Buddhist creed. His name and time
are not known.

5. Amarasimha's Ndmalingdnusdsana

The role played in grammar by Panini fell in lexicography to the lot of
Amarasimha. The problem of his date has occupied the minds of Sanskritists
since Paolino da San Bartolomeo (1748-1805) but has not been solved to the
present day. Indigenous tradition puts him among the nine jewels of the court
of King Vikrama or Vikramaditya, whose identity is itself an open question.
Supposing this tradition were correct, or at least approximately so,23 he would

20 Not Kashgar, as stated here and there. Kucha, Kashgar, Khotan, and Kara-
shahr are the four territories or "garrisons" which once constituted East Turkestan.
For the geographical data see A.F.R. HOERNLE, The Bower Manuscript, Calcutta,
1893-1908, p. I.

21 The Weber Manuscripts are now kept in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. Cf. M.
WINTERNITZ and A.B. KEITH, [ABCIM 238], II, p. I l l (No. 1091).

22 By A.F.R. HOERNLE, JASB 62, pt. 1, p. 26. See also G. BUHLER'S notice,
WZKM 7, p. 266.

23 Apart from oral testimony (J. BENTLEY, AR 8, p. 242), its only witnesses are
a now lost Bodhgaya stone inscription of s. 1005 [948/49] turned into English from
WILMOT'S copy by CH. WILKINS, AR 1, p. 284, and a popular verse in the Jyotirvid-
abharaNa (XXII10), a late astrological treatise fathered upon Kalidasa but prob-
ably dating from the end of the 16th century. While the latter carries little weight
because of its recent origin, both the genuineness of Wilmot's find and the trust-
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have been a contemporary of the astronomer Varahamihira, who lived in the
6th century. As his name ends in -simha, he may have been of Ksatriya origin.24

Legend has it that he was not only a famous dictionary-maker but also a cele-
brated poet (some stray verses credited to him are still extant25), and that all
his literary works were proscribed by $ankara and Udayana on account of the
heterodox views expressed in them.26 At any rate, there can be little doubt
about his being a Buddhist; for though the Amarakosa pays no particular
attention to Buddhist matters, it does give the names of the Buddha before
those of the principal Hindu deities (11.14if.) and the names of the sacred fig-
tree, under which the Buddha attained Enlightenment, before those of the
other plants (II 4.20ff.), and its introductory stanza is referable to the Buddha
too.27

Amarasimha's lexicon bears the title Namalinganusasana,28 thereby indicat-
ing at the outset that it is — like many Indian lexica — a combination of noun

worthiness of Wilkins's rendering have often been questioned. This is not, of course,
the place to enter on a new discussion of the said inscription. If, however, Wilmot
should have become the victim of a forgery, as maintained by J. F. FLEET (IA 30,
p. 3, n. 10), it must have been a very skilful one; for the date translated by Wilkins
as "Friday, the fourth day of the new moon in the month of Madhoo, when in the
seventh or mansion of Ganisa, and in the year of the Era of Veekramadeetya 1005"
works out all right except for the lunar house, whose name is mutilated anyway,
corresponding by F. KIELHORN'S calculation (IA 20, p. 127) to Friday, 17 March
948.

24 Cf. H.H. WILSON, Works, V, London, 1865, p. 166. R. MITRA (JASB 33, p. 184)
calls him a Kayastha.

25 See above, n. 5.
26 Cf. H.T. COLEBROOKE, Miscellaneous Essays, II2, London, 1873, p. 16.
27 Cf. TH. GOLDSTUCKER, ZKM 7, p. 180; R. MITRA, JASB 33, p. 183/184, n. —

All references in this chapter to the Amarakosa proper are to SIVADATTA'S edition,
Bombay, 61944.

28 Its editions and vernacular translations are legion; see V. RAGHAVAN, [ABCIM
231], I2, p. 323. The first specimen (in Grantha characters) to go to the press was
the Svargavarga edited from three manuscripts and rendered into Latin by P. DA
SAN BARTOLOMEO, Romae, 1798. The editio princeps, with an English interpretation
and annotations, is owed to H.T. COLEBROOKE, Serampore, 1808 (21825; Calcutta,
31891). The only edition to appear in Europe, with a French version, notes, and
an index, was prepared by A. LOISELEXJR DESLONQCHAMPS, Paris, 1839-45. Other
text editions worth mentioning are those of L. RICE, Bangalore, 1873 (with English
and Kanarese meanings); DXJRGAPRASAD, K.P. PARAB, and SIVADATTA, Abhidhana-
sangraha, I 1, Bombay, 1889 (with variant readings from four commentaries); S. V.
SVBHARAMA SASTRI, Madras, 1904 (with an English interpretation); HARAGOVINDA
SASTRI, HSS 30, Benares, 1937 (21957; 31968) (with Hindi commentary, Sanskrit
notes, introduction, and word index); N.G. SARDESAI and D.G. PADHYE, POS 69,
Poona, 1940 (21969) (with Sanskrit-English index); and S.S. JOSHI, HSS 144, Be-
nares, 1946 (31949) (with Sanskrit notes). For further editions see § 6. — The oldest
known manuscript of the Amarakosa, a Nepalese codex purchased for the Govern-
ment of Bengal, was written in the month of Caitra in the 24th regnal year of
Govindapala Deva [March-April 1185]. Cf. H.P. SHASTRI, JASB 62, pt. 1, p. 250.
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and gender book. It falls into three sections (kdnda) of several chapters (varga)
each, whence it came to be known also as the Trikanda or Trikandi. The first
section (svarddikdnda) deals in ten chapters with words relative to heaven
(svarga), the sky (vyoman), its quarters (did), time (kdla)^ thought (dhi), sound
etc. (sabdddi), dance (ndtya), the nether world and serpents (pdtdlabhogin), hell
(naraka), and water (vari).29 The second and longest section (bhumyddikdnda)
treats in another ten chapters of words pertinent to the earth (bhumi), towns
(pura), mountains (saila), woods and herbs (vanausadhi), animals (simhddi),
man (manusya), and the four castes (brahman, ksatriya, vaisya, sudra). The
third section (sdmdnyakdnda), which has five chapters, is about adjectives
(visesyanighna), miscellaneous words (samkirna), homonyms (ndndrtha), and
indeclinables (avyaya); it closes with a summary of rules on gender (lingddi-
samgraha). The metre is Anustubh in all but 18 stanzas, in which it is Arya or

The bulk of the Amarakosa is a synonymic dictionary whose articles are
grouped subjectwise and not bound to metrical units, with atha and tu serving
as punctuation aids in cases of need. The gender is marked either by the appo-
site terminations or by labels.31 Dvandvas and Eka^esas are formed only of
words having the same gender. The number of the various synonyms and mean-
ings is sometimes stated by a numeral. In the Nanarthavarga (III 3), the homo-
nyms are split into declinables and indeclinables and within either class listed
in the alphabetical order of their final consonants,32 being iterated only when
given another gender ending, whereas the senses are put now in the nominative
and now in the locative. In the Lingadisamgrahavarga (III 5), the vocables are
arranged according as they are feminine, masculine, neuter, masculine or neu-
ter, feminine or masculine, feminine or neuter, and feminine, masculine, or
neuter.

Of his sources Amarasimha himself speaks just in very general terms as
"other works" (anyatantrdni 11.2). The scholiasts Subhuticandra, Sarvananda,

29 The above division agrees with 110.44: uktam svarvyomadikkdladhisabdddisand-
tyakam / patalabhoginarakain vari cai§dm ca samgatarn jj Controversial is only the
question whether vyomadis and pdtdlabhogin form one chapter or two chapters each.
According to some authorities, however, the earliest of whom are Ksirasvamin and
Subhuticandra, the whole first section comprises but two chapters: one, called Svar-
gavarga, covering the topics of the first hemistich and one, named Patalavarga,
those of the second. Cf. A. BOROOAH'S edition, Berhampore, 1887-88, p. IV.

30 Arya: II 8.101/102, II 9.9, II 10.18/19, III 1.101/102-112/113, III 3.37/38-38/
39; Giti: III 1.64/65.

31 These are nr or pums for the masculine gender, strl for the feminine gender,
dvi for the epicene gender, kliba, dvihina, na dvi, or napumsaka for the neuter gender,
and tri for all three genders; they stand either in the nominative or in the locative
{dvi and tri only in the locative). If one gender is precluded by terms like na nr or
astri, the other two are allowed. Adjectival use is denoted by the nominative of
anya-, tri-, bhedya-, or vdcyalinga(ka).

32 The prefix a, the particle d, and the interjection as come before ku (III 3.239/
240).
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and Rayamukuta, however, while elaborating on this phrase, distinguish be-
tween "works on nouns only" (ndmamdtratantrdni) and "works on gender only"
(lingamdtratantrdni). To the former they assign the Trikanda, a word book in
three sections supposed to be Bhaguri's,33 from which Amarasimha may have
adopted the overall plan of his lexicon, and the Utpalim, a synonymic dictionary
compiled by Vyadi and described in § 3.34 Among the latter they include the
gender book of Vyadi, to which also the Linganusasanas of Harsavardhana (v.
96) and Vamana (v. 31) have recourse, and that of Vararuci, which we still
possess.35 Subhuticandra adduces as a third and a fourth authority the gender
book of Candragomin, which is referred to by Rayamukuta (II 679), and that
of Vamana, which likewise is still extant. Probably a fifth writer to be named
here is Katyayana, whom Rayamukuta mentions along with Vyadi and Vara-
ruci in another passage of his comments on the above stanza, and who is
different from the lexicographer Katya.36

The Amarakosa was translated into Tibetan by Kirticandra and Grags-pa-
rgyal-mthsan of Yar-luns (fl. c. 1300) at Yam-bu, the ancient capital of Nepal.
Their work was included in Bu-ston's recension of the Tanjur, which belongs
to the early 14th century,37 and revised twice in later years: a first time by
Chos-skyons-bzan-po (1441-1528), the famous grammarian and lo-tsa-ba of £a-
lu,38 and a second time by Chos-kyi-'byun-gnas or gTsug-lag Chos-kyi-snan-ba
(17th a), the great pundit of Si-tu.39 A Mongolian translation, made from the

33 Thus T H . ATTFRECHT, ZDMG 28, p . 113.
34 H . H . W I L S O N (Works, V, London, 1865, p . 202) and H . T . COLEBROOKE (Mis-

cellaneous Essays, I I 2 , London, 1873, p . 49) add the Rabhasakosa; on what grounds,
they do not say.

35 See above, n . 14. Similarly Bhanuj i Diks i ta : Trikanddtpaliny-adini ndmamdtra-
pratipddakdni / Vararucy-ddi-krtdni tu Ungamatrapratipddakani /

36 See R. SARMA, Kalpadrukosa of KeSava, I, Baroda, 1928, p. XIII. Katya's oft-
cited vocabulary was entitled Namamala, as appears from a half Sloka attributed
in Vamana's KavyalamkaravRtti (I 3.6) and Vagbhata's KavyanuSasana (p. 6.16-
17) to the Namamala but in Mahendra's Anekarthakairavakarakaumudi (II 517) to
Katya.

37 It is listed in all three registers (dkar-chag) of his oeuvre (gSun-'bum): vol. 24
(ya), fol. 171a2; vol. 26 (la), fol. 114a7-bl; vol. 28 (sa), fol. 108b6. See also E.
OBERMIIXER, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, I, Heidelberg, 1931, p. 47.

38 This is the canonical version found in the mDo or Sutra section of the Chone,
Derge, Naxthang, and Peking Tanjurs, its location being respectively: vol. 118 (se),
fol. 126bl-243a7; vol. 118 (se),io\. 126bl-243a7; vol. 117 (se),fo\. l-58b7; vol. 117
(se), fol. l-63bl [~Otani reprint, vol. 140, pp. 131-157]. It has been edited by S.C.
ViDYABHtJSANA, BI 204, Calcutta, 1911-12. The introduction and the first ten
stanzas of the Svargavarga, together with a German rendering, were published as
early as 1847 by O. BOHTLINGK, BCHP 3, col. 209.

39 A photoprint of the Derge xylograph of this version has been issued by LOKESH
CHANDRA, &PS 38, New Delhi, 1965. It is accompanied by a valuable preface (p. 5)
dealing with the history of Indo-Tibetan lexicography and an informative excursus
(p. 19) giving a detailed comparison of the first 75 stanzas of the two versions (down
to I 3.8).
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Peking edition of the Tibetan Tripitaka by Guusi dGe-legs-rgyal-mthsan, is
contained in the Mongolian Tanjur.40 Moreover, there are renderings into Bur-
mese and Sinhalese.41

6. Commentaries on Amarasimha's Ndmalingdnusdsana

Amarasimha's NamalinganuSasana is by general consent the best guide to
the acceptations of Sanskrit nouns. While Panini's Astadhyayi is rivalled by
other grammars, some of which have even gained the mastery in certain prov-
inces of India, the Amarakosa has been in vogue wherever the Sanskrit language
is cultivated. All later dictionaries are used as a rule only when it is either silent
or too scanty. Small wonder, therefore, that it has often been imitated, notably
in the lexical section of the Agnipurana42 and in the Abhidhanappadipika of
Moggallana,43 a Pali vocabulary written in Jetavana Monastery at Pulatthipura
towards the end of the 12th century and dealing in three parts of 1203 stanzas
altogether with synonyms, homonyms, and indeclinables. The Brhadamarakosa
quoted by Rayamukuta and Bhanuji Diksita, as well as the Vrddhamarakosa
cited by Sarvananda, in their scholia on 11.27 are obviously nothing but ampli-
fications of Amarasimha's book. The strongest evidence of its popularity is,
however, that at least 80 commentaries — more than on any other piece of

40 It stands in the Sutra section, vol. 117 (4e), fol. l-96b.
4 1 Cf. LOKESH CHANDRA, op. cit., p. 16. — According to S. JuiiiEN (JA IV 10, p.

87), who refers to Ta-T'ang nei-tien-lu V (TI 55, p. 273), the Amarakosa was
also translated into Chinese, and that by [1] Chii-na-lo-t'o [Gunarata, f 569]. The
version in point, which has not been handed down to us, is listed in the said
catalogue as follows: [2] fan wai huo yu cKi chuan i ming Tsa shih i ming Chii-
sht lun yin yuan shih "translation from the language of a foreign country in seven
books now called Miscellaneous Matters [Samyuktavastu] and now called Matters
of Cause and Reason in the KoSaSastra [KosaSastrahetupratyayavastu]". BtrNYrcr
NANJIO (in F.M. MIJIXER, India what can it teach us? London, 1883, p. 376), adduc-
ing a similar entry from K'ai yuan shih-chiao mu-lu VII (TI 55, p. 546), already
observed that there is actually no trace in these titles of the Amarakosa and that,
judging by the latter title, the work in question is rather comparable to the second
chapter of Vasubandhu's AbhidharmakoSaSastra. Unfortunately his remark has not
received all the attention it deserves, the existence of such a translation being still
asserted, for example, by S.N. DASGTXPTA, A History of Sanskrit literature, I,
Calcutta, H962, p. 539, n. 1.

42 Chapters 360-367, now being critically edited by R. BERWE. In a detailed study
of these chapters, published in JAOS 96, p. 383 sqq., BIRWE could discern two dif-
ferent strata (360, 362; 361, 363-367), which he considers posterior to the mid-12th
and 14th centuries respectively, their common terminus ad quem being a Calcutta
manuscript of S. 1587 or 1665/66 (see H. SHASTRI, [ABCIM 51], V, p. 422).

43 Edited with English and Sinhalese interpretations, notes, and appendices by W.
SuBHtrri, Colombo, H865, 21883, 31900. Indexed by the same, Colombo, 1893. Cf.
W. GEIGER, Pali Literatur und Sprache, StraBburg, 1916, p. 37.

[1], [2] see below, p. 383.
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Indian literature — have been handed down to us.44 Those already published
or studied, or deserving special attention, include:

(1) the Amarakosodghatana of Bhatta Ksirasvamin, son of Bhatta IsVara-
svamin, composed in the first half of the 12th century.

It contains many quotations from the works of King Bhoja of Dhara, who ruled
from about 1018 to 1060, and is cited twice in Vardhamana's GaNaratnamahodadhi
(v. 306 ~I I 8.14 and v. 430 ~ I 6.14), which is dated s. 1197 [1140/41]. The author's
Kslrataranginl is said in the colophon to have been copied by himself during the
reign of King Jayasimha of Kashmir (1128-49), under whom his father served as
a minister; cf. B. LIEBICH'S edition, Breslau, 1930, p. 201. We see no reason to doubt
this statement or to put a different interpretation on it, as is done by YUDHISTHIBA
MIMAMSAKA, SaMskrt vyakaraN-Sastra ka itihas, II, Ajmer, s. 2019, p. 78, who fixes
Kslrasvamin's floruit at s. 1115-65 [1058/59-1108/09]; according to him, the K?i-
ratarangini is anonymously referred to several times in Maitreyaraksita's Dhatu-
pradipa, which he assigns to about s. 1165.

Edited by A. BOBOOAH, Berhampore, 1887-88 (up to I 5.5); T. GANAPATI SASTRI,
TSS 43 and 51, Trivandrum, 1915-17 (II1-10 only); K.G. OKA, Pooiia, 1913; H.D.
SHABMA and N. G. SABJDESAI, POS 43, Poona, 1941. The oldest available manu-
script, dated sri-nrpa-Vikramaditya-rdjye gatdbda-samvat 1619 varse bhddrapada-
6ukla-pakse pamcamydm guru-vasare [Thursday, 3 September 1562], is recorded in
G.V. DEVASTHALI, [ABCIM 37], I, p. 41; cf. N.G. SARDESAI, PO 1, pt. 1, p. 24.

On Kslrasvamin's sources see TH. ATJFRECHT, ZDMG 28, p. 103; on his vernacular
vocabulary see TH. ZACHABIAE, Beitrage zur indischen Lexicographie, Berlin, 1883,
p. 67.

(2) the Kamadhenu of Subhiiticandra, composed between 1060 and 1172,
probably in the first half of the 12th century.

It refers to the Sarasvatlkanthabharana and SrngaraprakaSa of King Bhoja of
Dhara, who died after 1060, and is quoted in SaraNadeva's Durghatavrtti, which
was written in 1172. Cf. P.K. GODE, Studies in Indian literary history, I, Bombay,
1953, pp. 215 and 217.

Despite its importance, the Kamadhenu has apparently not been transmitted
intact, nor has it been edited so far. The earliest known manuscript, a fragmentary
palm-leaf codex dated Newar s. 311 [!] Phalguna vadi 3 BRhaspati [Thursday, 14
February 1191], was discovered by RAHTJLA SANKKITYAYANA in the Central Tibetan
monasteries of Nor and Sa-skya and described by him in JBORS 21, p. 40 (No. 150:
end, ff. 192-389), and 23, p. 21 (No. 185: beginning, 17 leaves); photographs of its
initial portion are found in the K.P. Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna, and the
Seminary for Indian and Buddhist Studies, Gottingen. On Subhuticandra's sources
see T.R. CHINTAMANI, JOR 8, p. 372.

As Subhuticandra was a Buddhist, his commentary forms part of the Lamaist
canon, being listed in all three registers (dkar-chag) of Bu-ston's oeuvre (gSun-
'bum): vol. 24 (ya), fol. 171a2-3; vol. 26 (la), fol. 114bl-2; vol. 28 (sa), fol. 108b6-
7. It belongs to the mDo or Sutra section of the Tanjur and occurs respectively
in vol. 118 (se): fol. 244bl-322a7, vol. 118 (se):foh 244b 1-318a7, vol. 117 (se): fol.
58b7-78b2, and vol. 117 (ise): fol. 63bl-127b7 (~ vol. 140: pp. 157-183) of the
Chone, Derge, Narthang, and Peking xylographs (and the Otani reprint) of the
Tibetan Tripitaka and in vol. 117 (se): fol. 97a-218a of the Mongolian Tripitaka.

44 See V. RAGHAVAN, [ABCIM 231], I2, p. 324. On the Bengali commentators in
particular see N.N. DASGTTPTA, IC 2, p. 261.
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Both versions, prepared and revised by the same scholars as those of the Amarakosa
proper, are unfinished and abridged: the Chone, Derge, and Peking recensions (and
hence also the Mongolian version) extend to II 8.81/82 but omit more and more
stanzas towards the end, including only 9 out of 115 hemistichs of the Brahmavarga
(II 7.1-2b, 4-6) and 10 out of 239 hemistichs of the Ksatriyavarga (II 8.1-2b, 34a-c,
43c-45b, 81d-82a); the Narthang recension, edited by S.C. VIDYABHUSANA, BI 219,
Calcutta, 1912, is still shorter, breaking off abruptly with I 3.15b.

(3) the Tlkasarvasva of Vandyaghatiya Sarvananda, composed in s. 1081
[1159/60].

Schol. on I 4.21c: iddnim caikaMtivar§ddhikasdhasraikaparyantena sakdbdakdlena
§astivar§ddhikadvicatvdrimiacchatdni kalisamdhydyd bhiitdni / "And at present, with
the Saka-year period defined by one thousand and eighty-one years, forty-two
hundred and sixty years of the Kali era (are) past."

Edited by T. GANAPATI SASTRI, TSS 38. 43. 51. 52, Trivandrum, 1914-17. For a
study of the DeSl words used by the author see N.P. CHAKRAVARTI, JA 209, p. 81.
An index of writers and works quoted by him is found in M. SESHAGIRI SASTRI,
[ABCIM 198], II, p. 24.

(4) the Amarapadavivrti or Ling&bhattiya of Lingayasurin (or Ling&bhatta),
son of Vangala Kamaya Bhatta, composed between 1150 and 1300; and

(5) the Amarapadaparijata of Mallinatha, son of Nrsimhasurin Bollatinmi of
the j§rivatsagotra, composed in the 14th century.

Lingayasurin and Mallinatha (no kin to the Mahakavya scholiast) were South
Indians hailing from Andhra. Lingayasurin quotes Kslrasvamin (introd. v. 2) and
is quoted by Mallinatha (I 8.35), who in turn cites the VairagyapaNcaka of Venka-
tanatha (allegedly 1268-1369) at II 6.119 but does not mention either the Padacan-
drika of Rayamukuta (1432) or the Siddhantakaumudi of Bhattoji Dlksita (about
1557-1627).

The Lingabhattlya was first published with Telugu explanations in Madras,
1915. Both commentaries are now being critically edited by A.A. RAMANATHAN,
ALS 101, Madras, 197Iff. A list of the names of authors and works quoted in the
Lingabhattlya is given by M. SESHAGIRI SASTRI, [ABCIM 198], II, p. 33.

(6) the Balabodhini (in Newari) of Manikya, commissioned by Jayadbrah-
masvamin — minister of King Jayasthiti Malla of Nepal — for the use of his
son and completed at Bhaktapura or Bhatgaon on Wednesday, 28 March 1386.

Cf. C. BENDAI/L, [ABCIM 61], p. 187 (where the title is wrongly stated to be
VivRti). The date is given in the scholiast's colophon (v. 5) as sad-uttare panca-sate
gate 'bde nepdlike mdsi ca caitra-samjne / (a)krsna-pakse madanabhidhdydm tiihau
sasdnkdtmaja-vdsare ca // It has been calculated by F. KIELHORN, IA 17, p. 247.

(7) the Amarakosavyakhya of Bommaganti Appayarya alias Marapota, com-
posed under King Kumara Singa (c. 1385-1410).

Cf. V. RAGHAVAN, IHQ 19, p. 73. SiNga Bhupala's date is not uncontroversial,
though; for details see S.K. DE, History of Sanskrit poetics, I2, Calcutta, 1960, p.
239. The third section is being critically edited by A.A. RAMANATHAN, ALS 101,
Madras.

(8) the Amarakosapafijika or Padacandrika of Brhaspati Misra alias Raya-
mukutamani, son of Govinda, of Badha in Bengal, composed in s. 1353 [1431/
1432].'
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Schol. on I 124: idanlm ca sakdbddh — 1353 dvdtrirrisadabdddhikapancasatottara-
catuhsahasravarsdni kalisamdhydyd bhutdni / 4532 / "And at present 1353 Saka
years (and) four thousand and five hundred and thirty-two years of the Kali era
(are) past, 4532."

Edited by A. BOROOAH, Berhampore, 1887-88 (up to I 5.5), and K.K. DUTTA,
CSCRS 48, Calcutta, 1966ff. (in progress). Two old Sarada codices, dated s. 1711
[1654/55] and S. 1577 [1655/56], are found respectively in the Government Manu-
scripts Library (No. I l l of 1883/84) of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,
Poona, and in the Stein Collection (No. 6) of the Indian Institute, Oxford; cf. R.G.
BHANDARKAR, [ABCIM 273], IV, p. 265, and G.L.M. CLATTSON, JRAS 1912, p.
592/593. The second section of the latter codex was finished [Saptarsi-Jsam° 31
sdkah 1577 srd-sruti 5, i.e. 27 July 1655 (O.S.) or 6 August 1655 (N.S.); cf. M.A.
STEIN, KalhaNa's RajataraNgim, Bombay, 1892, p. vii, n. 3.

On Rayamukuta's sources see TH. ATTFRECHT, ZDMG 28, p. 109; R. G. BHANDAR-
KAR, op. cit., p. 61; DURGAPRASADA, ib., p. 467. On his patron, date, and works see
R.C. HAZRA, IHQ 17, p. 442, and D.C. BHATTACHARYYA, IHQ 17, p. 456.

(9) the Amarakosasannaya (in Sinhalese) of an anonym, composed between
the 13th and early 15th centuries.

Partly edited by A. DE SILVA DEVARAKKHITA BATUVANTTTDAVE, Colombo, 1880
(introduction, scholia on I 1.1-5 and III 5, extracts for the rest), A. MENDIS GUNA-
SEKERA, Simhalagranthamavaya, n. p. or d., p. 275 (scholia on I 1.1-6), and M.
WIMALAJOTI, Colombo, 1934 (scholia on I 1.1-4 and III 5). — Personal communi-
cation from Prof. H. Bechert, Gottingen.

(10) the Amarakosapancika (in Malayalam) of Vasudeva, completed on 19
May 1541.

Colophon, v. 1: sasadhara-vasu-bdna-prdna-randhra-ksamesaih parimitim upaydte
vdsardndm samuhe / iha kaliyuga-bhdjdm Vdsudevo dvijanmd vyalikhad Amarakosa-
graniha-tdtparya-sdram // "When the number of days pertinent to the Kaliyuga had
reached the measure (constituted) by 1695581, the twice-born Vasudeva gave herein
the essence of the purport of the book (styled) Amarakosa." Cf. V. KRISHNAM-
ACHARYA, [ABCIM 191], VI, p. 368. On vi-likh signifying authorship see K. MA-
DHAVA KRISHNA SARMA, ALB 5, p. 27. — Printed at Cottayam, 1856.

(11) the Amarakosapafijika or Padarthakaumudi of Narayana Sarman (or
Cakravartin), son of Rama, of Putatunda in Bengal, composed in L 1540
[1618/19].

Schol. on I 4.21c: iddnim sakdbddh 1540 / unavimsatyadhikasaptacatvdrimsaccha-
tani varsdni kalisamdhyd(yd) bhutdni 4719 j "At present 1540 Saka years (and)
forty-seven hundred and nineteen 4719 years of the Kali era (are) past." Cf. J.
EGGELING, [ABCIM 164], I 2, p. 272. On NarayaNa's sources see TH. AUFRECHT,
ZDMG 28, p. 121.

(12) the Vyakhyasudha, Ramasrami, or Subodhini of Bhanuji Diksita, son
of Bhattoji Diksita, composed at the request of Prince Klrtisimha of Mahidhara
in the first half of the 17th century, probably between 1620 and 1640.

Cf. P.K. GODE, Studies in Indian literary history, III, Poona, 1956, p. 25, who
identifies Bhanuji Dlksita's patron as Fateh Singh of Maihar (c. 1620-60).

Lithographed at KaSi, s. 1911 [1854/55]; edited by SIVADATTA, Bombay, 11889,
»1905, 41915, H929, «1944, and HARAGOVINDA SASTRI, KSS 198, Varanasi, 1970. A
contemporary manuscript of the second section (No. 200 of 1882-83), kept in the
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, and dated s. 1705 [1648/49], has
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been noticed by P.K. GODE, ib.; one of the third section (No. 5439), stored in the
Anup Sanskrit Library, Bikaner, and written in s. 1725 [1668/69], is listed by C.
KTJNHAN RAJA and K. MADHAVA KRISHNA SARMA, [ABCIM 28], p. 409.

(13) the Trikandaviveka or Trikandarahasya(prakaSa) of Ramanatha Vidya-
vacaspati, composed after s\ 1579 [1657/58].

Cf. TH. AUFRECHT, ZDMG 28, p. 122. At I 6.5/6 is mentioned the author's SmRti-
ratnavall, which was written ankddri-sara-subhrdmsu-sammite saka-vatsare (see J.
EGGELING, [ABCIM 164], I 3, p. 463); hence the date 1633 A.D. assigned to the
commentary cum grano salis by Aufrecht and adopted by most subsequent schol-
ars cannot be correct.

(14) the Sarasundarl of Mathuresa Vidyalamkara, son of ̂ ivarama Cakravar-
tin and Parvati, composed in s. 1588 [1666/67].

Thus the Svargavarga colophon (after 17): gajasta-tithi-ganyabde Vidydlarrikdra-
dhimata / racitd Svarga-vargasya tikiyam Sarasundarl // "In the year to be counted
by (the numerals) elephant, eight, and lunar day [1588], this Sarasundarl commen-
tary on the Svargavarga (has been) prepared by the learned VidyalaMkara." Quite
similarly the Lingadisamgrahavarga colophon, v. 1: gajdsta-tithi-yuk-sdke Vidyd-
lamkdra-dhimatd / Lingddi-samgrahe tikd nirmame Sdrasundari // Cf. R. MITRA,
[ABCIM 219], VII, p. 221 (No. 2465, dated S. 1602 or A.D. 1680/81); J. EGGELING,
[ABCIM 164], I 2, p. 275. This commentary, which depends in its explanations on
Padmanabhadatta's system of grammar, has remained unedited so far. On Mathu*
reSa himself see below, § 41.

(15) the Budha- or Vidvanmanohara of Mahadeva Tirtha (or Vedantin), pupil
of Svayamprakasa Tirtha, composed in the second half of the 17th century.

Cf. M.M. PATKAR, SPAIOC 17, p. 41. Variant readings found in this commentary
have been noted in the text edition of DURGAPRASADA, K.P. PARAB, and SIVA-
DATTA published as No. I 1 of the Abhidhana-sangraha, Bombay, 1889.

(16) the MugdhabodhinI of Bharatamallika alias Bharatasena, son of Gauran-
gamallika and scion of an old Bengali family of physicians, composed in s. 1599
[1677/78].

Cf. D.C. BHATTACHARYYA, IHQ 18, p. 168. (This article rectifies the various
errors about Bharatamallika's date, patron, and place of residence current in second-
ary literature to the present day.) The author, who bases himself in his derivations
on Vopadeva's Mugdhabodha, also has to his credit several other commentaries and
some independent works, among them an Ekaksara- and a Sabdabhedakosa (v. inf.,
§ 45 [9] and [19]).

(17) the Amarakosaviveka or 6isubodhini of MahesVara, son of Ramacandra-
bhatta Sukathanekara of the VisVamitragotra, a widespread commentary of
uncertain but modern date.

Printed lithographically and typographically several times: Poona, s. 1766
[1844/45]; Poona, S. 1771 [1849/50]; Indore, s. 1771 [1849/50]; Benares, s. 1913
[1856/57]; Bombay, 1862; Benares, s. 1924 [1867/68]. Best known in the enlarged
redaction of RAGHUNATH SHASTRI TALEKAR as edited by C.S. THATTE under the
superintendence of F. KIELHORN: Bombay, 11%11, 21882, and revised by V. jHAliA-
KIKARA under the superintendence of R.G. BHANDARKAR: Bombay, 31886, 51896,
61907. On this MaheSvara, who is different from the author of the ViSvaprakaSa and
gabdabhedaprakaSa (§ 17), see V. KRISHNAMACHARYA, [ABCIM 191], VI, p. 386.
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An anonymous commentary of unknown title and date preserved in a single
codex (No. 3356) of the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras, has
been analysed by T.R. CHINTAMANI, JOR 6, p. 247.

In spite of its almost universal recognition, the Amarakosa has at times been
criticized. As early as the 12th century, the scholiast Ksirasvamin pointed out
a number of mistakes with the help of the Dhanvantarinighantu.45 In the 18th
century, the Andhra lexicographer Sriharsa blamed it in a tract called Amara-
khandana46 for being poor in words, variant forms, and gender indications. The
latter's critique was refuted by Krsnasuri, another Andhra writer (b. 1770), in
the fifth chapter of bis Sahityakalpalatika entitled Amaramandana.47

7. iSdsvata's Anekdrthasamuccaya

A pretty old work, formerly taken to be even older than the Amarakosa, is
^asvata's Anekarthasamuccaya.48 The author drew upon "all the poems of good
poets" (nikhildni sukavikdvydni, v. 805) and studied, besides three grammars
and five gender books, "the practice of the wise" (sistaprayoga, introd. v. 6) —
i. e. the methods of his predecessors — for the purpose of writing it. Checked
by a certain Khudula and other experts who lived at the court — or were
regular guests in the house — of one Vidyavilasa, and thoroughly re-examined
in collaboration with a poet called Mahabala and a scholar named Varaha49 (v.
806f.) prior to publication, it is a purely homonymic dictionary of 1800-odd
lemmata and 814 stanzas, all but two of which are Slokas; only the first verses
of the introduction and epilogue are in the ^ardulavikridita and Arya metres
respectively.

Though undivided into chapters, its main body falls naturally into five parts:
(1) nouns needing a full 6loka for their explanation (vv. 1-153); (2) nouns need-
ing a half &loka for their explanation (vv. 154-593); (3) nouns needing a quarter

45 Cf. TH. ZACHARIAE, Beitrage zur indischen Lexicographie, Berlin, 1883, p. 23;
A. BOROOAH'S edition, p. XI; K.G. OKA'S edition, p. (6).

46 Edited by T.R. CHINTAMANI, JOR 5, p. 16.
47 Edited by V. RAGHAVAN, SIAL 4, Poona, 1949.
48 Edited by TH. ZACHABIAB, Berlin, 1882; K.G. OKA, Poona, 1918 (criticized by

ZACHARIAE, WZKM 35, p. 36); N.N. KTTLKABNI, Poona, 1929. For suggestions as
to its time, none of which are really convincing, see the introductions to these
editions but note ZACHARIAE's modifications of his own view in Die indischen Wor-
terbucher (KoSa), StraBburg, 1897, p. 24.

The earliest known manuscript, a palm-leaf codex of 93 folios dated samvat 1240
var§e jye§tha vadi 9 ravau [Sunday, 6 May 1184], was found in the Samghavl PaDa
Bhandar at Pattan in 1879 and copied for Government; see F. KIELHORN, [ABCIM
273], I, pp. V and 67. Unfortunately it is not recorded by L.B. GANDHI, [ABCIM
259], I.

49 Hardly the astronomer Varahamihira, in spite of A. BOROOAH, Amara Sinha's
Nomalinganushasana, Berhampore, 1887, p. XI, and P.E. PAVOMNI, GSAI 5, p.
182, n.
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Sloka for their explanation (vr. 594-734); (4) supplements to earlier articles
(vv. 735-780); (5) indeclinables needing either a half Sloka (vv. 781-793) or a
quarter Sloka (vv. 794-804) for their explanation. The third part lists nouns
of usually two meanings made into seven furtlier groups after the manner of
their explanation: (a) the homonyms stand in the nominative dual (double
Ekasesas), with their meanings given as Dvandvas in the same case and number
(vv. 595-625); (b) they stand in the nominative plural (triple Ekasesas), with
their meanings given as Dvandvas in the same case and number (vv. 626-627);
(c) they stand twice in the nominative singular, with their meanings given un-
compounded in the same case and number (vv. 628-635); (d) they stand once
in the nominative singular, with their meanings given as Dvandvas in the loca-
tive dual (vv. 636-678); (e) they stand once in the nominative singular, with
their meanings given in the first and third padas uncompounded in the locative
singular but in the second and fourth padas as Dvandvas in the locative dual
(vv. 679-703); (f) those of the first and third padas stand twice in the nominative
singular, with their meanings given uncompounded in the locative singular,
while those of the second and fourth padas stand once in the nominative singu-
lar, with their meanings given as Dvandvas in the locative dual (vv. 704-705);
(g) they stand once in the nominative singular, with their meanings given un-
compounded in the locative singular (vv. 706-734).

The order of lemmata within these parts and groups is arbitrary, even syno-
nyms and cognates being often separated from one another. Adjectives are
treated as neuter or masculine substantives. The gender follows from the end-
ings of the homonyms or of predicate nouns related to them, or goes altogether
unmarked. The new meanings in the fourth part, which are given in the locative
singular almost throughout, have been set off by the particle api. The total
number of senses is noted here and there by numerals. Fillers of all sorts are
very common. The great length of many explanations — especially in the first
part, where whole sentences deal with a single item (e.g. v. 121) — is due to
the fact that Sasvata planned his Anekarthasamuccaya as "a composition
whose words are of clear meaning to suit the intellect of children" (sphutdrtha-
padavinydsah sisundm pratipattaye, introd. v. 3).

8. Mahaksapanaka's Anekdrthadhvanimanjari

Not too remote from Sasvata's Anekarthasamuccaya is Mahaksapanaka's
Anekarthadhvanimanjarl,50 also called Anekarthapadamafijari or simply An-

50 First published at Jaipur, s. 1908 [1851/52]; lithographed in the DvadaSakoSa-
samgraha, VaraNasI, S. 1787 [1865/66] and s. 1929 [1872/73]; edited in the SaM-
skRtakoSayugma, KaracI, s. 1789 [1867/68]. All three texts are next to worthless;
so are the references given in A. BOBOOAH'S Nanartha SaMgraha, Calcutta-London,
1884. A manuscript from the end of the 14th century, dated s. 1453 [1396/97], is
found in the L.D. Institute of Indology, Ahmedabad; see PUNYAVIJAYAJI and A. P.
SHAH, [ABCIM 281], III, p. 976.
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ekarthamanjari, which is cited in Vallabhadeva's commentary on the Raghu-
vamsa and hence must have been written in the first half of the 10th century
at the very latest.51 It is a short homonymic dictionary extant in several versions
of varying length and rather poor quality, all of which have one chapter each
for articles covering a full, half, and quarter Sloka (slokddhikdra, ardhaslokd-
dhikdra, pddddhikdra); some add a fourth chapter on monosyllables (ekdksara-
kosa) or on varia (vividhddhikdra), the former being also met with as a separate
work, while others substitute for them further meanings of words already treat-
ed.52 The sequence of lemmata within these chapters is guided by no prin-
ciple. The definitions are in the style of the i^asvatakosa. The metre is consist-
ently Anustubh.

Because of its antiquity the Anekarthadhvanimanjari aroused the interest
of many a later lexicographer such as Gadasimha (or Durgasimha) and Harsa-
kirti, who tried to amend the corrupt and often anonymously transmitted text
to the best of their powers and had it released as a composition of their own.53

Mahaksapanaka, who hailed from Kashmir, may or may not be the same as
Ksapanaka the author of an Unadisiitravrtti mentioned by Ujjvaladatta (I
158). A personage of this name also ranks among the nine jewels of Vikrama-
ditya's court.

51 Cf. P.K. GODE, Studies in Indian literary history, I, Bombay, 1953, p. 109; the
quotation concerned (madhur daityo madh/us caitro madhuko 'pi madhur matah, v.
9cd) occurs at IX 59, which is IX 48 in the usual numbering, with a faulty mrduh
in lieu of matah. On Vallabhadeva's time see E. HUXTZSCH, Kalidasa's Meghaduta,
London, 1911, p. IX.

52 The chapter on monosyllables is found edited in RAMANIKAVIJAYA, Ekaksara-
nama-kosasamgraha, RPG 64, Jodhpur, 1964. The versions represented by the two
Berlin codices No. 1697 and No. 1698 have been analysed by P.E. PAVOLINI, GSAI
5, p. 175.

53 On GadasiMha's redaction, also entitled NanarthadhvanimaNjarl and collated
with the Ajaya- (v.l. Amara-), Rudra-, Gangadhara-, Dharam-, and Ratnakosas,
see R. MITBA, [ABCIM 219], II, p. 155, and J. EGGELING, [ABCIM 164], I 2, p. 291.
An edition with Bengali translation was prepared by G. TARKARATNA, Kosacan-
drika, Dhaka, 1893; its first chapter is incorporated in G.V. BHATTACHARYYA'S
Kosasamgraha, Calcutta, san 1314 [1907/08] (61340 [1933/34]). For Harsaklrti's
Sabdanekartha v. inf. (§ 34). The considerably enlarged recension of an anonymous
Jain compiler indebted in the main to Hemacandra's AnekarthasaMgr&ha and
UnadigaNavivrti has been described from a Poona codex (No. 839 of 1886-92) by
TH. ZACHARIAE, WZKM 14, p. 325. Another version of unknown authorship, the
Sabdaratnapradlpa, has been edited by H. SHASTRI, RPG 19, Jaipur, 1956; it figures
among the sources of Sumati Gam's GaNadharasardhaSatakavrtti dated sara-nidhi-
dinakarasamkhye [1295] vikrama-varse gurau dvitiyayam / radhe, that is, Thursday,
7 or 21 April 1239 (col. v. 12; see PXJNYAVIJAYAJI, New Catalogue of Sanskrit and
Prakrit manuscripts, Jesalmer collection, Ahmedabad, 1972, p. 123).
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9. Halayudha's Abhidhanaratnamala

The earliest lexicographer to be datable with some measure of certainty is
Bhatta Halayudha. According to L. Heller's careful investigation, he was born
in the former half of the 10th century and compiled three manuals for the use
of poets: first the Abhidhanaratnamala on nouns; then, at the court of Krsna
III Rastrakuta of Manyakheta (c. 940-956), the Kavirahasya on verbs; and
lastly, under the patronage of Munja Paramara alias Vakpati II of Dhara (c.
974—995), the Mrtasamjivani on metre.54

The Abhidhanaratnamala or Halayudhanamamala,55 with which we are
concerned here, is a chiefly synonymic dictionary divided into five sections
(kdnda) of not quite 900 stanzas and arranged under the topics heaven (svarga),
earth (bhumi), nether world (pdtdla), general (sdmdnya), and homonyms (an-
ekdrtha). Its sources were Amaradatta, Vararuci, Bhaguri, Vopalita, et al. (I 2),
from whom whole lines seem to have been borrowed literally,56 so that it would
prove a valuable aid in reconstructing the definitions of lost Kosas. Its language
is simple, easy to comprehend, and often prolix. Its verse is characterized by
a multiplicity of metres otherwise unexampled in this branch of literature. The
gender of words is recognizable only from their form or context. The homonyms
of the fifth section are listed in free order and their senses given mostly in the
locative, either one by one or in compounds; they are never repeated and sel-
dom appear as Ekas"esas.

We know at least two commentaries (tiled) on the Abhidhanaratnamala: one
in Sanskrit by Ajada or Mahajada, son of Tribhuvanapala and grandson of
Pallaniprthvipala, who flourished some time between 1150 and 1400 ;57 and one
in Kanarese by Nagavarman.58

54 L. HELLER, Halayudha's Kavirahasya, [Thesis,] Gottingen, 1894, p. 18.
55 Lithographed in the SatkoSasaMgraha, VaraNasi, s. 1930 [1873/74]. Edited with

Sanskrit-English glossary by TH. ATJFRECHT, London-Edinburgh, 1861 (reprinted
at Lahore, 1928); with English meanings and Sanskrit register-cum-glossary by J.
Jos!, SBP 12, VaraNasi, S. 1879 [1957/58].

56 E.g. II 358cd, which is credited to Bhaguri in Hemacandra's Abhidhanacin-
tamamtlka III 272.

57 He quotes, among others, Kslrasvamin and MaheSvara, who both lived in the
first half of the 12th century; cf. TH. ZACHARIAE, Die indischen Worterbucher
(KoSa), Strafiburg, 1897, p. 26. The oldest manuscript we have was written in s.
1464 [1407/08]; cf. C. KTTNHAN RAJA and K. MADHAVA KRISHNA SARMA, [ABCIM
28], p. 408. AjaDa's scholia are perhaps identical with the Halayudhatika referred
to in Srlvallabha Gam's Saroddhara (§21); cf. TH. ZACHARIAE, Beitrage zur indi-
schen Lexicographie, Berlin, 1883, p. 69. For their head- and tail-pieces see JINAVI-
JAYA, [ABCIM 136], II (B), app., p. 140; the codex in point, which is the only other
unfragmentary witness traceable so far, is dated samvat 1689 varse prathama-vai-
6ahha-sudi-trayodaiyam tithau [12 April 1633 O.S. or 22 April 1633 N.S.].

ss Edited by A. V. RAO and H.S. AYYANGAR, MTJKS 6, Madras, 1940. — A third
commentary, styled Tilaka, is noted by G. BUHLER, [ABCIM 108], III, p. 34.
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10. Dhanapdla's Pdiyalacchi

A junior colleague of Halayudha's at Dhara was Dhanapala, son of Sarvadeva
and grandson of Devarsi. Born at Visala (Ujjain) into a brahmin family of the
Kasyapagotra that had immigrated from Samkas'ya in Madhyadesa, he later
moved to the capital of Malava, where he won the favour of the king through
his poetry and was ultimately made a convert to Jainism by his younger brother
Sobhana.59 He was a versatile man of letters who, judging from his oeuvre,
wrote poems, hymns, tales, tracts, and scholia with equal fluency in Sanskrit
and Prakrit.60

His principal contribution to lexicography is the Paiyalacchi or Prakrtalaks-
mi,61 a synonymic dictionary of 279 Arya stanzas and the oldest extant Prakrit
work of its kind. Composed for his younger sister Sundari at Dhara in s. 1029
[972/73],62 when he still professed Brahmanism, it purports to be a "garland
of nouns" (ndmamdld, v. 1) and "manual of provincialisms" (desi, v. 278);
nevertheless it includes adverbs, verbal forms, particles, and affixes as well as
Tatsamas and Tadbhavas, that is, terms adopted or derived from Sanskrit.
Though intermediate colophons do not exist, or have not been transmitted, it
embraces four distinct parts of uneven length, each new one beginning with a
brief statement of the method used: the first (vv. 2-19) contains sets of syno-
nyms requiring a verse; the second (vv. 19-94), such requiring a hemistich; the
third (vv. 94-202), such requiring a line; the fourth (vv. 202-275), single words
explained by one synonym and sporadically by a sentence extending over a
hemistich. In the first three parts, the names of gods, saints, and sacred things
have been treated at the outset. Beyond this, no steps have been taken towards
bringing the various concepts into a system.

59 Cf. G. BtJHLER, SKAW 99, p. 568. According to tradition, the then sovereign
of Malava was Bhoja (c. 1018-1060), which is, however, an anachronism; Dhanapala
may have seen Bhoja on the throne and come to be a protege^ of his when he was
an old man, but he settled at Dhara more than forty years before Bhoja's accession.

60 Cf. H.R. KAPADIA, [ABCIM 264], XIX 1, p. 65. Besides the works recorded
there, some isolated verses of his have survived in SarNgadhara's Paddhati (1151),
Srldharadasa's SaduktikamamRta (94, 1935), and JalhaNa's SUktimuktavali (II 27,
XXX 3).

61 Edited by G. BUHLEB, BKIS 4, p. 70 (published also separately: Gottingen,
1879), VIKBAMAVIJAYA MUNI, AVJG 11, PataN, s. 2003 [1946/47], and B. J. Dosi,
PKJG 1, Bambal, 1960; an anonymous edition appeared at Bhavnagar, s. 1973
[1916/17].

62 V. 276ab: Vikkamakalassa gae aunattisuttare sahassammi "when one thousand
and twenty-nine (years) of the Vikrama era had passed." — G. BTTHLEB (BKIS 4,
p. 73) assumed that Sundari was identical with the Prakrit poetess Avantisundarl
cited in Hemacandra'sDeSinamamaiatika (181 and 157); but R. PISCHEL (Grammatik
der Prakrit-Sprachen, StraBburg, 1900, p. 40) is probably more correct in equating
this lady with the wife of the dramatist RajaSekhara, at whose request the latter's
KarpUramanjari was performed (I 11).
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In addition to his Paiyalacchi, Dhanapala must have produced another Pra-
krit vocabulary; for out of the five quotations expressly assigned to him in
Hemacandra's Desinamamalatika, as many as four do not occur in the Paiya-
lacchi at all, while the fifth is incongruous with it.63 He also had to his credit
a Sanskrit Kosa utilized in Hemacandra's Abhidhanacintamanitika and Bha-
nuji Diksita's Vyakhyasudha.64

11. Yddavaprakdsa's VaijayantI

New impulses were given to lexicography by Yadavaprakasa, who is said to
be none other than the distinguished Advaitin and original preceptor of Rama-
nuja (allegedly 1017-1137).65 A native of the South Indian village of Tirupput-
kuli or Grdhrasaras near Kanclpura (Conjeeveram), he was finally won over to
the Visistadvaita philosophy by his even more renowned erstwhile disciple.

His VaijayantI,66 a synonymic and homonymic dictionary in one, belongs to
the most comprehensive Kosas ever written; the manuscript presented by G.
Biihler to the India Office Library, London, reports the number of Granthas —
Anustubh verses and a couple of Arya stanzas — to amount to 3,500.67 It con-
sists of 43 chapters (adhydya) subsumed under eight sections (kdnda) in the
following way: (1) heaven (svarga), (2) atmosphere (antariksa), (3) earth (bhu-
mi), (4) nether world (pdtdla)*8 (5) general (sdmdnya), (6) disyllables (dvy-
aksara), (7) trisyllables (tryaksara), and (8) sundries (sesa). The synonymic sec-
tions I-V appear to have enjoyed little popularity, evidently because of their
keeping to the usual pattern; they are scarcely adduced in commentatorial
literature and have been preserved in but a few codices. Not so the homonymic
sections VI-VIII, which mark a considerable advance on previous Anekartha-

63 DeS. I 141, III 22, IV 30, VI 101 (# Paiy. 146), VIII 17. P. V. RAMANTJJA-
SWAMI (The DeSlnamamala of Hemachandra edited with critical notes by R. PISCHEL,
Poona, 21938, introd., p. 14) would therefore rather posit two Dhanapalas, which is
not exactly plausible.

64 Abh. II 101, II 105, III 350; cf. introd. v. 3. Vy. I 3.11.
65 Cf. S. DASGTTPTA, A History of Indian philosophy, III2, Cambridge, 1952, p.

100.
66 Made known in Europe for the first time by A.F. STENZ:LER, De lexicographiae

Sanscritae principiis, Vratislaviae, 1847, p. 18, who gleaned 46 passages of it from
Mallinatha's commentaries on the Kiratarjuniya and the SiSupalavadha. Edited by
G. OPPERT, Madras, 1893 (see TH. ZACHARIAE'S critical review in GGA 1894, p.
822), and by HARAGOVINDA SASTRI, JKPG 2, Varanasi, 1971 (reprint of OPPERT'S
text).

• ' Cf. G. BTTHLER, WZKM 1, p. 2; A.B. KEITH, [ABCIM 164], II, pt. 1, p. 311.
The editions have only 3,204 strophes and 23 isolated hemistichs.

68 On the geographical data found in the DeSadhyaya of the BhUmikaNDa (HI 1)
and the Puradhyaya of the PatalakanDa (IV 3) see D.C. GANGULY, IHQ 19, p. 214.
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kosas. Here the lemmata are classified into disyllables (VI), trisyllables (VII),
tetrasyllables, pentasyllables, varisyllables,69 and monosyllables (VIII 1-5);
these are rubricated into masculines, feminines, neuters, adjectives, and nouns
of multiple gender; and these again are serialized in the alphabetical order of
their first letters. The rest of the book is about homonymic synonyms (VIII
6),70 homonymic indeclinables (VIII 7), uninflectible synonyms (VIII 8), and
rules on gender (VIII 9).

Yadavaprakasa records a good number of words and meanings that pertain
to the Vedic language or to vulgar tongues. In some cases he adopts a non-
standard (presumably South Indian) orthography. His mode of expression is
concise and pellucid, being characterized by the avoidance of expletives and
the employment of separative particles.71 Dvandvas and Ekasesas are plentiful,
but Dvandvas with three and more members are made for clarity's sake only
of uncompounded elements.72 The senses of homonyms are placed either in the
nominative (with Ekasesas) or in the locative. Much trouble has been taken over
the unmistakable indication of a word's gender; where this is not clear from
the form or context, it is pointed out by a label.73

Though Yadavaprakasa does not enumerate his sources, he undoubtedly
excerpted certain manuals such as the Palakapyagajasastra for his paragraph
on elephants (III 7.60-89), the Bharatiyanatyasastra for that on actors (III
9.63-69), and the Apastambiyagrhyasutra for that on girls unfit for marriage
(III 6.47-54ab). Less conspicuous, and more laborious to prove, is his depend-
ence on anterior vocabularies such as Vacaspati's ^abdarnava and Halayudha's
Abhidhanaratnamala.74

69 I.e. words of unequal length and two or more identical meanings, e.g. niddgha
and gharma, both of which may be used in the sense of heat, summer, and sweat
(VIII 1.57ab).

70 I.e. words of like denotation and connotation(s), e.g. megha "cloud" and its
synonyms, all of which may be used in the sense of talc and nut-grass as well (VIII
6.4b).

71 Viz. punar, tu, and atha (introd. v. 10*).
72 Cf. introd. v. lOcd. Hence the true reading of VI 2.33cd is neither vail madhya-

marekhormijirnatvaggrhaddrusu (Mallinatha on SiSupalavadha III 53) nor valir
madhyagarekhormijirnatvag grhaddru ca (OPPERT, HARAGOVINDA &ASTR!), it rather
must be valir madhyamarekhormir jirnatvag grhaddru ca; on madhyamarekhormi see
TH. ZACHARIAE, BKIS 13, p. 105, and GGA 1894, p. 830.

73 Viz. strl for feminines; nd or pumdn for masculines; sanfda], kli[ba], or na-
punifsakaj for neuters; trisu for adjectives; trayl for nouns of three genders; astri
for non-feminines; etc. (introd. vv. 6-7).

7 4 Cf. G. BUHLEB, WZKM 1, p. 3, and TH. ZACHARIAE, GGA 1894, p. 816. Za-
chariae refers for III 8.135-136 and V 1.37cd-38 to the Vacaspati quotations in
Hemacandra's Abhidhanacintamamtika IV 280 (~ fr. 184) and Mahendra's An-
ekarthakairavakarakaumudl II 144, for IV 1.60 to Halayudhakosa III 41.
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l&r-JBhoja's Ndmamdlikd

Among the countless works of all sorts fathered upon the famous King Bhoja
Paramara of Dhara,75 who reigned from about 1018 till about 1060,76 there is
also a short synonymic dictionary of 313 Slokas styled .Namamalika or Bhoja-
nighantu.77 I t deals in three sections with heaven, sky, earth, and kindred sub-
jects (svargddi-, gaganddi-, bhumyddindmadheyaprakarana) and draws heavily on
Yadavaprakasa's VaijayantI, which seems to have been its chief source. As the
VaijayantI dates from about 1050, Bhoja's authorship of the Namamalika,
though maintained by the editors, is more than dubious.

13. Ajayapdla's Ndndrthasamgraha

A veritable lexicographical boom set in at the turn of the 12th century. The
first glossary to be named here is Ajayapala's Nanarthasamgraha,78 which is
quoted once in Vardhamana's Ganaratnamahodadhi (dated 1140/41 )79 and
many times in Sarvananda's Tikasarvasva (dated 1159/60). From linguistic
peculiarities such as the substitution of b for v in words like vatsa, vardtaka,
valguka, vallabha, vitapa, vitasti, vrtta etc. on the one hand, and of v for b in
words like barbara, bdspa, bimba, budha etc. on the other, it appears that the
writer was a Bengali by birth. Moreover, the invocation in v. 1 of the Sastr
or Teacher, which is a typical epithet of the Buddha, implies that he was a
Buddhist by faith.

The Ajayakosa is a homonymic dictionary of about 750 stanzas80 explaining
between 1750 and 1800 words in the alphabetical order of their initial letters;
words commencing with ks have been assembled in a special paragraph at the
end. Indeclinables are not handled separately but listed after the nouns of each
section. The articles invariably coincide with a couplet or a portion thereof;
they are ranged for every single letter in a descending scale of length, though

75 Cf. E.D. KTTLKARNI, Salihotra of Bhoja, Poona, 1953, p. XVIII.
76 Cf. V. A. SMITH, The early History of India, Oxford, 41924, p. 410.
77 Critically edited by E.D. KULKARNI and V.D. GOKHALE, SIAL 18, Poona,

1955. The colophons give the author's name as Ahiraja (perhaps an etymological
nom de plume for Bhojaraja).

78 Edited by T.R. CHINTAMANI, MUSS 10, Madras, 1937, who unfortunately has
not taken into account the corrections and suggestions made by TH. ZACHABIAE,
Beitrage zur indischen Lexicographic, Berlin, 1883, pp. 14 and 455.

79 J. EGGELING'S text, p. 184.1-2 (~A 12cd); the second half of this couplet is
missing in the extant Ajayakosa manuscripts, as are a number of other passages
credited to Ajayapala by later authors.

80 Slokas except for the opening stanza, which is in the VaMSasthavila metre. The
above figure refers only to what has been transmitted in the codices.
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some quarter-verse entries have been tagged to nominal full-verse entries that
actually lack a fourth quarter (e.g. A 15). The lemmata always take the first
place and stand in the nominative; their repetition is limited to cases of gender
differentiation. The senses are uniformly given in the locative and never made
into compounds of more than three members. Sources have not been specified,
but most of the words treated are found with similar definitions in the Sasvata-
kosa.

14. Dharaniddsa's Anekdrthasdra

A second work of the early 12th century mentioned several times by Sarva-
nanda is Dharanidasa's Anekarthasara,81 a homonymie dictionary of 1382
stanzas, 49 of which are not in the usual Anustubh metre but in at least 12
other metres.82 While this goes to show that the author was — like Halayudha
— a skilled poet too,83 such spellings as kharba, gajdhbd, gandharba, garba, cdrbi,
dhrubd, purba, srubd, and sita tend to prove that he was — like Ajayapala —
a native of East India.84

Dharanidasa has divided his material according to three consecutive criteria:
(1) the alphabetical order of the final consonants, with the conjunct ksa classed
as an independent letter after ha; (2) the increasing length of the appropriate
entries, quarter-verse articles being followed by half-verse articles and these by
full-verse articles; and (3) the increasing number of syllables, with a checked
radical ultima reckoned as disyllabic. The last principle does not apply to gen-
der variants of the same stem and to synonyms, such vocables as paksin and
paksini (1. 1577 sq.), bhogin and bhogini (1. 1579 sq.), or vivara, chidra, and
randhra (1. 2073) being recorded together in spite of their uneven length. The
indeelinables are set off from the nouns and dealt with in a similar way at the
end of the book. The homonyms consistently precede their meanings,85 which
occur in the nominative or locative (compounded and otherwise), but they are
repeated at will to denote change of gender or provide padding. There is a

81 Edited from the India Office Library MS. 1019 by E.D. KTJLKABNI, DCBCSJS
9, Poona, 1968- .

82 Viz. Indravajra, Indravajra-cum-Upendravajra (Upajati I), Rathoddhata,
Svagata, IndravaMsa-cum-Vam^asthavila (Upajati II), Drutavilambita, Vasanta-
tilaka, MalinI, Mandakranta, Sikharim, SardUlavikriDita, and Aryaglti. Three verses
are so corrupt as to be unscannable.

83 According to H.H. WILSON, Works, V, London, 1865, p. 211, he is supposed
to have written a panegyric styled KaSivirudavall.

84 Though WILSON, loc. cit., makes him a brahmin of Kanauj.
85 See 1. 15: yo nanarihah samuddigta dddv eva (sa) sarvatah (thus read) "the

homonym that (has been) explained (is found) everywhere at the beginning". Defini-
tions in the printed text running contrary to this rule (e.g. 11. 143, 1381, 1406, 1589,
2229, 2413) have simply been malcorrected.
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marked predilection for Ekasesas. Many passages are borrowed literally or with
only slight modifications from Amarasimha and Sasvata, including the former's
general reference to his own sources.86

15. Dhanamjaya's Ndmamdld

A third lexicon consulted in the Tikasarvasva (ad II 6.80a) and hence assigned
to this period by former scholars is Dhanamjaya's Namamala or Nighantusam-
aya.87 In recent years, however, its date has become an object of controversy.
Only one thing is certain from the book itself, and that is that it must be later
than the Argumentation of Akalanka (fl. 750-800), the Exposition of Pujya-
pada, and the Poem of the Dvihsamdhanakavi, which are said at I 201 to con-
stitute "an unexcelled triad of gems" (ratnatrayam apascimam). Now as we
know a Dhanamjaya, son of Vasudeva and Sridevi, who has to his credit a
Dvisamdhanakavya called Raghavapandaviya, and as our Dhanamjaya styles
himself at I 202 a poet and "a crest-jewel of good poets" (satkavindm siroma-
neh), both authors have long been taken for the same man; but as Dhanam-
jaya's Dvisamdhanakavya is already spoken of in Vadiraja's Parsvanathacarita
(I 26) and Bhoja's Srngaraprakasa (II fol. 444),88 which were written in the first
half of the 11th century — the former was finished in s. 947, Krodhana, Kart-
tika sudi 3, corresponding to 27 October 1025 —,89 his Namamala would then
have to be much earlier than generally held so far. Yet the identity of the
two Dhanamjayas is in no way self-evident, and our lexicographer could easily
have meant a namesake when talking of the Dvihsamdhanakavi. What is more,
there were at least five other Dvisamdhanakavyas current in those days: that
of Dandin, that of Kaviraksasa (called Kaviraksasiya), that of Kaviraja (called
Raghavapandaviya), that of Samdhyakaranandin (called Ramacarita), and
that of Srutakirti Traividya (called Raghavapandaviya),90 and he might also
have had in mind one of these poets, the last-mentioned being even a Jaina like

86 See 1. 8a: samdhrtydnyatantrdni "having collected other works" ( ~Ak. I 1.2a).
87 Lithographed in the DvadaSakoSasamgraha, Varanasi, S. 1787 [1865/66] and s.

1929 [1872/73] (first section only); printed at Agra, s. 1986 [1929/30]. Edited with
Kanarese commentaries at Madras and at Bangalore, 1884; with Gujarati version
by T.A. PALITANA, Surat, [1912]; with Hindi version by GHANASYAMADAS JAIN,
iLalitapur, v. 2442 [1916/17], 2Bombay, v. 2451 [1925/26]; with Amaraklrti's Bhasya
by S.N. TBXPATHI, JMJG 6, Banaras, 1950.

ss Cf. V. RAGHAVAN, JOR 19, p. 223.
89 It is also found mentioned in JalhaNa's Subhasitamuktavall and Hari's Hara-

vall, in a verse going under the name of RajaSekhara, whom P. PETERSON ([ABCIM
274], II, p. 59) and S.E.V. VIBA RAGHAVACHABIAB (QJAHRS 2, p. 181) arbitrarily
think to be the famous dramatist of the late 9th and early 10th centuries.

90 Cf. E.V. VIBA RAGHAVACHAEYA in Commemorative Essays presented toK.B.
Pathak, Poona, 1934, p. 374.
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Akalanka and Pujyapada and thus fitting the context particularly well.91 Just
as inconclusive is the line of reasoning followed by M. K. Jain, who wants to
push the terminus ante quern of Dhanamjaya's Namamala back to s. 738
[816/17] on the ground that its definition of iti (II 40) is met with in Virasena's
Dhavaiatika (fol.'387);92 for he overlooks the possibility that Dhanamjaya and
Virasena may simply have drawn on a common source.

Dhanamjaya was an adherent of the Digambara persuasion of Jainism. His
dictionary, a rather unimportant compilation of some 250 stanzas, is concerned
both with synonyms and with homonyms. The synonymic section (sabdasam-
kirnaprarupanapariccheda) or Namamala proper, whose length is stated in v.
202 to be 200 Slokas but actually varies between 197 and 203 Slokas plus a
final Sardulavikridita strophe, has been grouped by major topics — earth, water,
man, sky, and heaven — only as far as v. 84, the rest being a medley of inter-
changeable terms strung together more or less at random. Even the classified
portion betrays fairly unconventional principles; the concepts "arrow", "bow",
and "flower", for instance, have all been subsumed under the concept "love"
since any word meaning "arrow" or "bow" becomes an appellation of Kama
when compounded with a word signifying "flower" (vv. 78-80). The homonymic
section (sahdasamJclrriasvarupanirupana- or [sabda]vistirnaprarupanaparicche-
da), whose length fluctuates between 46 and 52 Slokas, shows no traces of
method and no unity of style whatsoever. Whether or not it is apocryphal,
though, as a number of scholars would have it in view of the remark at I 202,
we are unable to determine.93

The Dhanamjayakosa has been commented upon by Amarakirti Traividya of
the Sendravamsa, who must have lived after 1250 since he quotes Asudhara's
Mahabhiseka (ad 1122c). If M.K. Jain is correct in assuming that this Amara-
kirti is identical with the personage described in Vardhamana's Dasabhakty-
adisastra as a co-pupil of one Visalakirti whose father Vidyananda died in 1481,
and that the Kalyanakirti of his salutation is not distinct from the author of
the Jinayajfiaphalodaya completed in 1428, either of which remains yet to be

91 His equation with DhanaMJaya, proposed by K.B. PATHAK (IA 14, p. 14;
JBBRAS 21, p. 1) and accepted by most subsequent writers, has convincingly
been refuted by A. VENKATASUBBIAH, JBBRAS N.S. 3, p. 134.

92 M.K. JAIN in TKIPATHI'S edition, introd., p. 11. Cf. HIRALAL JAIN, The Sat-
khaNDagama of Puspadanta and Bhutabali with the commentary Dhavala of Vira-
sena, I, Amraoti, 1939, introd., p. 61. The exact date of completion of the above
Tika as elicited by Hiralal Jain from the corrupt colophon (ibid., p. 35) is s. 738
Karttika sudi 13, that is, 8 October 816.

93 The oldest known manuscript, dated s. 1522 [1465/66], gives only the synonym-
ic section; cf. PUNYAVIJAYAJI, [ABCIM 281], II, p. 790 (No. 6194). For a version
differing much from the vulgate and falling into three sections (sabdasamklrriaru-
pana-, sabdasamklrnaprarupana-, sabdavistlrnarupanapariccheda) see P.P.S. SA-
STBI, [ABCIM 302],'lX, p. 3869 (No. 5016).
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proved, he belongs to the late 15th century.94 Besides Amarakirti's Bhasya,
there exists an anonymous Tika m the Kanarese language.95

16. Dhanamjaya's Parydyasabdaratna

Not to be confused with the above Dhanamjaya, and still a perfect stranger
as regards the time and circumstances of his life, is Dhanamjaya Bhattacarya.
Besides a no longer extant &abdendusekhara, he composed a synonymic dic-
tionary entitled Paryayasabdaratna and divided into three sections of 173, 722,
and 86 stanzas that pertain to the upper, middle, and lower worlds respectively
(urdhva-, madhyama-, pdtdlaloJcasarga).96 Since the old manuscripts are all
written in Telugu characters, the work seems to be of Andhra provenance. It
opens with an invocation of Siva and shares a large number of otherwise unre-
corded vocables with Mahesvara Misra's Paryayaratnamala, itself a tripartite
synonymic lexicon of uncertain date.97 Except for one Giti and two Vasantati-
laka verses at the beginning, its metre is Anustubh throughout.

17. Mahesvara's Visvapraicdsa

The earliest Sanskrit Kosa to state the year of its compilation — viz. 6. 1033
[1111/12] — is Mahesvara Kavi's Visvaprakasa,98 a homonymic dictionary of
2200-odd stanzas,99 which exercised a very lively influence on the evolution of
lexicography. Mahesvara Kavi, son of 6ri BrUhma and grandson of Ke^ava
alias Krsna, traces his family back to one Haricandra, who was the court

94 M.K. JAIN, op. cit., p. 12. The above hypothesis is supported by the postscript
to a Dvisamdhanakavya codex preserved in the L.D. Institute of Indoiogy, Ahmed -
abad, in which a certain Amarakirti declares that the codex in point was tran-
scribed ins. 1548 [1491/92] by order of Pundit Vlnjha and presented to King Brahma-
deva, and that this occurred at Ahladanapura under the reign of Mahuyasa Sahi;
cf. PUNYAVIJAYAJI, [ABCIM 281], tl, app., p. 283 (No. 4814). As our Amarakirti
cites a stanza from DhanaMJaya's DvisaMdhanakavya in his scholium on I 63b, it
may have been he whom the codex was copied for in the first place, and who passed
it on when he did not need it any more.

95 Cf. M. RANGACHABYA, [ABCIM 199], III, p. 1126 (Nos. 1613 and 1615).
96 Critically edited by E.D. KUXKARNI and M.C. DIKSHIT, DCBCSJS 12, Poona,

1971- .
9? Cf. M. RANGACHABYA, [ABCIM 199], III, p. 1177 (No. 1735).
98 Lithographed in the SatkoSasaMgraha, KasI, s. 1930 [1873/74]. Edited by S".

STHAVIRA and R. G. BHATTA, CSS 37, Benares, 1911, and with Telugu commentary
by M.A. SASTBI, Kotipalli, 1913. All entries concerning monosyllables have been
collected in RAMANIKAVIJAYA, Ekaksaranama-kosasamgraha, RPG 64, Jodhpur,
1964. — The date is given in the last stanza as ramanala-vyoma-rupaih saka-kdle
'bhilaksite "at the Saka time indicated by (the word-numerals) Rama, fire, sky, and
specimen [1033]."

99 &lokas with a few Indravajra, Upajati, and Vasantatilaka strophes at the
beginning and end.
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physician of King Sahasanka and author of a lost commentary on the Caraka-
samhita ;100 another forefather, Sri Krsna by name, served as doctor to the royal
household at Gadhipura. Besides the present work, he wrote a Sahasankacarita,
which has not been handed down to us. His sources were Bhoglndra, Katya-
yana, Sahasanka, Vacaspati, Vyadi, Vi&varupa, the Amara- or Amalamangala,
Subhanga, Vopalita, and Bhaguri.

We learn these interesting facts from a valuable introduction of 23 verses
that precedes the main part (mukhakhanda) of the Visvaprakasa and also elab-
orates on the organization of the lexical matter,101 which falls into two sections
(pariccheda): homonymic nouns (anekdrthasabda) and homonymic indeclinables
(anekdrthdvyaya). The nouns are grouped first by the alphabetical order of
their final consonants (from ka to ksa) and then by the increasing number of
their syllables (from one to six), thus covering 33 chapters (varga) of up to six
paragraphs each ;102 the indeclinables are given only in the alphabetical order
of their final consonants, with those formed by single vowels ranking foremost.
There is no strict sequence of articles on the paragraph level, but Th. Aufrecht
found out that frequently nouns with krt- and unadi-affixes come before sec-
ondary derivations and nouns with the same suffix or with rhyming ends stand
together;103 it may have been this labyrinthine structure at its base which
caused Medinikara to speak of the Visvaprakasa as "showing many faults"
(bahudosa, colophon v. 3), though he did not think it beneath his dignity to
draw very heavily on it. The catchwords, lastly, always take the first place and
have their senses in the locative with them; they are said to be iterated only for
marking a new gender, though at least some instances seem to prove the opposite.

A Visvatika is quoted several times in Srlvallabha Gani's Saroddhara (§ 21).
Judging by the references at hand, it offered illustrations from literature for
all the meanings listed under a lemma: e.g. Kalidasa's Kumarasambhava IV 1
and Bhartrhari's Subhasitatrisati III 18 for the two significations of moha —
viz. murchd "daze" and avidyd "ignorance" (v. 2077).104

To the Visvaprakasa proper has been added a supplement styled Sabdabhe-
daprakasa,105 which treats in four sections (nirdesa) numbering 133, 34, 59, and

100 Cf. C. VOGEL, Vagbhata's Astangahrdayasamhita, Wiesbaden, 1965, p. 14.
101 Its authenticity has been questioned on insufficient grounds by E. HAAS,

ZDMG 30, p. 648. The benediction is held to be Buddhist in tenor by H.P. SASTRI,
[ABCIM 51], VI, p. cxxxiii.

102 There is no chapter for the letter na. Note that a consonant as stem-final is
counted as a syllable of its own.

i°3 Cf. TH. AUFRECHT, [ABCIM 238], I, p. 188.
104 See K. VEDANTAVAGISA and R. SENA'S edition of Hemacandra's Abhidhana-

cintamani, Calcutta, s. 1934 [1877/78], p. 53, n. 6. H.P. SASTRI (op. cit., p. cxxxiv)
mentions a second commentary, ParameSvara Bhatta's ViSvanighaNtu, manuscripts
of which, he says, have turned up in South India.

105 Edited by A. BOROOAH, Nanartha Samgraha, Calcutta-London, 1884, p. 486,
and with Jnanavimala Gani's commentary by A. KUMMEL nee BENDER, SOA 4,
Leipzig, 1940.
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44 stanzas106 of words with orthographic variants in general (sabdabheda),
words with ba and va variants (osthyadantausthyavakdrabheda107), words with
sa, sa, and sa variants (usmabheda), and words with gender variants (linga-
bheda). As the Sabdabhedaprakasa seldom goes into details of meaning and the
Visvaprakasa often does not help out of the problems posed thereby, numerous
passages would be quite unintelligible but for the excellent scholia of Jfiana-
vimala Gani, a Svetambara Jaina of the Kharataragaccha and disciple of Bha-
numeru Gani, who lived at Vikramanagara or Bikaner under the reign of King
Rajasimha (1573-1611). Completed on Sunday, 25 June 1598 (O.S.) or 5 July
1598 (N. S.),108 they relate to points of derivation, etymology, word-formation,
gender, and semasiology and abound in extracts from the appropriate authori-
ties. As the most important of these are singled out the Visvaprakasa, Bhaguri,
Vijayanta (i.e. Yadavaprakasa), Vyadi, Sasvata, and the Pathyapathyani-
ghantu; many others, like Hemacandra, are passed over in the preface for brevi-
ty's sake and cited only in the body of the text. A colophon of 29 verses sets
forth Jnanavimala Gani's spiritual lineage (svaklyagurwpattdvall) .109

18. Purusottamadeva's Trikdiidasesa, Hdrdvali, Ekaksarakosa, Dvirupakosa, and
Varnadesand

Certainly prior to s. 1081 [1159/60] wrote Purusottamadeva, the author of
some 15 works on grammar and lexicography, whom Sarvananda quotes rather
copiously in his Tikasarvasva. As he does not seem to have been known yet
to Hemacandra (1088-1172),110 nor Hemacandra to him, he flourished in all
probability during the first half of the 12th century. This tallies fully with
Srstidhara's affirmation that his Bhasavrtti on Panini's Astadhyayl was made
by order of King Laksmanasena of Bengal,111 whose accession to the throne
marks the commencement of a new era reckoned in medieval epigraphs and
manuscripts variously from 1106, 1119, and 1130 A.D.112 He was consequently

106 The spectrum of metres used ranges from Anustubh over Indravajra, Upen-
dravajra, three types of Upajati, Rathoddhata, Drutavilambita, VaM^astha, Va-
santatilaka, and SardUlavikrldita to Arya.

107 Lit. "discrimination between the labial and the dentilabial va letter."
i°8 Cf. F. KIELHOBN, IA 19, p. 39.
K>9 Cf. P. PETERSON, [ABCIM 274], II, pp. 64 and 124; M.M. PATKAR, IHQ 19,

p. 179. (Peterson misreads the chronogram to mean s. 1694 [1637/38], Patkar
gives the Christian date wrongly as Sunday, 9 July 1598.)

110 The AmaraSesa adduced in Hemacandra's Abhidhanacintamanimalatika III
34 and IV 201 is distinct from Purusottamadeva's TrikaNDasesa 434 and 237.

111 SRstidhara's Bhasavrttyarthavivrti on the salutation (which is explicitly ad-
dressed to the Buddha); see S.C. CHAKBAVAKTI'S text edition, Rajshahi, 1918,
introd. pp. 5 and 11.

112 On the epoch of the LaksmaNasena era see C. VOGEL'S forthcoming paper.
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neither a descendant of Laksmanasena's minister Halayudha belonging to a
period not before the latter half of the 13th century,113 nor a kshatriya of
Orissa and sovereign of Kalinga residing at Cuttack in the 15th century.114 On
the contrary, there can be little doubt about his having been a Bengali by birth
and a Buddhist by creed.115

Of the Kosas owed to Purusottamadeva, the Trikandasesa116 is a supplement
to Amarasimha's NamaliNganusasana. This it follows closely as to the general
layout except in the Nanarthavarga, where the homonyms are fixed in the
alphabetical sequence of their first letters also. Furnishing in 1053 stanzas a
large number of uncommon words, it constitutes by its very nature one of the
most memorable and useful lexica ever written. Noteworthy are above all the
many typically Buddhist terms and Prakrit vocables ;117 the former may have
been taken over from Vyadi, whose Utpalini is mentioned in the final verse.
Now and then the want of a commentary is badly felt. The measure is Anustubh
interspersed with various other metres.118

The Haravali119 is similar to the Trikandasesa in scope and content but differs

113 Cf. A. BOBOOAH, Nanartha Samgraha, Calcutta-London, 1884, pref. p. 14.
114 Cf. Abhidhana-sangraha, I 2, Bombay, 1889, introd. (reproducing a passage

to this effect from a book in Marathi called Kavicaritra). The king in point is Puru-
sottamadeva, son of Kapilendra of the Gajapati dynasty, who ruled from 1470 to
1497; see R.D. BANEBJI, IA 58, p. 28.

115 Not a Jaina, as H.H. WILSON (Works, V, London, 1865, p. 211) has it.
116 Its editio princeps is contained in a collection of four Kosas (Amarasimha's

NamaliNganuSasana, Purusottamadeva's TrikanDaSesa and Haravali, Medinikara's
NanarthaSabdakosa) prepared at the instance of H.T. COLEBBOOKE, provided with
indices by V. MISBA, and type-set by B. RAMA in Kalikatta, s. 1864 [1807/08].

Lithographed in the SamskRtakosa, Mumbal, S. 1776 [1854/55], and in the Dva-
daSakosasaMgraha, Varanasi, s. 1787 [1865/66] and s. 1929 [1872/73]. Edited by &.
TABKAPANCANANA, Kosaratnakara, I, Dacca, 1870; with a commentary "applicable
to the students", Bangalore, 1883; by DTTBGAPBASAD, K.P. PABAB, and SIVADATTA,
Abhidhana-sangraha, I 2, Bombay, 1889 (see TH. ZACHABIAE, GGA 1894, p. 823, n.
3); and with a commentary styled Sararthacandrika by C.A. SEELAKKHANDHA
MAHATHEBA, Bombay, 1916 (see TH. ZACHABIAE, GGA 1929, p. 460).

For the homonymic section in particular, which has been incorporated into A.
BOBOOAH'S Nanartha Samgraha, compare TH. ZACHABIAE'S review thereof in GGA
1885, p. 378.

117 Cf. H.H. WILSON, Works, II, London, 1862, p. 27; TH. ZACHABIAE, GGA 1888,
p. 853. — TH. ZACHABIAE, BKIS 10, p. 122, and 14, p. 303.

118 Viz. Upendravajra (1, 2), Upajati (46, 181), Rathoddhata (32, 69), Svagata
(70), VaM^asthavila (88), Sragvim (55, 60), Vasantatilaka (8, 30, 151, 1034, 1044),
MalinI (29, 103), Sardulavikridita (47, 202), Arya (40, 109, 284, 548-551, 776, 1029,
1045), Glti (82, 244, 266, 1039[?], 1041[?]), Upaglti (552), Aryaglti (1031), and an
unidentifiable Jati (1037, 1038).

119 p o r the editio princeps and the lithographic prints see note 116. Edited anony-
mously, Bahrampur, s. 1791 [1869/70]; by S\ TABKAPANCANANA, Kosaratnakara, I,
Dacca, 1870; by B.C. VASAKA, Calcutta, 1872; anonymously, Calcutta, 1886; and
by DTTRGAPRASAD, K.P. PABAB, and SIVADATTA, Abhidhana-sangraha, I 3, Bom-
bay, 1889.
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from it in the mode of presentation, turning back to the old custom of serializ-
ing the entries after their length. Thus the synonymic section divides into rows
of words extending over a whole, a half, and a quarter stanza, the homonymic
section into items embracing a hemistich and a single line. Though it does not
comprise more than 280 verses, 15 of which are reserved for the introduction
and the colophon, Purusottamadeva required twelve years to collect the ma-
terial and a further twelve months to complete the opuscule (v. 276f.), availing
himself of the help of his friends Janamejaya and Dhrtisimha (v. 279). Of earlier
dictionaries he consulted Vacaspati's Sabdarnava, Vyadi's Utpalinl, and Vikra-
maditya's Samsaravarta (v. 275; see §3). The dominating Slokas are again
complemented by sundry other strophes.120 In what manner the Brhaddhara-
vali referred to by Rayamukuta and Bhanuji Diksita121 was connected with our
text can only be conjectured. The Haravalikosatippani of Mathuranatha !§ukla
unearthed a hundred years ago122 has remained a mere title so far.

Special glossaries are the Ekaksarakosa in 32 (or 38) Slokas on monosylla-
bles,123 the Dvirupakosa in 75 Slokas on words spelt in two ways,124 and the

120 yiZ- SaSilekha (192[?]), Indravajra (108), Indravajra-eum-TJpendravajra or
Upajati I (142, 277, 280), Indravajra-cum-VaMsasthavila or Upajati II (58), Upen-
dravajra-cum-IndravamSa or Upajati III (53), Drutavilambita (11), VaMsasthavila
(14), Vasantatilaka (2-6, 13, 15), MalinI (1, 8), SardUlavikruiita (278), Arya (69, 76,
78, 115[?]), Glti (91), and Aupacchandasika or Malabharim (279). One couplet (63)
is so corrupt as to be unscannable.

121 Scholia on Amarakosa I 1.35 (40).
122 Cf. [ABCIM 232], I, p. 614.
123 For the lithographic prints see note 116. Often published together with the

Sabdarupavali (Bombay, 1883, 1889, 1891; Benares, 1922, 1925). Edited by S. TAB-
KAPAKCANANA, Kosaratnakara, I, Dacca, 1870; by K. VITSABAKABA, Calcutta, san
1294 [1887/88] (with Bengali translation); by DTJRGAPBASAD, K.P. PABAB, and
SIVADATTA, Abhidhana-sangraha^ I 4, Bombay, 1889; by G. TABKABATNA, Ko$a-
candrika, Dhaka, 1893 (with Bengali translation); by KBSNAMOHANA SABMAN,
BRhatSabdarUpavali, Bombay, S. 1825 [1903/04]; by G.V. BHATTACABYYA, Kosa-
samgraha, Calcutta, san 1314 [1907/08] and san 1331 [1924/25]; by an anonym,
Sholapur, 1908 (with Marathi meanings); by A. MAHAPATBANKA, Cuttack, 1910
(with Oriya translation; together with DhvanimaNjarl, Sabdamala, and Sivastuti);
by M. DIKSITA, Benares, 1910 (4th edition, Moradabad, 1916; together with Sab-
darUpavali); by T. VIDYARATNA, Tantrik Texts, I, Calcutta-London, 1913 (revised
and enlarged by P. BHATTACHABYA, 21937); and by RAMANIKAVIJAYA, Ekaksara-
nama-kosasamgraha, RPG 64, Jodhpur, 1964.

124 Lithographed in the DvadaSakoSasamgraha (see note 116), where it is the
second tract of this title; the first DvirUpakosa given there bears Purusottamadeva's
name wrongly. Edited by DUBGAPEASAD, K.P. PABAB, and SIVADATTA, Abhidhana-
sangraha, I 5, Bombay, 1889; by S.P.V. RANGANADHASWAMY, GPS [5], Vizagapa-
tam, 1896 (here fathered upon Sriharsa); by G.V. BHATTACABYYA, Kosasamgraha,
Calcutta, san 1314 [1907/08]; and by SAGABANANDA StJai, DLJP 92, Surat, 1946
(details in note 135). This glossary is sometimes called SabdabhedaprakaSa and must
not then be mixed up with MaheSvara's work of that title (§ 17).
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Varnadesana in prose on the accurate form of words with interchanging kha/Jcsa,
kafgha, ya/ja, va/na, ba/va, sa/sa, sa/sa, and ha/da.125

19. Mankha's AneJcdrthakosa

Countless excerpts in the AnekarthakairavakarakaumudI of Mahendra Siiri,
who was active in the second half of the 12th century (§22), set the terminus
ad quern for Mankha's Anekarthakosa,126 a homonymic lexicon of 1007 stanzas
brought to light in Kashmir by G. Biihler. We therefore have good reason to
argue that its author is none other than the poet and politician Mankha(ka),
son of Manmatha's son Visvavarta and pupil of Ruyyaka, who wrote the Sri-
kanthacarita and held the office of foreign minister under King Jayasimha of
Kashmir (1128-1149).127 The plan of the Mankhakosa is just like that of Mahes-
vara's Visvaprakasa (§ 17),128 with the sole difference that the indeclinables are
given in the same order as the nouns; contrary to the overall pattern, however,
the definition of the sacred syllable om winds up the final chapter. Quite a few
words and senses are registered here for the first time.129 As sources are named
Bhaguri, Katya, Halayudha, Hugga, Amarasimha, Sasvata, and the Dhanvan-
tarinighantu (v. 3). The metre is Anustubh save for two Aryas and one Giti
(vv. 2-4).

125 Still unpublished; see J. EGGELING, [ABCIM 164], I 2, p. 295.TheUsrnabheda,
Jakarabheda, and Sa-, Sa-, Sa-, Nakarabhedas credited to Purusottamadeva may
be nothing but later versifications of parts of the VamadeSana; see R. MITBA,
[ABCIM 219], VI, p. 231, II, p. 311, I, p. 197, and J. EGGELING, ibid., p. 291. The
DhvanimaNjarl printed at Cuttack in 1903 and twice in 1910 in Oriya characters
will have to be studied by somebody who reads that script. A Laghuratnakosa bear-
ing Purusottamadeva's name has been edited by P. JHA, Darbhanga, S. 1812 [1890/
1891] (together with Gadasimha's Usmaviveka).

126 Edited with extracts from the commentary by TH. ZACHABIAE, SSL 3,
Vienna-Bombay, 1897 (reprinted as KSS 216, Varanasi, 1972). By way of introduc-
tion see ZACHARIAE'S Epilegomena zu der Ausgabe des Mankhakosa, SKAW 141,
5, Wien, 1899, which treat in great detail of the manuscripts (p. 1), their ortho-
graphic peculiarities (p. 8), the constitution of the text (p. 13), the sources of the
Kosa (p. 16), new, unknown, or rare words found in it (p. 22), the authorship of
the Tlka (p. 34), unknown or rare words met with in the commentary (p. 45), and
writers and works quoted in it (p. 46).

127 Cf. G. BiiHLER, [ABCIM 269], p. 50; M. A. STEIN'S English version of Kalha-
Na's RajataraNgim, I, Westminster, 1900, introd. p. 12; E. KBEYENBORG, Der XXV.
Gesang des Srlkanthacaritam des Mankha, [Thesis,] Miinster, 1929, p. 11; B.C.
MANDAL, ABORI 57, p. 160.

128 Unfortunately, the editor considered it expedient to omit the intermediate
colophons of the manuscripts.

129 Qf rp H z A C H A E I A E > B e i t r a g e z u r i n d i s c h e n L e x i c o g r a p h i e , Be r l in , 1883, p . 7 1 .
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Our dictionary had little circulation beyond the frontiers of Kashmir; leaving
aside the Anekarthakairavakarakaumudi, we find it utilized only in Rajanaka
Ratnakantha's commentaries on Jagaddhara's Stutikusumafijali and Vasu-
deva's Yudhisthiravijaya. What renders it most valuable is a Tika that is ex-
tant — though defective — for the first two thirds of the text and appears to
be from the pen of Mankha himself; the irretrievable loss of the last third is
compensated for to some degree by Mahendra's ample borrowings from it. Rele-
gating the customary etymological explanations and lexicographical parallels
to the background,130 the scholiast seeks to document the individual meanings
—unless they are in current use (prasiddha) or of a purely technical nature —
with passages culled from literature; whenever he fails to do so, he frankly says
that an instance has yet to be searched for (anvesya, gavesaniya) .131 Many of
the 3400-odd illustrations extant have not been traced to their origins so far.

It may be remarked in concluding that, if Ratnakantha is entirely reliable,132

Mankha must have composed a synonymic wordbook also.

20. Hemacandra

The uncrowned king of medieval lexicography, and the dictionary-maker next
to Amarasimha in reputation, is Hemacandra Suri, who has four fundamental
Kosas to his credit: the Abhidhanacintamaninamamala on synonyms, the An-
ekarthasamgraha on homonyms, the Desinamamala on Prakrit words, and the
Nighantusesa on botanical terms. Meant as appendices to his grammar, the
Siddhahemacandra written at the direction of Siddharaja Jayasimha, they sum
up, due to their compilatory character, the achievements of native scholarship
in this field till the early 12th century. Moreover, surviving in a number of
excellent old manuscripts, they afford no little help in the textual criticism of
previous Kosas that have been less well transmitted.

Hemacandra's worldly name <was CSngadeva. He was born at Dhandhuka,
a town in Ahmedabad District of Gujarat near the Kathiawar border, in s.
1145 133 His parents, Caciga and PahinI, belonged to the Srimodha subdivision

130 Part of the scattered references of this sort — notably those to Ajaya(pala),
Katya, (Kslra)svamin, the (Maha)bhasyakara, Medini(kara), Rayamukuta, and the
Visva(prakaSa) — are even interpolated since they do not occur in both the codices
extant.

131 cf. TH. ZACHARIAE, Cacvata's Anekarthasamuccaya, Berlin, 1882, p. XIII;
Beitrage, p. 70.

132 See his LaghupaNcika on StutikusumaNjali I 5, II 14, and V 12.
133 To be quite accurate, in the night of the full-moon day of Karttika of that

year, corresponding either to Thursday, 14 October 1087, or — more likely — to
Wednesday, 1 November 1088 (not 1 December 1088, as H. JACOBI is misquoted
by J. HERTEL, Ausgewahlte Erzahlungen aus Hemacandras PariSistaparvan, Leip-
zig, 1908, p. 1, n. 2).
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of the Vania or merchant caste originating from Modhera. Probably in s. 1154
[1097/98], he took holy orders at Stambhatlrtha (Cambay) under the clerical
name of Somacandra, coming to be a Jaina monk of the Vajrasakha and Candra-
kula of the Kotikagaccha, the famous !§vetambara order known afterwards as
the Tapagaccha. For the following twelve years, which he passed with his
teacher Devacandra, he studied not only the usual subjects of Jaina theology
but also such branches of Brahmanical lore as logic, dialectics, grammar, and
poetics, thus laying the basis for his many-sided oeuvre. In s. 1166 [1109/10],
he was ordained a Suri and assumed the ecclesiastical name of Hemacandra.
The greater part of his life he spent at Anahillapataka or Pattana (Anhilwar-
Patan), the ancient capital of Gujarat, where he was patronized by the Caulu-
kya kings Jayasimha (1093-1142) and Kumarapala (1142-1173) and nominated
court pundit about s. 1194 [1137/38]. He died of fasting, aged 84, in s. 1229
[1172/73].134

21. Hemacandra's Abhidhdnacintdmani

Hemacandra's synonymic dictionary, the Abhidhanacintamaninamamala or
simply Abhidhanacintamani,135 has 1542 verses of varying metre and falls into

134 Cf. G. BUEGLEK, DKAW 37, p. 171 (released separately under the title: Ueber
das Leben des Jaina Monches Hemachandra, des Schulers des Devachandra aus der
VajraSakha, Wien, 1889, and translated into English by M. PATEL, SJS 11, San-
tiniketan, 1936). For Hemacandra's spiritual lineage see the colophon to his Tri-
SastiSalakapurusacaritra (H.M. JOHNSON'S translation, VI, Baroda, 1962, p. 355).

135 Editio princeps made by order of H.T. COLEBBOOKE, indexed by V. MISBA,
and printed by B. RAMA, Kalikatta, s. 1864 [1807/08] (together with AnekarthasaM-
graha). Other editions: by O. BOEHTMNGK and C. RIEU, St. Petersburg, 1847 (with
German translation, copious extracts from Hemacandra's commentary, and Sesas);
in SatkoSasaMgraha, KaSl, s. 1930 [1873/74] (lithograph with V. MISBA'S index); by
K. VEDANTAVAGISA and R. SENA, Calcutta, s. 1934 [1877/78] (with brief commen-
tary and SiloNcha); by SIVADATTA and K.P. PABAB, Abhidhana-sangraha, II 6, 7,
11, Bombay, 1896 (with meagre extracts from Hemacandra's commentary, Sesas,
and Siloncha; see TH. ZACHABIAE, WZKM 16, pp. 16 and 29); Bombay, s. 1956
[1899/1900] (with Sesas and Siloncha); by N.C. BHATTACABYYA, Calcutta, san 1314
[1907/08] (with Bengali translation); by HABGOVTNDDAS and BECHABDAS, indices by
JAYANTA VIJAYA, YJG 41, 42, Bhavnagar, v. 2441-46 [1915/16-1920/21] (with He-
macandra's commentary in full); by V.J. KASELKAB, MKJMM 21, Bombay, s. 1981
[1924/25] (with Ratnaprabha commentary, Sesas, and Siloncha as well as Sudhaka-
laSa's Ekaksaranamamala); by SAGABANANDA SUBI, DLJP 92, Surat, 1946 (with
Sesas and Siloncha as well as Hemacandra's LinganuSasana and NighantuSesa, Su-
dhakalaSa's Ekaksaranamamala, and Purusottamadeva's DvirUpakosa, here styled
SabdabhedaprakaSa); and by HABAGOVINDA SASTB!, VSS 109, Varanasi, 1964 (with
Mamprabha Hindi commentary). The earliest known codex, written in s. 1314
[1257/58], is found in the Sanghavl PaDa BhaNDar at Pattan; see L.B. GANDHI,
[ABCIM 259], I, p. 66.
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five sections (kdnda) centring around the chief gods (devddhideva) or Jinas, the
gods (deva) of Hinduism and Buddhism, mortals (martya), animals (tiryac),
and hell-dwellers (ndraha); a sixth is about general terms (sdmdnya) such as
abstracts, adjectives, and indeclinables (I 20-23).136 The animals, in particular,
which include all that moves or lives (even elements and plants), are arranged
by the increasing number of their sense-organs (from one to five) and by their
natural habitat (land, air, water). As in the Amarakosa, atha and tu are em-
ployed to mark a break (I 23). For the gender, Hemacandra refers to his own
LiNganusasana (119).137 Special interest attaches to the author's classification
of words as (1) "grown" (rudha), i.e. underived, having a purely customary
meaning, likeaMmndala "Indra"; (2) "relative" (yaugika), sc. to quality, action,
or association, having a purely etymological meaning and bearing substitution
of synonyms, like nilakantha "blue-necked, Siva," srastr "creator, Brahman,"
or bhupdla "earth-guardian, king"; and (3) "mixed" (misra), having both a
customary and an etymological meaning and not bearing substitution of syno-
nyms, like girbdna "speech-arrowed, god" (11-19). Though Hemacandra is silent
about his sources, there can be no doubt that he drew in the main on Amara-
simha's Namalinganusasana, Halayudha's Abhidhanaratnamala, and Yadava-
prakasa's Vaijayanti.138

The Abhidhanacintamam has been commented upon several times, in the
first place by Hemacandra himself, who sifted a good many books for the pur-
pose, notably the lost Sanskrit lexica of Vasuki Vyadi, Dhanapala, and Vacas-
pati (introd. v. 3).139 A second set of scholia, the Viviktanamasamgraha, limits
itself to points of etymology; it is by Bhanucandra Gani, pupil of Siiracandra
of the Tapagaccha, who flourished in the patriarchate of Vijayasena Siiri (1595
to 1614) and was decorated by the Emperor Akbar (1556-1605) with the style
of Upadhyaya.140 A third exposition, the (Nama)saroddhara, was made by !§ri-
vallabha Gani, pupil of Jnanavimala Pathaka of the Kharataragaccha, at Yo-

136 Cf. H.T. COLEBROOKE, Miscellaneous Essays, II2, London, 1873, p. 185.
137 Edited by R.O. FBANKE, Gottingen, 1886 (with Hemacandra's Vivarana and

German translation); by SIVADATTA and K.P. PARAB, Abhidhana-sangraha, II 10,
Bombay, 1896 (with excerpts from Hemacandra's VivaraNa); in YJG 2, KaSl, 1905
(with AvacUri); and by SAGARANANDA StJRi, v. sup. (note 135).

138 cf# XH. ATJFRECHT, Halayudha's Abhidhanaratnamala, London-Edinburgh,
1861, p. VI; G. BiiHLER, WZKM 1, p. 4; TH. ZACHARIAE, GGA 1894, pp. 817 and
822.

1 3 9 His sources are listed in BOEHTLINGK'S preface, p. VII, and JAYANTA VIJAYA'S
index volume, p. 317. The oldest manuscript, dated samvat 1337 varse vaisdkha-sudi
5 gurau [Thursday, 24 April 1281], is kept in the SaNghavI PaDa BhaND&r at Pattan;
see L. B. GANDHI, [ABCIM 259], I, p. 74. The AvacUri of an unknown writer noticed
by R. MITRA, [ABCIM 219], IX, p. 148, proves to be a short version of Hemacandra's
Tika.

140 Cf. H.P. SASTRI, [ABCIM 219], X, p. 151, and [ABCIM 51], VI, p. 318;
PTJNYAVIJAYAJI, [ABCIM 281], II, p. 782.
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dhapura (Jodhpur) in s. 1667 [1610/11] under the joint spiritual rule from 1592
of Jinaeandra Siiri (1555-1613) and Jinasimha Suri (1613-1617) and the secular
rule of Siirasimha (1594-1619); it is an abstract of the glossarist's own Nama-
nirnaya,. which fact led to its striking title.141 A fourth explanation, the Vyut-
pattiratnakara, was written by Devasagara Gani, pupil of Ravicandra Pandita
of the Aficalagaccha, in s. 1686 [1629/30] under the pontificate of Kalyanasa-
gara Suri (1613-1661) and the dominion of Lasa of Hallara.142 Further inter-
pretations are owed to Kusalasagara Gani, Devavimala Gani, Narendra Suri,
^ubhavijaya Gani, and Sadhuratna.143

Probably while gathering the material for his commentary, Hemacandra also
put down addenda to the basic text, which he published in a postscript of 208
Slokas and later quoted at the appropriate places (ad I 74d, 79a, 86d, etc.);144

these metrical addenda, culled from Yadavaprakasa's VaijayantI and various
lost Kosas, are known under different titles such as Sesah, Sesakhyanamamala,
Sesasamgrahanamamala, and Sesasamgrahasaroddhara. Another appendix, the
Silonchanamamala, was furnished by Jinadeva Munisvara (or Siiri), pupil of
Jinaprabha Suri of the Laghukharataragaccha; it is a versification in 140 Anu-
stubh, Arya, and Giti stanzas of the prose additions found in Hemacandra's
Tika, and dates from s. 1433 [1376/77]. Like the Abhidhanacintamani itself,
both supplements have been carefully annotated by Srivallabha Gani (in s. 1654
or 1597/98).145 Still another annex, the Sesasamgrahanamamala of Sadhukirti

141 Cf. R.G. BHANDARKAR, [ABCIM 273], IV, pp. 126 and 438. For the authors
and works cited see C. BENDALL, [ABCIM 157], p. 167. Two contemporary codices,
dated respectively s. 1679 [1622/23] and samva{t) 1689 varse prathama-vaisdkha-
vadi-sasthl-dine guru-vdre [Thursday, 21 March (O.S.) or 31 March (N. S.) 1633], are
stored in the L.D. Institute of Indology at Ahmedabad; see PUNYAVIJAYAJI,
[ABCIM 281], II, app., pp. 394 and 396. — Srlvallabha's teacher JNanavimala is
well known for his SabdabhedaprakaSatlka (§ 17).

1 4 2 Cf. A. WEBER, [ABCIM 20], II 1, p. 256.
1 4 3 Cf. H.D. VELANKAR, [ABCIM 330], I, p. 13; V. RAGHAVAN, [ABCIM 231], I2,

p. 293. KuSalasagara Gam, pupil of Lavanyaratna Gam, belonged to the Jinabhadra
branch of the Kharataragaccha and transcribed a codex of the Abhidhanacintamani
at SUryapura in 1699; see TH. ATJTRECHT, [ABCIM 238], I 1, p. 186a.

144 Except for the introductory stanza, the first hemistich of which is identical
with that of the Abhidhanacintamam, they can thus be reconstructed from his Tlka
(as was actually done by Boehtlingk-Rieu and Sivadatta-Parab). A medieval
codex of s. 1453 [1396/97] has been catalogued by M. WINTERNITZ and A.B. KEITH,
[ABCIM 238], II, p. 121b. — On the supplements to Hemacandra's synonymic
dictionary see TH. ZACHARIAE'S detailed study in WZKM 16, p. 13.

145 j ^ Srlvallabha's Sesasamgrahatlka or -dlpika see G. BUHLER, [ABCIM 108],
III, p. 26, and [ABCIM 267], p. 16. It was prepared varse satdnandamukhindriyisa-
putrananabja-pramite varisthe \ astamy-ahe mdsi nabhasya krsne sresthe pure Vikra-
ma-ndma-dheye \\ srl-Vikrarna-vams6dbhava-sad-vikrarna-Rdjasimha-nrpa-rdjye "in
the most excellent year measured by (the word-numerals) Brahman's face, sense,
Karttikeya's face, and moon [1654], on the day of the eighth (tithi), in the dark
month of Nabha [SravaNa], in the most beautiful town bearing Vikrama's name
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Upadhyaya,146 devotes the bulk of its roughly 1500 Slokas to the names of
trees, shrubs, etc.; its compiler, a pupil of Jinasagara of the Kharataragaccha,
disputed before the Emperor Akbar (1556-1605) and received from him the
honorific of Vadlndra.147

There exist some close imitations in order and diction of the Abhidhanacin-
tamani. Among these, the Pancavargasamgrahanamamala of Subhasila Gani,
pupil of Munisundara Suri (1379-1446, pontiff from 1442) of the Tapagaccha,
contains, despite its greater brevity, much extra matter from Hemacandra's
Anekarthasamgraha and other works.148 Conversely, the anonymous Brhad-
abhidhanacintamani has been inflated with superfluous and inept additions to
no less than 2428 stanzas.149

[Bikaner], under the rule of the powerful King Rajasimha [1573—1611], scion of Sri
Vikrama's race" (col. v. 21 sq.; letter from Prof. R.N. Dandekar, Poona). — Note
that all Sesa codices entitled Sesasamgrahasaroddhara have been mistaken for such
of Srivallabha's scholia in V. RAGHAVAN, [ABCIM 231], I2, p. 294a.

Jinadeva's SiloNchanamamaia and Srivallabha's Vrtti thereon have been edited
by VINAYASAGARA, LDS 46, Ahmedabad, 1974. The basic text was composed Vai-
krame 'bde tri-visv&ndra-mite rddhddya-paksatau "on the first lunar day of the former
half of Radha [Vaisakha] in the Vikrama year measured by (the numerals) three,
universe, and Indra [1433]" (v. 139). The commentary was completed vedindriya-
rasa-prthvi-samkhye varse su-Ndgapura-nagare / madhu-mdsadye pakse muldrke sap-
tami-tithydm "in the year numbered by (the word-numerals) earth, taste, sense, and
Veda [1654], in the beautiful town of Nagapura [Nagor], in the former half of the
month of Madhu [Caitra], on Sunday, the seventh lunar day, when (the moon stood
in the mansion of) Mula" (col. v. 21), that is, on 19 March (O.S.) or 29 March (N.S.)
1598.

146 Cf. G. BUHLER, [ABCIM 269], p. XLIX. According to TH. ZACHARIAE, WZKM
16, p. 14, the manuscript was written samvat 1744 varse dvitiya-dsddha-sudi 8 budha-
vdre, which proves wrong on calculation; for while there was in fact a second AsaDha
in northern s. 1744 expired, the eighth lunar day of its bright fortnight ended on
8 July (O.S.) or 18 July (N.S.) 1687, which was a Friday and not a Wednesday, as
stated. [The date does work out properly for the first AsaDha, corresponding in that
case to Wednesday, 8 June (O.S.) or 18 June (N.S.) 1687.]

147 See the colophon to Sadhusundara Gam's Dhaturatnakara (reproduced by P.
PETERSON, [ABCIM 274], V, p. 156, and recapitulated by C. BENDALL, [ABCIM
157], p. 159), v. 16.

148 Cf. C. BBNDALL, [ABCIM 157], p. 169. In his PaNcaSatlprabodhasambandha
of s. 1521 [1464/65], SubhaSlla Gam calls himself also a pupil of Laksmlsagara SUri
(born 1407, pontiff from 1460); see A. WEBER, [ABCIM 20], II 3, p. 1112. A fairly
old codex, dated s. 1653 [1596/97], is kept in the Bhandarkar Oriental Research
Institute at Poona; see R.G. BHANDARKAR, [ABCIM 273], VI, p. 107.

"9 Cf. TH. AOTRECHT, [ABCIM 238], I 1, p. 186.
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22. Hemacandra's Anekarthasamgraha

Hemacandra's homonymic dictionary, the Anekarthasamgraha,150 consists of
1829 Slokas disposed in seven sections (kdnda). The first six sections, subsumed
under the name Satkandl and regarded as the Anekarthasamgraha proper, are
concerned with monosyllables, disyllables, trisyllables, tetrasyllables, penta-
syllables, and hexasyllables respectively; the seventh section, conceived as a
supplement to the Satkandl and hence also entitled Anekarthasesa, records the
indeclinables. The lemmata of each section are arranged first according to their
final consonants, then according to their initial letters, and lastly — a novelty
in Indian lexicography — according to the vowels found after their initial con-
sonants or consonant clusters.151 Divergently from these rules, cognate and
other close synonyms are combined in one article without heed to their length
and ending. Thus the monosyllables, for instance, are presented in the following
order (I 5-16): ka, kha, go, tvac nyanc rue vac, ju, jna, sat, bha bhd bhu (bhumi),
ma md kim, jyd dyu dyo, ra rai dru dhur pur srl sru, va div sva, drs vis, trs (trsnd
tarsa) tvis, bhds mds. All in all, about 3900 vocables are explained in a most
succinct and precise manner, with the usual fillers conspicuously absent.152 The

150 for the editio princeps see note 135 (corrections by TH. ZACHARIAE, Beitrage
zur indischen Lexicographie, Berlin, 1883, p. 78). Lithographed in the SatkoSasaM-
graha, KaSl, s. 1930 [1873/74]. Incorporated into A. BOROOAH'S Nanartha SaM-
graha, Calcutta-London, 1884 (critique by TH. ZACHARIAE, GGA 1885, p. 384).
Edited by TH. ZACHARIAE, SSL 1, Vienna-Bombay, 1893 (with ample extracts from
Mahendra's commentary; index in J. KIRSTE'S edition of Hemacandra's UNadigana-
sUtra, SSL 2, Vienna-Bombay, 1895; epilegomena in SKAW 129, Wien, 1893, No.
11); by SIVADATTA and K.P. PARAB, Abhidhana-sangraha, 118, Bombay, 1896
(with sparse extracts from Mahendra's commentary; criticized by TH. ZACHARIAE,
GGA 1898, p. 473); by J. HOSHING, index by G. PANBEYA and J. JOSHI, KSS 68,
Benares, 1929 (see TH. ZACHARIAE'S review-article, WZKM 37, p. 248); and by Ji-
NENDRAVIJAYA GANI, HPJG 59, Lakhabaval, 1972 (with Mahendra's commentary
in full and index). The first section is also contained in RAMANIKAVIJAYA, Ekak$a-
ranama-kosasaMgraha, RPG 64, Jodhpur, 1964. — The hitherto oldest witness of
the text and the commentary, originating from s. 1286 [1229/30], belongs to the
Jinabhadra Collection of palm-leaf codices deposited at the Fort of Jesalmer; see
PTTNYAVIJAYAJI, New Catalogue of Sanskrit and Prakrit manuscripts, Jesalmer
collection, Ahmedabad, 1972, p. 131.

151 It is noteworthy in this connection that Hemacandra spells brahman (II 271)
and brahmi (II 321) with an initial 6 but brahmana (III 215-216), brahmanya (III
494), and brahmabandhu (IV 154) with an initial v. The entry raktapado matahgaje
syandane ca (IV 141) between catuspada and janapada is obviously corrupt for ca-
krapddo etc., as appears from the variant reading in the Bombay edition (v. 1513);
cf. Yadavaprakasa's VaijayantI VIII 1.22 cakrapddau rathagajau, Ajayapala's Na-
narthasaMgr&ha XVI 13 cakrapddo rathe gaje, and KeSavasvamin's Nanartharnava-
samksepa IV 5.219-220 cakrapddas tu nd rathe gaje dve.

152 Their presence is a safe clue to interpolations; see TH. ZACHARIAE, Beitrage
zur indischen Lexicographie, Berlin, 1883, p. 81; GGA 1885, p. 393; WZKM 37, p.
250. — A list of Prakrit and dubious Sanskrit words defined by Hemacandra or
adduced in his definitions has been drawn up by ZACHARIAE, Beitrage, p. 65.
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homonyms are accentuated at will by apposite particles (atha, tu, punar) and
repeated only to denote a change of gender; they always precede their senses
(I 2), which in turn occur oftenest in the locative but sometimes in the nomi-
native as well. Meanings obtained by etymological word-splitting, such as na-
aka "painless" for ndka "heaven, atmosphere,"153 are excluded because of the
sheer infinitude of possibilities (I 4). About Hemacandra Is sources we are still
in the dark; the striking similarities of Mahes vara's Visvaprakasu with the An-
ekarthasamgraha may be ascribed either to a direct relationship between the
two or to their dependency upon a common model.154

An important aid for the correct interpretation of the Anekarthasamgraha
is Mahendra Suri's AnekarthakairavakarakaumudI, the value of which as the
only intact commentary on a major homonymic dictionary can hardly be over-
estimated.155 It opens as if it were from the pen of Hemacandra himself (introd.
v. 1):

paramdtmdnam dnamya nijdnekdrthasamgrahe /
vaksye tlkdm Anekdrihakairavdkarakaumudim If
"Having bowed before the Supreme Spirit, I shall set forth the com-
mentary AnekarthakairavakarakaumudI on my own AnekarthasaM-
graha."

The closing lines of the individual sections, too, fix its authorship on Hema-
candra, e.g. —

ity acdrya-sri-Hemacandra-viracitdydm Anekdrthakairavdkarakaumu-
dity-abhidhdndydm svdpajndnekdrthasamgraha-tikdydm eka-svara-sam-
graha-kdndah prathamah samdptah //
"Thus in the self-commentary on the Anekarthasamgraha composed
by Acarya Sri Hemacandra (and) entitled Anekarthakairavakarakau-
mudI the section embracing the monosyllables — the first — (is)
complete."

In a four-stanza colophon to the second, third, and seventh sections, however,
which is already met with in the Jesalmer manuscript of s. 1286 [1229/30] and
cannot therefore be "of doubtful genuineness," as R. Sarma claims,156 it is stated
with equal certainty (vv. 1-2):

sri-Hema-silri-sisyena srlman-Mahendra-surind /
bhaktinisthena tikeyam tanndmnaiva pratisthitd 11
samyagjndnanidher gunair anavadheh sri-Hemacandra-prabhor
granthe vydkrtikausalam vilasati kvdsmddrsdm tddrsam /
vydkhydmdh sma tathdpi tarn punar idam ndscaryam antarmanas
tasydjasram api sthitasya hi vayam vydkhydm anubrumahe //

153 Cf. Panmi's Astadhyayl VI 3.75 and Chandogyopanisad II 10.5.
154 Cf. R.O. FBANKE, Hemaeandra's LiNganucasana, Gottingen, 1886, p. XIV

(discussing the analogous connection between the ViSvaprakaSa and LinganuSasana-
vivaraNa); P.K. GODE, Studies in Indian literary history, I, Bombay, 1953, p. 61.

155 Cf. XH. ZACHARIAE, Beitrage zur indischen Lexicographie, Berlin, 1883, p. 75.
"6 R. SABMA, KalpadrukoSa of KeSava, I, Baroda, 1928, p. XXXVIII. We are

also at a loss to see why he calls it "faulty in metre and grammar;" if anything it
is mediocre in style.
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"By Sri Hema(candra) SUri's pupil, Srlman Mahendra Suri, (who is)
intent on devotion, this commentary (has been) prepared in his [Hema-
candra's] name.157 In the book of Sri Hemacandra Prabhu, (who was)
a storehouse of right knowledge (and) unlimited in virtues, mastery of
explanation reveals itself. How (could) such (mastery be expected) of
people like us ? Even so we have expounded it. But this (is) not astonish-
ing; for we (simply) repeat the exposition of him (who is) for ever exist-
ent in our heart."

In other words, the Anekarthakairavakarakaumudi was committed to paper
by Mahendra on the basis of what Hemacandra had imparted to him before
his death. Every single scholium pertains to four different aspects of the homo-
nym in point: (1) its derivation with the help of Hemacandra's grammar; (2)
its gender and, where necessary, its adjectival nature; (3) its senses, often with
indication of their number; and (4) its usage as manifesting itself in literature.
This last aspect is of course the most interesting one, though all but three of
the nearly 7000 illustrations are given without references and many of them
are unverifiable ;158 some, notably those of usages left unattested in the Mankha-
tika, even seem to be fabricated. Only seldom does Mahendra — unlike Mankha
— own up to having searched for a suitable passage in vain; he just skips over
such cases and says in the colophon (v. 3):

yal laksyam smrtigocaram159 samabhavad drstam ca sdstrdntare
tat sarvam samadarsi kim tu katicin no drstalaksydh kvadt /
abhyuhyam svayam eva tesu sumukhaih sabdesu laksyam budhair
yasmdt samprati tucchakasmaladhiydm jndnam kutah sarvatah //

"Whatever instance was found in the range of traditional literature
and seen in any other book, all that was taken into consideration. Yet
(there are) numerous (words) of which an instance was nowhere seen.
In (the case of) these words, then, an instance (will) now (have) to be
sought out by well-read scholars themselves. How (could) universal
knowledge (be expected) of the small- and weak-minded?"

The lexica and lexicographers he utilized were the Visvaprakasa, Sasvata, Ra-
bhasa, Amarasimha, Mankha, Hugga, Vyadi, Dhanapala, Bhaguri, Vacaspati,
Yadhava(prakasa), and the Dhanvantarinighantu (introd. vv. 2-3). Mahendra,
whose Bhavisyadattakhyana was produced prior to s. 1214 [1157/58],160 be-
longed to the personages present at the first recitation in s. 1241 [1184/85] of
Somaprabha's Kumarapalapratibodha, in the tail-piece of which he is described

157 Thus G. BUHLER, DRAW 37, p. 212; P. PETERSON, [ABCIM 274], I, p. 52,
takes pratisthd here to mean "to inscribe with," which is less satisfactory.

158 Cf. TH. ZACHARIAE, Epilegomena zu der Ausgabe des Anekarthasamgraha,
Wien, 1893, p. 12. The three references (at III 217, III 545, IV 179) are to Magha's
SiSupalavadha (V 24, XII 18) and Bana's Harsacarita (p. 13.1-2 ed. FTJHB.EE,).

159 T h u s t h e J e s a l m e r M S . ; smrtigocare edd .
160 Its Cambay MS. dates from samvat 1214 varse mdrga-sudi 5 sukre or Friday,

8 November 1157. Cf. P. PETERSON, [ABCIM 274], I, p. (67).
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as "a swan at the foot-lotuses of Hema(candra) Suri" {Hema-suri-pada-pankaja-
hamsa, v. 10).161

A second commentary, the Upasargavrtti by Siddhicandra Gani of the Tapa-
gaccha,162 and a 116-Sloka supplement, the Anekarthasamgrahasesa by Jina-
prabha Suri of the Laghukharataragaccha,163 still await publication. The latter
author's known period extends from s. 1349 [1292/93] to s. 1390 [1333/34]; he
was a pupil of Jinasimha Suri, who established the Laghukharataragaccha in
s. 1331 [1274/75], and the teacher of Jinadeva Munisvara, who compiled the
Silonchanamamala in s. 1433 [1376/77].164

23. Hemacandra's Desindmamdld

Hemacandra's Prakrit dictionary, the Desmamamala or Desisabdasamgraha
called Rayanavali (Skr. Ratnavali),165 was first brought to public notice in 1873
by G. Biihler.166 It is divided into eight chapters (varga) counting 783 Arya
stanzas all told and treating of words that start with a vowel, guttural, palatal,
cerebral, dental, labial, semivowel, and sibilant or aspirate respectively. Each
chapter is subdivided into as many paragraphs as there are letters to the class
in question, and each paragraph is once more subdivided into two parts: words
with only one meaning (ekdrtha) and words with more than one meaning (an-
ekdrtha). On this lowest level, the lexemes are then registered in the alphabetical
sequence of their first vowels and in the order of the increasing number of their
syllables, synonyms of unequal length being grouped together here and there
for brevity's sake. The vocabulary of the Deslnamamala is expressly limited
to "provincialisms" (desi), a term by which Hemacandra understands (1) words

161 The Kumarapalapratibodha was finalized sasi-jaladhi-surya-varse suci-mase
ravi-dine sit&stamydm "in the year of the moon, the ocean, and the sun [1241], in
the month of Suci [AsaDha], on Sunday the eighth of the bright half" (col. v. 14),
that is, on 17 June 1184.

"2 Cf. H.D. VELANKAR, [ABCIM 330], I, p. 10b.
163 Cf. H.D. VELANKAR, [ABCIM 33], I, p. 31.
164 Cf. TH. ZACHARIAE, WZKM 16, p. 23. On Jinadeva's Siloncha see § 21.
165 Edited with critical notes by R. PISCHEL, BSS 17, Bombay, 1880 (second

edition with introduction, critical notes, and glossary by P.V. RAMAKUJASWAMI,
Poona, 1938), and with readings, introduction, and index of words by M. BANERJEE,
Calcutta, 1931. The earliest surviving copy, transcribed samvat 1298 varse dsvina-
sudi 10 ravau [Sunday, 5 October 1242], is deposited in the Sanghavl PaDa Bhandar
at Pattan; see L.B. GANDHI, [ABCIM 259], I, p. 60, and P.K. GODE, Studies in
Indian literary history, I, Bombay, 1953, p. 31 (who miscalculated the Julian equiv-
alent as Sunday, 15 September 1241).

166 G. BUHLER, IA 2, p. 17. For details of the following presentation see R. P I -
SCHEL, Grammatik der Prakrit-Sprachen, Strassburg, 1900, p. 39, and RAMANUJA-
SWAMI'S circumstantial introduction. Certain aspects are dealt with by P. L. VAIDYA,
ABI 8, p. 63, and H.C. BHAYANI, Studies in Hemacandra's DeSinamamala, Vara-
nasi, 1966.
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not traced to Sanskrit origin in his grammar, (2) words traced to Sanskrit origin
in his grammar but not known to Sanskrit lexica in their Prakrit sense — unless,
indeed, that sense is merely due to secondary or metaphorical use, and (3) words
current in standard Prakrit from time immemorial (I 3-4).167 In spite of this
clear-cut definition and its relatively strict application, which gained him su-
periority over his predecessors, Hemacandra gives quite a few Tatsamas and
Tadbhavas in his work, be it for ignorance, negligence, or hesitance in swimming
against the stream.

The De^inamamala is accompanied by a Sanskrit self-commentary of great
merit, in which Hemacandra endeavours above all to explain his reasons for
including or omitting certain words and for adopting or discarding certain spell-
ings and meanings. Though this involves a good deal of polemics, he seldom
divulges the names of the authorities with whom he is in harmony or at vari-
ance; those referred to specifically are the Prakrit lexicographers Abhimana-
cihna (with his scholiast Udukhala), Gopala, Devaraja, Drona, Dhanapala, Pa-
dalipta, Rahulaka, and Silanka, the Prakrit poets Avantisundari and Satava-
hana, the Sanskrit writers Bharata and Bhamaha, and the Kalapas or Katantra
grammarians, two anonymous quotations being from Halayudha's Abhidhana-
ratnamala. In cases of doubt he states the alternatives and leaves the decision
to others. An exceptional position is held by the verbal substitutes (dhdtvddesa),
which he does not himself take to be Desis but — in deference to his forerunners
— lists in his glosses after the words corresponding with them as to initial and
length, some having even found a place in the basic text. The indeclinables are
handled in like manner. A curious thing are the verses added in exemplification
of the synonymic articles at the end of the relevant scholia. Each of them in-
corporating as a rule all the words that happen to be taught in one stanza, they
are not exactly witty and often ludicrous; yet they serve their purpose as
mnemotechnical aids and also give much indirect information on points of ac-
cidence and semasiology. Here is one such verse by way of illustration (I 6):

kayaamgutthi akke ayagaayakkariappam ahaharanam /
jamaakkasame kamadhdgae vi karundparam nama supdsam //

"Having made a veil, O sister, you shall bow before SuparSva, the father
of the enemy of the demons or daemons, who dispels sorrow (and)
abounds in pity even towards the demon Balardma — the like of Yama's
messenger I" (Ekarthas italicized.)

A combined Prakrit index and Sanskrit glossary to the Desinamamala, in
which the lexical items are arranged successively according to their extent
(from two to eight syllables), initial letters, and original sequence, was prepared
by one Vimala Suri prior to s. 1640 [1583/84].168

167 On Persian and Arabic loan-words see K.A. Row, IA 46, p. 34, and Gr.A.
GBIEBSON, JRAS 1919, p. 235.

168 Cf. RAMANTJJASWAMI'S introduction, p. 1, and H.D. VELANKAR, [ABCIM 330],
I, p. 181a (who mentions a Pattan manuscript of s. 1640 or 1583/84). — In S. JHA'S
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24. Hemacandra's Nighantusesa

Hemacandra's botanical vocabulary, the Nighantusesa,169 is an appendix to
the Tiryakkanda of the Abhidhanacintamani, to be exact, to the Vanaspatikaya
or plant portion thereof (IV 197-267), which he left undealt with in his Sesasam-
graha. Since it is already mentioned in his Abhidhanacintamanitika (ad IV 267),
it must be older than this commentary.170 The book is in six sections (kdnda)
totalling 401 &lokas and focussing on trees (vrksa), shrubs (gulma), creepers
(latd), vegetables (sdka), grasses (trna), and grains (dhdnya). Curiously enough,
the subsection on lotuses (vv. 327-334) and the whole section on grains (vv.
386-401) have been taken over almost verbatim from the Abhidhanacintamani
itself (IV 226-248), possibly for the sake of completeness. Scholia on the Nighan-
tusesa, dating prior to s. 1667 [1610/11], are again owed to ^rivallabha Gani,171

who gives for each and every synonym series the etymology of its individual
items on the basis of Hemacandra's grammar, passages from technical and exe-
getical literature (many of them still unidentified), and the Rajasthani term
popular in his day.172

English version of PISCHEL'S Grammatik (Delhi-Varanasi-Patna, 21965, p. 41), He-
macandra is also credited with a supplement to his DeSlnamamala, which is pure
fancy; for in actual fact Pischel says of the DeSlnamamala that "according to p.
1,4 sqq. [of his original edition] it was written after the grammar [viz. the Siddha-
hemacandra], and according to p. 1,3 it is a supplement to it."

169 Edited by SIVADATTA and K.P. PABAB, Abhidhana-sangraha, II 9, Bombay,
1896 (with one major and several minor gaps); by SAGABANANDA StJBi, v. sup. (note
135); and by PUNYAVIJAYAJI, LDS 18, Ahmedabad, 1968 (with Srlvallabha's Tika).
A Pattan palm-leaf manuscript copied samvat 1280 varse kdrttika-vadi ( . . .) gurau
was noticed by P. PETERSON, [ABCIM 274], V, p. 23; it is unfortunately wanting
in L.B. GANDHI'S catalogue, [ABCIM 259].

170 As regards the chronology of Hemacandra's lexicographical works, G. BUHLEB
(DKAW 37, pp. 186, 201, 202, 211) assigns the Abhidhanacintamani and Anekartha-
saMgraha to the time between the completion of Hemacandra's grammar and
Jayasimha's death (c. 1140/41-1142/43), the SesasaMgraha, NighaNtuSesa, and
DeSlnamamala to the years between JayasiMha's death and Hemacandra's ac-
quaintance with Kumarapala (1142/43 - c. 1157/59), the DeSinamamaiatlka to the
span between his admission to Kumarapala's court and the preliminaries of Kuma-
rapala's conversion (c. 1157/59), and the Abhidhanacintamanitika to the interval
between Kumarapala's conversion and Hemacandra's death (1159/60-1172/73).

171 They are quoted in his Namasaroddhara (§ 21); see C. BEND ALL, [ABCIM 157],
p. 167.

172 Inasmuch as Jain monks used to wander from place to place but nevertheless
could stay at one place for a longer period, taking on its language and customs, it
would be rash to call him a native of Rajasthan on the strength of these glosses.
What we do know about him is that he was living in Rajasthan in the late 16th
and early 17th centuries; for he wrote his Sesasamgrahatlka at Bikaner in s. 1654
[1597/98], his SiloNchanamamalatika at Nagor in the same year, and his Abhidhana-
cintamanitika at Jodhpur in s. 1667 [1610/11] (§ 21).
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whole compass of Sanskrit literature, whether scientific or not; those on lexicog-
raphy and grammar comprise Ajaya(pala), Amaradatta, (Amara)simha, the
Bhagavrtti, Bhaguri, Bhojaraja, Dhanamjaya, Halayudha, Jayaditya, Katya,
Kslrasvamin, Madhavacarya, Rabhasa(pala), Sajjana, Sakatayana, &asvata,
the VaijayantI, and Vararuci. With its 5801 verses, which are in the Anustubh
metre save for one Aryagiti (11.22), Kesavasvamin's work constitutes the
biggest Anekarthakosa known so far. It is not infrequently quoted in Malli-
natha's commentaries.

26. Medinikara's Nanarthasabdakosa

A dictionary available to scholars since the pioneer days of Indian studies
and now attributable with confidence to the 13th century is Medinikara's Na-
narthasabdakosa or Medinikosa.176 As it mentions Mahesvara's Visvaprakasa
(col. v. 3), dated s. 1033 or A. D. 1111/12 (§ 17), and is mentioned in JyotirisVara
Kavisekhara's Varnaratnakara (VI1), written in the first quarter of the 14th
century, there is good reason to place it somewhere between 1200 and 1275.177

Medinikara calls himself a son of Pranakara178 and the author of a — belletris-
tic — Satsatagathakosa (col. v. 6), which has not passed down to us.

The overall plan of the Nanarthasabdakosa, a homonymic lexicon of nearly
2400 stanzas (Slokas and a few Jatis),179 comes very close to that of Mahesvara's
Visvaprakasa (§ 17), deviating from it in just two minor points: the inclusion
of a single-line Nantavarga and the omission of a separate Ksantavarga. On
the chapter and paragraph levels, however, Medinikara makes three major
changes for the better: he alphabetizes the nouns of equal length by their first

176 For the editio princeps of s. 1864 [1807/08] see note 116. Lithographed in the
SamskrtakoSa, Mumbal, S. 1776 [^854/55], and in the DvadasakoSasamgraha, Vara-
nasi, S.' 1787 [1865/66] and s. 1929 [1872/73]. Edited by S. MUKHOPADHYAYA, Cal-
cutta, 1869 (see TH. ZACHARIAE, Beitrage zur indischen Lexicographie, Berlin, 1883,
p. 8); by G. PANDEYA, Calcutta, s. 1929 [1872/73]; by J. VIDYASAGARA, Calcutta,
1872 (21897); and by an anonym, KSS 41, Benares, 1916 (2nd and 3rd editions by
J. HOSHING, 1940 and 1968). Integrated in A. BOROOAH'S Nanartha SaMgraha, Cal-
cutta-London, 1884 (see TH. ZACHARIAE, GGA 1885, p. 383). The paragraphs con-
cerning monosyllables have been collected in RAMANIKAVIJAYA'S Ekaksaranama-
kosasamgraha, RPG 64, Jodhpur, 1964.

177 Thus P.K. GODE, Studies in Indian literary history, I, Bombay, 1953, p. 281.
The quotation ham iti prakrtya "mastake ca sukhe fpi c£"ti avyayaprakarane Medinih
in Mankhatlka 10 ( ~ XXXIV 52b) appears to be interpolated. — JyotirlSvara Kavi-
Sekhara's VarNaratnakara, an encyclopaedic work in the Maithili language of North
Bihar, has been edited by S.K. CHATTERJI and B. MISRA, BI 262, Calcutta, 1940.

178 Variant readings are PanDunakara and PatuNakara. Cf. J. EGGELING, [ABCIM
164], I 2, p. 288, note.

179 G. BUHLER, [ABCIM 108], III, p. 40, records a manuscript containing 2592
verses.
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syllables (in the manner of Hemacandra), indicates their gender not only by
form and context but also by special terms (in the manner of Amarasimha, yet
without differentiating between nouns of triple gender and adjectives), and
orders the indeclinables the same way as he does their nominal counterparts
(in the manner of Mankha).180 As his sources he names: the Utpalini, Sabdar-
nava, Samsaravarta, and Namamala; the Kosas of Bhaguri, Vararuci, Sasvata,
Vopalita, Rantideva, Hara, Amara(simha), Subhanka, Halayudha, Govar-
dhana, Rabhasapala, Rudra, Amaradatta, Ajaya(pala), Gangadhara, and Dha-
rani(dasa); the Haravali, Trikandasesa, Ratnamala, and Visvaprakasa; the
Kosas of Vagbhata, Madhava(kara), Vacaspati, Dharma, Vyadi, and Tarapala;
the word- and gender-books of Visvarupa and Vikramaditya; the gender-books
of Katyayana, Vamana, and Candragomin; the grammar of Panini, the Puranas
and Kavyas, etc. (col. vv. 1-5). Despite this array of authorities, however, for
his definitions too he bases himself in the main on Mahesvara, whose Visva-
prakasa he brands as "showing many faults" (bahudosa, col. v. 3), to be sure,
but whose phraseology he often clings to most slavishly. From the fact that
he lists the Utpalini, Sabdarnava, and Samsaravarta side by side with the Kosas
of Vyadi, Vacaspati, and Vikramaditya, though they are very likely the same
three works (§ 3), it may even be guessed that he knew some of those sources
merely second-hand.

27. Sridharasena's Visvalocana or Muktdvali

Probably in the first half of the 13th century and possibly even a few decades
prior to it Sridharasena, pupil of Munisena of the Senanvaya (a subdivision of
the Mulasamgha of the Digambara Jainas), wrote a bipartite synonymic and
homonymic dictionary styled Visvalocana or Muktavali. Though of non-Bud-
dhist origin, it is partially Buddhist in orientation and thus has found its way
into the Lamaist canon.181 Since at least some lines are clearly borrowed from
Purusottamadeva's Trikandasesa (§ 18) and Mahesvara's Visvaprakasa (§ 17),

180 jror details see the introduction (I 1-14).
181 It stands in vol. 133 (po) of the mDo or SUtra section of the Tanjur, with the

synonymic and homonymic parts treated as separate works: the Tibetan version,
made by Dharmapalabhadra alias Chos-skyons-bzan-po of l£a-lu (1441-1528), at fol.
70bl-163b7 and 164al-242a2 of the Derge xylograph, fol. 75b5-171b5 and 171b5-
251b2 of the Narthang xylograph, and fol. 78a6-179a3 and 179a3-266bl of the
Peking xylograph [~Otani reprint, vol. 149, pp. 51-91 and 91-126], being wanting
in the Chone xylograph; the Mongolian version, made by an anonym and hardly
older than the Mongolian Tanjur itself (1742-1749), at fol. 249a-330b and 330b-
487b. Chos-skyons-bzan-po, referred to above as revisor of the NamalinganuSasana
and Kamadhenu renditions (§§ 5 and 6), was commissioned to the task of translating
the ViSvalocana by Chos-kyi-grags-pa Ye-Ses-dpal-bzan-po, the fourth hierarch of
the Red Cap Karma-pas and abbot of Phag-mo-gru.
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it cannot be earlier than the mid-12th century.182 Its lower limit is furnished
by the Tibetan translation, which was made from a manuscript dated Thursday,
24 February 1261.183

The synonymic part, the basic Sanskrit of which seems to be lost,184 has been
"filed on the silken thread spun by Amara" (Amara-nirmita-patta-sutre. . . vira-
citd, introd. v. 7). I t falls into two sections (kdnda), 14 chapters (varga), and
numerous subchapters (pralcarana). The first section deals with heaven (svarga)
and the nether world (pdtdla), the second with earth (bhumi), towns (jmra),
mountains (saila), herbs (vanausadhi), animals (simhadi), man (manusya), the
four castes (brahman, Jcsatriya, vaisya, sudra), adjuncts (visesa?ia), and varia
(samkirna). There are no separate chapters on the sky, its quarters, time,
thought, sound, dance, hell, and water, as in the first section of the Namalin-
ganusasana, but most of these topics are treated at suitable other places. The
order of articles too coincides on the whole with that in the Amarakosa; this
holds specially good for the first chapter, where the names of the Buddhas, of
Gautama Buddha, of the Pratyekabuddhas, etc. come before those of the Hindu
gods and goddesses. The number of synonyms is often much larger than in
standard works like the Namalinganusasana (with Trikanda&esa), the Vaija-
yanti, and the Abhidhanacintamani (with Sesasamgraha).

The homonymic part, known also as Manimala and totalling 2445x/2 stanzas
(mainly Slokas),185 is cast in the mould of Mahesvara's Visvapraka&a (§ 17).
From this it differs only in that a Nantavarga of one quarter of a verse has
been added, and that words with the same final consonant and — in the in-
stance of nouns — the same number of syllables are further grouped by their

182 Cf. C. VOGEL, NAWG 1976, p. 307. This paper supersedes P.K. GODE, Studies
in Indian literary history, I, Bombay, 1953, p. 57.

183 The copyist's colophon has by a lucky chance been included in the Tanjur
version (Peking xylograph, fol. 266&5-7): Bal-poi lo sum-brgya brgyad-cu rtsa gcig-
pas I/ dboi zla-bai nag-pai thses brgyad gza phur-bui nin // dpal Rol-pai groh // Gau-
ta-ma Ihag-par gnas-pai gtsug-lag-khan chen-por // pandi-ta gnas-brtan dpal rigs-mchog
dPal II ye-ses-kyis 'drir bcug-pai sde-thsan rdzogs-so // "In the Nepalese year 381,
on the eighth dark lunar day of the month Phalguna, on the planet Jupiter's day,
the(se) chapters, caused to be transcribed at Sri Lalitapattana in the Gautamadhi-
sthana Mahavihara by PaNdita Sthavira Srikulavara Srljnana, have been complet-
ed." P. CORDIEB (Catalogue du fonds tib^tain de la Bibliotheque nationals, III,
Paris, 1915, p. 511) and, relying on him, LOKESH CHANDRA (The Amarakosa in
Tibet, New Delhi, 1965, p. 7) mistook the phrase 'drir bcug-pa "caused to be tran-
scribed" ( ~ Skr. lekhita) to mean "redige" and "classed" respectively, considering
the MaNimala a recast of the ViSvalocana, which is ruled out by the different nature
of the two parts.

184 Only the first eight stanzas of the introduction survive, having been prefixed
to the homonymic part. See P. PETEBSON, [ABCIM 274], V, p. 162.

185 Edited with Hindi Tika by N. SABMA, Bambai, 1912. The scattered definitions
of monosyllables have been gathered together in RAMANIKAVI JAYA'S Ekaksaranama-

RPG 64, Jodhpur, 1964.
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first phonemes and their second consonants, which leads to a strict alphabeti-
zation on the paragraph level of all mono-, di-, and trisyllabic lexemes (I 2):

svarakddikramad adir nirnlto ̂ ntas ca kddibhih /
dvitlye 'py air a varne 'sti niyamah kddyanukramdt 11

"The beginning (is) fixed by the sequence of vowels and consonants and
the end by the (sequence of) consonants; in the (case of the) second
syllable too the rule is here (that it is fixed) by the sequence of conso-
nants."

While the initial sound has also been taken into consideration by authors like
Hemacandra (in his Anekarthasamgraha), Kesavasvamin, and Medinikara, the
next following element was never before — and, oddly enough, never again —
made a criterion of arrangement. As concerns the individual entries, the lemma-
ta always appear in the nominative and usually precede their senses, which in
turn are always recorded in the locative and frequently combined into Dvan-
dvas. Ekasesas occur nowhere. The gender is expressed only if it cannot be
inferred from the context, adjectives being equated with nouns of triple gender^
and denoted by the label trim.

As late as the 17th century, the homonymic part of Sridharasena's lexicon
was a popular reference book; it is found quoted four times in Srivallabha
Gani's commentary on the Nighantusesa (§ 24), once in Jinaraja's commentary
on the Naisadhiyacarita, 47 times in Ranganatha's commentary on the Vikra-
morvasi, and 72 times in Sivadatta's commentary on the Sivakosa (§ 45 [46]).
The Tibetan version of the entire Visvalocana was utilized by Thse-rin-dban-
rgyal (1697-1763) for his Tibetan-Sanskrit thesaurus called No-mthsar nor-bui
do-sal.186

28. Padmandbhadatta's Bhuriprayoga

To the second half of the 14th century is assigned Padmanabhadatta, the
founder of the Saupadma school of grammar, who also engaged in poetry,
metre, law, and lexicography.187 Descended from a family of Maithila brahmins,
he describes himself as a son of Damodaradatta and grandson of j§ridatta. In
spite of occasional assertions to the contrary, he cannot therefore be identical
with another writer of the same name, son of GanesVara and grandson of Sri-
pati, who completed a Prsodaradivrtti for the said school on 14 March 1374.188

186 Reproduced photomechanically by J. BACOT, Buddh. II 11, Paris, 1930.
187 See the colophon to his Paribhasa in J. EGGELING, [ABCIM 164], I 2, p. 244.
188 Cf. S.K. BELVALKAE, An Account of the different existing systems of Sanskrit

grammar, Poona, 1915, p. I l l , who refers to H.P. CASTRI, [ABCIM 118], I, p. 224.
The date (sake saila-navdditye caitre masi raveh sthitau) is trustworthy inasmuch
as it mentions a partial solar eclipse that actually took place in the given year and
month, its end having possibly been visible east of the 82nd meridian.
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His Bhuriprayoga, which has remained unedited so far, agrees in its skeleton
with Amarasimha's Namalinganusasana. Unlike the latter, however, it allots
disproportionately much space to the homonymic chapter, which extends over
40 of the 52 leaves of the Oxford manuscript and contains about 3730 words
arranged in the manner of Mahesvara (§ 17).189 As sources are enumerated the
Visvaprakasa, some unspecified Amarakosatikas, the Trikarrdasesa, Ujjvala-
datta's (Unadi)vrtti, the Haravall, and the Medinikosa. References to the pres-
ent work occur, for example, in Narayana Sarman's Amarakosapafijika, Rama-
natha Vidyavacaspati's Trikandaviveka, Bhattoji Diksita's Praudhamanora-
ma, and Lokanatha Cakravartin's Manohara.190

29. Mahipa's Sabdaratnakara and Anekarthatilaka

Also in the second half of the 14th century lived Mahipa, a scion of the Soma
race and Pragvata family (son of Salaksa and Saubhagyadevi), who served as
minister to the ruler of Nandapadra (probably modern Nandod in Broach Dis-
trict). Of the two dictionaries made by him, the synonymic Sabdaratnakara
or Mahipakosa191 has one section each on heaven, earth, nether world, and gen-
eral terms (svargddi-, bhumi-, pdtdla-, and sdmdnya-kdnda), naming Panini,
Amara(simha), and Hema(candra) as sources (IV 15). The homonymic Anekar-
thatilaka,192 also styled Anekarthasamgraha (I 2) or Nanartharatnatilaka (IV
212), deals in another four sections of 45, 362, 290, and 213 stanzas with words
having respectively one, two, three, and four or five syllables. Written in s. 1430
or A.D. 1373/74, it is based on Panini, Ahindraguru (i.e. Patafijali), Bhaguri,
Bhoja, Bheda, Hema(candra), Amara(simha), et al. (IV 212). The lemmata of
each section are listed as a rule in the alphabetical order of their first letters,
with the ligature ksa figuring as an independent letter after ha; they always
head the articles and stand in the nominative, while the meanings follow in

189 Cf. TH. ATJFRECHT, [ABCIM 238], I 1, p. 191. An alphabetical register in two
parts of the homonyms and synonyms of the BhUriprayoga, prepared for Ch. Wil-
kins by Laia Mahtab Ray, is recorded in J. EGGELING, [ABCIM 164], I 2, p. 298.

190 Cf. TH. AUFRECHT, ZDMG 28, pp. 122 and 123; id., [ABCIM 238], I 1, p. 164;
J. EGGELING, [ABCIM 164], I 6, p. 1181.

191 Cf. TH. AUFBECHT, [ABCIM 238], I 2, p. 351; U.P. SHAH, Sambodhi 1, p. 33
(Baroda MS. 12121 dated sam 1493 varse asvina sudi 13 gurau or Thursday, 12
September 1437). On Mahipa's father, the minister Salaksa, see below (§ 46 [6]).

192 Critically edited by M.M. PATKAR, SIAL 1, Poona, 1947; the first section
newly edited by RAMANIKAVIJAYA, Ekaksaranama-kosasamgraha, RPG 64, Jodh-
pur, 1964. The earliest known manuscripts are the Poona codex 1872-73/38 of s.
1490 or 1433/34 (Patkar's witness A) and the incomplete Oxford codex 833B of
A.D. 1443 (TH. ATTFRECHT, op. cit., p. 352). For the year of composition see M.A.
STEIN, [ABCIM 130], p. 52, and PXJNYAVIJAYAJI, New Catalogue of Sanskrit and
Prakrit manuscripts, Jesalmer collection, Ahmedabad, 1972, p. 353.
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the locative, either compounded or uncompounded. There are no Ekasesas and
no gender labels. The metre is Anustubh except in the salutation and in the
intermediate and final colophons, where it is Indravajra, Sardulavikridita, and
Vasantatilaka.

30. Irugapa's Ndndrtharatnamdld

A third lexicographer active towards the close of the 14th century was Iruga
or Irugap(p)a, who held the hereditary post of chief magistrate (datidddhindtha,
dandesa) under King Harihara II of Vijayanagara (1377-1404) and as such had
charge of the state affairs (rdjakdrya) and the people's protection (prajdraksd).
According to a contemporary inscription, he succeeded his father Caica or Cai-
caga in that office, adhered to the doctrine of Simhanandin, a Digambara Jaina
belonging to the Balatkaragana and Sarasvatagaccha of the Nandisamgha, and
had a Kunthu temple erected at Vijayanagara, which was completed on Friday,
16 February 1386.193 In two further epigraphs, dated 1382 and 1387/88, he is
said to have granted the village of Mahendramangala to a Vardhamana temple
at Tirupparuttikkunru (near Kaficlpura or Conjeeveram) for the merit of Hari-
hara's son Bukka, and to have had a Mahamandapa built for that temple at
the instance of one Puspasena.194

His Nanartharatnamala,195 a homonymic dictionary of 1329 stanzas com-
posed in the usual Anustubh and various other metres, is divided into six
sections (kdrvda). A detailed preface informs about the circumstances of his life,
the organization of the lexical matter, and the principles of gender indication.
The first four sections are concerned with words of one to four syllables; the
fifth, with words of five to seven syllables, words of unequal length and identical
meaning, and words whose synonyms can assume special — frequently techni-
cal — significations ;196 the sixth, with indeclinables of one to four syllables. All
items of the same length are recorded alphabetically (from a to Jcsa) under the

193 Cf. E. HULTZSCH, South-Indian Inscriptions, I, Madras, 1890, p. 155. The date
was calculated by F. KIELHOBN, IA 23, p. 126.

194 Cf. E. HULTZSCH, El 7, p. 115, who thinks this Puspasena to be Irugapa's
spiritual teacher.

195 Often printed in Telugu or Grantha characters, sometimes with Telugu glosses
(Madras, 1856-58; ̂ 870, 21879); the first section also with Marathi meanings (Shola-
pur, 1908). Partly edited as Ratnakosa by K.G. OKA, Poona, 1918 (together with
SaSvata's Anekarthasamuccaya), with the first section revised by N.N. KUXKARNI,
Poona, 1929. Critically edited with Sanskrit-English index by B. R. SHARMA, SIAL 8,
Poona, 1954; the first section anew by RAMANIKAVIJAYA, Ekaksaranama-kosasam-
graha, RPG 64, Jodhpur, 1964.

196 "We subjoin the first entry of this kind by way of illustration (2520 sq.): skan-
dasya sambhor dhdtud ca parydydh sakaldh kramdt / rvdrdkse sanmukhe pancamukhe
cdpi caturmukhe 11 "All synonyms of Skanda, Sambhu, and DhatR [i.e. of Kartti-
keya, Siva, and Brahman, who are thought to have respectively six, five, and four
heads] (may be used) successively for a Rudrak§a tree [ElaeocarpusganitrusROXB.]
with six tops, five tops, and four tops."
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first letter of the last syllable and, if this letter should be a cluster, under its
final element; e.g., reka under Tea (190), varcas under ca (284), samjnd under
na (327).197 The varisyllables are merely assembled in groups of masculine,
feminine, neuter, multiple, and adjectival gender. The homonymic synonyms
are wholly unorganized. The vocables are presented in the nominative, the
senses in the locative (except in Ekasesa-style definitions); their«normal sequence
is reversed at times, ambiguities that might arise therefrom being avoided by
the separative particles atha and tu. The gender, unless apparent from ending
or context, is described by suitable terms, with dvayoh and trisu being employed
respectively for epicene nouns and adjectives (as well as substantives of triple
gender). South Indian influence betrays itself in unattested words like lagu "a
territory, deer" (234) and hariman "death, a Yoga" (1799), unconventional
spellings like tatdga for taddga (1317), and unorthodox meanings like "cripple"
for Tcuntha (380), "room" for kov.a (425), "storage of grain in straw baskets"
for muta (471), "small" for sanna (676), and "age" for prdya (779).

Some codices attribute the Nanartharatnamala to a certain Bhaskara Vibu-
dha. While B.R. Sharma is probably correct in regarding this Bhaskara and
Irugapa as one and the same person (p. I l l ) , the possibility cannot altogether
be excluded that our Kosa was compiled by Bhaskara under Irugapa's patron-
age and only afterwards accredited to Irugapa himself.

31. Raghava's Ndndrthamanjari

A homonymic dictionary of South Indian provenance but unknown age shar-
ing a good many lines with the Nanartharatnamala is Raghava's Nanartha-
mafijari.198 Totalling 1006 Slokas, it opens with a salutation to Ganesa and a
catalogue of writers and books used: the Visvaprakasa, Gopala, the author of
the (Trikanda)sesa, Dhanamjaya, the Sabdarnava, the VaijayantI, Siirya, Ru-
dra, Yadava(prakasa),199 Prata^a, Bhaguri, Dandin, Rabhasa(pala), Halayu-

197 In cases of a checked radical ultima, the author sometimes fell victim to his
own novel system; thus tamonud is listed not only in its proper place among the
trisyllables terminating in na (1663) but also, as in Dharamdasa's Anekarthasara
(1171) and MaheSvara's ViSvaprakaSa (929), among the tetrasyllables terminating
in da (2259). The lack of any further classification has led to similar repetitions;
thus sastra is taught to mean "weapon" and "bow" in one article (897) and "eulogy,"
"missile," and "iron" in another (944).

198 Critically edited with Sanskrit-English index by K.V. RRISHNAMOORTHY
SHARMA, SIAL 9, Poona, 1954; the monosyllabic portions reprinted in RAMANIKA-
VXJAYA'S Ekaksaranama-kosasaMgraha, RPG 64, Jodhpur, 1964. The editor inclines
to the guess that the NanarthamaNjari is either contemporary with or posterior to
the Nanartharatnamala (p. I); the date of his manuscript B (p. 95) is equivalent
to Sunday, 18 October 1863.

199 His being mentioned side by side with the VaijayantI is very strange indeed.
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dha, Subhuti(candra), Hari, Visnu, Vararuci, Amara(simha), Utpala, Ajaya-
(pala), and Sasvata. The first lemma is the sacred syllable om. Then follow, in
alphabetical order, the monosyllables formed by a single vowel and, in the
alphabetical order of the final consonant and the order of increasing length,
the polysyllables. Those polysyllables which end in la (by Southern pronunci-
ation) and ksa come last. The articles are drawn up in the manner of Irugapa's
lexicon but often overlaid with expletives.

32. Vdmanabhatta Bdna's Sabdaratnakara and tfabdacandrikd

Only little younger than Irugapa was his fellow-countryman Vamanabhatta
Bana, son of Kovatiyajvan and grandson of Varadagnicit of the Vatsa family.
He passed his early days at the court of King Harihara II of Vijayanagara
(1377-1404), where he studied under the illustrious Vedanta philosopher Ma-
dhava Vidyaranya and wrote his one-man stage-play Srngarabhusana. Latdr
he moved to the court of Pedda Komati Vema (1403-1420), the Reddi chief of
Kondavidu, whose exploits he glorified in his Vemabhupala- or Viranarayana-
carita, a prose romance in imitation of the Harsacarita meant at the same time
to back his own claim to being a new Bana; hence his other name Abhinava-
bhatta Bana. All told, he boasts a literary oeuvre of eleven works, two of which
are non-belletristic: the Sabdaratnakara and the &abdacandrika.200

The Sabdaratnakara201 is a comprehensive synonymic and homonymic dic-
tionary made up of 2338 stanzas — many of them non-Anustubh — and broken
down into four sections (kdnda) of nine, twice eight, and once more nine chap-
ters (adhydya). The synonymic first three sections have one chapter each on
the chief gods (ddideva), the guardians of the cardinal points (dikpdla), the
planets (graha), sages (rsi), clouds (megha), sound (sabda), time (kdla), thought
(citta), the nether world (pdtdla), the earth (vasumdhard), mountains (parvata),
woods (vana), quadrupeds (catuspad), birds (sakunta), towns (pura), modes
of speech (uktibheda), dance (ndtya), man (manusya), the priestly (brahman),
military (ksatriya), agricultural (vaisya), and servile (sudra). castes, adjectives
(visesyanighna), as well as varia (samkirna), closing with addenda to what has
been said before (uktasesa). The miscellaneous fourth section has one chapter
each on homonymic nouns with two syllables, three syllables, four syllables,

200 Cf. M. KBISHNAMACHABIAB, History of classical Sanskrit literature, Delhi,
1970, p. 215, where it also says: "The name of Vamana is mentioned in a copper
plate grant dated Saka 1338 (1441 A.D.) [!]." If this reference is to the Tottara-
muDi plates of s. 1333 or A.D. 1411/12 (J. RAMAYYA, El 4, p. 318), as it seems to
be, the author must have misunderstood the relevant passage in R.V. KBISHNAM-
ACHARIAR'S introduction to the Parvatlparhiaya, Srirangam, 1906, p. 12.

201 Critically edited with Sanskrit-English index by B.R. SHABMA, MVG-PG 16,
Darbhanga, 1965.
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five syllables, and one syllable, homonymic indeclinables with one syllable and
two syllables, as well as synonymic indeclinables, winding up with a summary
of rules on gender (lingasamgraha). In the homonymic chapters, items of equal
length are alphabetized by the first letter and only rarely placed after the
appertaining senses, whose typical case is the locative. The rules on gender are
cast into seven paragraphs (prakarana) relative to feminities, masculines, neu-
ters, feminities or masculines, substantives of triple gender, masculines or neu-
ters, and feminines or neuters. Though no sources are specified, the strong in-
fluence of Amarasimha's Namalinganusasana is still recognizable both in the
classification of the subject-matter and in the phrasing of a number of articles.
It also manifests itself in the guide-lines (paribhdsd), which point out that the
gender is marked by form, context, or labels,202 that words of different gender
are not made into Dvandvas or Ekasesas, that prohibition of one gender signals
admissibility of the other two genders, and that words followed by tu or headed
by atha must not be linked with what goes before (9-18).

The Sabdacandrika, which has not been published as yet, is a brief synonymic
dictionary in five chapters (sarga) centring round the topics heaven etc. and
world guardians (svargddilokapdla), atmosphere (antariksa), earth (bhumi),
ocean (samudra), and man etc. (manusyddi). The few verses given by A.C.
Burnell and P.P.S. Sastri go to show that it is a supplement to the synonymic
part of the ^abdaratnakara.203

33. MaJcarandaddsa's Paramdnandiyandmamdld

As recently as the 16th and 17th centuries, India produced several lexicog-
raphers of note. The first to be enumerated here is Makarandadasa, son of Para-
mananda Thakkura, who is accredited with a multi-purpose dictionary of 1835
stanzas entitled Paramanandlyanamamala,204 the terminus ad quern of which
is established by Harsaklrti's transcript of Friday, 23 February 1582 O.S.205

202 y i z n(^ o r pumdn for the masculine gender, stri for the feminine gender, na-
pumsakam or klibam or sandam for the neuter gender, trisu for the triple gender
(nouns and adjectives), and dvayoh for the epicene gender.

203 Cf. A.C. BUKNEIX, [ABCIM 306], p. 49; P.P.S. SASTRI, [ABCIM 302], IX, p.
3899. — A Brhadratnakara, possibly a combination of the Sabdaratnakara and the
Sabdacandrika, is listed by G. OPPERT, [ABCIM 292], I, p. 174.

204 Critically edited with Sanskrit-English indices by E.D. KTJXKARNI, DCBCSJS
7-8, Poona, 1968-71. The homonymic section is also found in RAMANIKAVIJAYA'S
Ekaksaranama-kosasaMgraha, RPG 64, Jodhpur, 1964.

205 i v 18*: vasu-bhuvana-rtu-nisdmani-varse Harseria, phdlgune mdsi / pratipadi
sukre vdre purn&yam punya-veldydm // "In the year of (the word-numerals) Vasu,
world, season, and night-jewel [1638], in the month Phalguna, on Friday the first,
this (Paramanandlyanamamala was) completed (in transcript) by Harsa at a fa-
vourable time of day." On Harsaklrti, see below (§ 34). A copy of his transcript not
consulted by the editor is recorded in PTTNYAVIJAYAJI, [ABCIM 281], II, p. 792, and
app., p. 397.
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In a brief family history appended to the first book, it is reported that Makaran-
dadasa descended from the Ciravarlyaka branch of the Kayastha clan of Ma-
thura (IV 2*), and that his paternal great-granduncle Parsurama secured the
sovereignty over Yavanapura from Sahi Sikandara (IV 6*). Since this ruler is
apparently none other than Sultan Sikandar Lodi of Delhi (1489-1517), who
annexed the kingdom of Jaunpur after deposing his brother Barbak Shah as
viceroy,206 Makarandadasa may be attributed with confidence to the second
half of the 16th century.

As regards the true authorship of the Paramanandfyanamamala, there is a
manifest disagreement between the text itself and the colophon to the first book
on the one hand, which clearly assign it to Paramananda (II 8, 14, 292; III 14,
216; IV 442, 15*), and the postscripts to the various books, sections, and sub-
sections on the other, which equally clearly assign it to Paramananda's son (ex-
cept III 119 and V 383). However, the problem can be resolved in a satisfactory
manner by supposing either — as the editor does — that Makarandadasa
simply committed to paper what his father and teacher had conveyed to hjim
by word of mouth, or that he merely applied the final touches to a work actually
compiled by the latter.

The Paramanandiyanamamala consists of three outwardly independent
books: the Namamala proper, the Anekarthasamgraha, and the LinganuSasana.
The Namamala proper comprises four unnamed sections (pariccheda), of which
the first is homonymic, dealing with monosyllables from a to km, while the
other three are synonymic, pivoting on such major topics as the chief gods
Visnu-Krsna, Brahman, and 6iva (II1-47), heaven and lesser deities (II 48-85),
sky, time, and atmosphere (II 85-162), Buddhism, Jainism, philosophy, and
science (II163-170), speech, music, dance, mind, and theatre (II171-225),
earth (II 225-343), water (II 344-376), fire (III 3-14), wind (III 14-19), plants
(III 19-119), animals (III 119-250), hell (III 251-254), world, life, feelings,
actions, and senses (III 255-302), quantity (III 303-323), quality (III 324-373),
sundries (III 373-393), and man (IV 2^440). Nearly all synonym series are
preceded by prose captions in Sanskrit or Rajasthani, which may originate
either from the writer - as E. D. Kulkarni has it — or from the copyist. A few
specially marked Desi words have even been incorporated in the text itself:
jamblra "citron" (III 72), hincita "swung" (III 360), and chailla '"clever" (IV
10).

The Anekarthasamgraha records a modest choice of homonyms in the alpha-
betical order of the first letter (again from a to ksa) and in the order of increasing
length (from two to a maximum of six syllables). Though expressly set down
in the introductory verse, this rule is ignored in at least three places: the di-
syllables with initial a are inserted after the only pentasyllable with initial a
(V 52 sqq.), and items with initial i and u are included in those with initial i

206 Cf. V.A. SMITH, The Oxford History of India, Oxford, 31958, p. 261.
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and u (V 56 sqq. and 62 sqq.). Remarkable is the total absence of words with
initial ba, for they do not occur among those with initial va either (except bwna
in V 348). The individual articles abound in expletives and display little uni-
formity ; thus the lemmata appear not only at the beginning or end but some-
times also in a medial position, while the senses present themselves now in the
locative and now — if less frequently — in the nominative, and that even when
belonging together. The use oiatha and tu as punctuation substitutes does not al-
ways accord with Amarasimha's maxim tvantdthddi na purvabhdk (11.5); in a
passage like pardbhave 'bhisangas tu sapathdlcrosayor api (V 42), for instance,
pardbhava relates to abhisanga irrespective of the fact that tu is attached to
the latter: "For 'defeat' (may stand) abhisanga, however, for 'curse' and 'in-
sult' also." Intriguing are those entries in which a vocable is explained by means
of itself, as Jcancuka in V 123, gandha in V 153, giri in V 157, candra in V 178,
jala in V 196, pdJca in V 288, and rdga in V 343. The gender remains undesignated
but can be identified in most cases by the termination. Adjectives assume the
character of masculine or neuter nouns.

The Linganusasana, lastly, is concerned in seven paragraphs with substantives
of masculine, feminine, neuter, epicene, masculine and neuter, feminine and
neuter, and triple gender. *

As sources were consulted the VisVaprakasa, Amarasimha, and Hemacandra
(I 44, IV 442, VI118 and 178). For a full list of Naga princes, the user is referred
to Gauda Pandita (III 213).207 The recipe for Samyava sweets is described in
a prose tag as being from a Vrddhanirghantu (IV 68-69).208

The metre is Anustubh throughout the Namamala proper (except in I 44)
and the Anekarthasamgraha; it is non-Anustubh in two thirds of the verses
of the Namamala colophon and in just under one fifth of the verses of the
ganusasana.209

207 GauDa is known from numerous citations in Kslrasvamin's Amarakosodgha-
tana, Hemacandra's Abhidhanacintamaninamamalatlka, and JNanavimala Gani's
SabdabhedaprakaSatlka. He was also utilized for ViSvanatha's Kosakalpataru.

208 This is not the Dhanvantarlya- or the Rajanighantu; but see the similarly
phrased recipe quoted by DalhaNa in elucidation of Susrutasamhita I 46.395c,
which, incidentally, proves that what Kulkarni reads as sadhudngdhena and changes
to saha ? dugdhena is in actual fact madhudugdhena, and that sitsobhanam and khando
are clerical or typographical errors for susobhandm and khande.

209 The non-Anustubh metres used are: Indravajra (VI 85, 98, 160); Upendravajra
(IV 4*, 9*; VI 74,"l29); Upajati (I 44; IV 3*, 8*, 11*; VI 18, 19, 109, 111, 135,
141, 163, 171, 174, 178); Salinl (VI 29, 30, 61, 88, 91, 172); IndravamSa (VI 43);
Drutavilambita (VI 159, 161); Bhujamgaprayata (VI 60, 62); Sragvim (VI 84); Va-
santatilaka (VI 133); MalinI (IV 10 *, 13 *, 14 *; VI 130, 176); Mandakranta (VI 59);
Arya (IV 2*, 12*, 16*, 18*; VI 1, 162 [?]); Udgiti (VI 53); Aryaglti (VI 57).
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34. Harsakirti's tfaradiydkhyandmamdld, Anekdrthandmamdld, and Sabdan-
ekartha

A second outstanding representative of 16th-century lexicography is Harsa-
klrti Suri, pupil of Candrakirti Suri and pontiff from c. 1590 to c. 1610 of the
Nagapuriya Tapagaccha (a collateral branch of the renowned Tapa order of the
SVetambara Jainas). Besides one synonymic and two homonymic dictionaries,
this versatile scholar has to his credit commentaries and independent treatises
in such disparate fields as ceremonial lore, hymnody, gnomic poetry, metre,
grammar, medicine, and astronomy. The highlights of his career can be recon-
structed with considerable precision from the colophon stanzas of his numerous
books and the tail-pieces of several old codices in the Anup Sanskrit Library
at Bikaner, which chances to hold some forty manuscripts once owned by him:
He was active as scribe as early as 1556/57 when he made a transcript of Siva-
ditya's Saptapadarthi (MS. 6123); he had risen in the hierarchy to the rank of
Upadhyaya by 1578/79 when his pupil Virapala dedicated to him a copy of
Siddhasena Divakara's Nyayavataravrtti (MS. 6051); he bore the title of Suri
by Friday, 23 February 1582 O.S., when he brought to an end his transcript
of Makarandadasa's Paramanandiyanamamala (MS. 5466); and he wrote his
Sabdanekartha as late as 1608/09. The picture so gained can be supplemented
from other sources: He was head-priest by Monday, 21 August 1592 O.S. (31
August 1592 N. S.), when Ramakirti finished the Calcutta Sanskrit College
manuscript of Jinadatta's Vivekavilasa, and he had passed away by Saturday,
18 May 1616 O.S. (28 May 1616 N.S.), when Dharmakirti finalized the Ambala
manuscript of Amarakirti's Vyakhyalesa under the latter's patriarchate. His
floruit may thus be fixed tentatively as 1535-1610.210

Harsakirti's synonymic dictionary, styled Saradiyakhya- or Saradiyabhi-
dhanamamala211 because of the various appellations of the goddess of speech
mentioned at the outset, falls into three sections (kdnda) of three, four, and
five chapters (varga) respectively, adding up to a total of 4641/2 verses, all but
four of which are Slokas.212 The first and second sections also go by the name
of Saradiyabhidhalaghunamamala. The words are grouped roughly under the
categories god (deva), sky (vyoman), earth (dhard), body (anga), social life etc.
(samyogddi), music (samgita), scholar (pandita), priest (brahman), king (rdjan),

210 Cf. C. VOGEL, ZDMG, suppl. 2, p. 426; English version in: German Scholars
on India, II, Bombay, 1976, p. 334.

211 Lithographed in the SatkoSasaMgraha, KaSl, s. 1930 [1873/74]; the first two
sections edited by KASINATHA, CSJGM 2, Ahmedabad, 1918; critically edited with
Sanskrit-English glossary by M.M. PATKAR, SIAL 6, Poona, 1951. The Bikaner
manuscript, not used by Patkar, is dated s. 1648 [1591/92]; see C. KTJNHAN RAJA
and K. MADHAVA KRISHNA SARMA, [ABCIM 28], p. 413.

212 In III 127, 128, and 132 the metre is SardUlavikriDita, in III 133 it is Vasanta-
tilaka.
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peasant (vaisya), servant (sudra), and miscellanea (samkirna).213 Since in the
closing lines the author calls himself a Pathaka and leader of a Svetambara
community (svetdmbaragrdmani) but not yet a Suri, the work must have been
written prior to 1582.

The two homonymic dictionaries are little known so far. They have been
handed down in a single manuscript of c. 1840 bristling with errors, and it is
doubtless for this reason that they are still waiting to be published'.214 The An-
ekarthanamamala or Anekarthas'ata numbers 120 genuine verses (^lokas and
a final Arya) and gives the nominal lemmata in the alphabetical sequence of
their last consonants, winding up with an unsystematized list of indeclinables.
Nouns and adjectives are not kept apart. The entries always coincide with a
metrical unit: mostly a hemistich or line, rarely a couplet. The senses stand
in the locative or nominative and come before or after the catchwords, framing
them even in a few isolated cases. On close examination, one notices many
echoes of previous lexica: chiefly the Nanarthavarga of Amarasimha's Nama-
linganusasana, Mahesvara's Visvaprakasa, and Hemacandra's Anekarthasam-
graha. Its composition still fell under the primacy of Candrakirti Suri (v. 120),
that is, in the years antecedent to 1592.

The Sabdanekartha has three chapters (adhikdra) of 107, 851/2, and 34 verses
constituted by articles that fill a Sloka, half Sloka, and quarter Sloka respec-
tively ; it is, in fact, just a revised edition of Mahaksapanaka's Anekarthadhvani-
manjari (§ 8). Its date corresponds either to 21 January 1608 O.S. (31 January
1608 N.S.) or — more likely — to 8 February 1609 O.S. (18 February 1609
N.S.).215

35. Bupacandra's Rupamanjarindmamdld and Pwndarika Vitthala's J§ighrabo-
dhinindmamdld

In the same period originate two dictionaries of lesser consequence that have
attracted no interest so far: the Rupamanjarlnamamala by Riipacand(r)a, son
of Gopaladasa, composed under the Emperor Akbar in s. 1644 or A. D. 1587/88
and concerned in 10 chapters (varga) of 123 verses all told with heaven (svarga),
sky (vyoman), earth (bhumi), man (manusya), birds (paksin), quadrupeds
(catuspada), metals and minerals (dhdtu), nether world (pdtdla), general terms

213 For details see M.M. PATKAB, PO 22, no. 3/4, p. 39.
214 Cf. A.B. KEITH, [ABCIM 164], II 1, pp. 315 and 316. The Anekarthanamamala

is now being edited by C. VOGEL.
215 III 34: bdna-tarka-rasa-gau tu varse tapasi mdsi ca / rakayam Harsakirty-dhva-

suris cakre satdm mate 11 "In the year having (as word-numerals) arrow, philosophi-
cal system, flavour, and earth [1665], however, and in the month (of) Tapas [Ma-
gha], on full-moon day, the Suri named Harsaklrti made (it) on the advice of the
learned."
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(sdmdnya), as well as homonyms (anekdrtha) ;216 and the &ighrabodhinlnama-
mala by Pundarika Vitthala, son of Dharma and Naga, consisting of four sec-
tions devoted respectively to things muliebral such as a woman's body, beauty,
clothes, blandishments, and nature (srngdrakdnda), to things terrestrial such
as earth, mountains, trees, and war (rdjakdnda), to things celestial such as
atmosphere, full-moon day and night, heaven, and gods (daivakdnda), as well
as to miscellanea such as homonyms, indeclinables, the fourteen sciences, and
the sixty-four arts (anekdrthakdnda).21"7 While Rupacandra, a kshatriya of the
Mehara family, has not otherwise distinguished himself in the field of letters,
Pundarika Vitthala, a brahmin of the Jamadagnya family and native of Sata-
niirva near Mount ^aivaganga in Karnata, is more familiar to us as the author
of several books on music,218 one of which — the Ragamala — was completed
on Monday, 16 July 1576.219

36. Appayya Diksita's Ndmasamgrahamdld

Comparable in importance to Harsaklrti Siiri is the celebrated polymath
Appayya Diksita,220 fifth son of Rangarajadhvarin and grandson of Accan Dik-
sita, to whom tradition ascribes more than a hundred works.221 A brahmin of

216 Cf. R. G. BHANDABKAB, [ABCIM 273], IV, p. 16. A nameless commentary
(tippanaj has been listed by H.D. VELANKAR, [ABCIM 330], I, p. 332. The date is
given in v. 123cd as srimad-Akabbara [unmetrical] -rajya-veda-yuga-sad-bhu-varsake
madhave mase rama-tithau dinesa-divase "in the reign of the glorious Akbar and the
year of (the numerals) Veda, aeon, six, and earth [1644], in the month Madhava
[VaiSakha], on the lunar day of (the numeral) Rama [3], on the day of the day-lord
[sun]"; with the fortnight not stated, it is ambiguous, corresponding either to 27
March 1586 O.S. (6 April 1586 N.S.), to 30 April 1587 O.S. (10 May 1587 N.S.),
or to 14 May 1587 O.S. (24 May 1587 N.S.), all of which were Sundays as required.
— For the details noted above, we had at our disposal photostats of two uncatalogued
manuscripts (Nos. 7095 and 7568) of the L.D. Institute of Indology, Ahmedabad,
which were kindly made available to us by Dr. D.D. Malvania.

217 Cf. R. MITKA, [ABCIM 219], IV, p. 152.
218 Cf. P.K. GODE, JMA 6-8, p. 119; M.M. PATKAR, PO 3, p. 165; J.B. CHATT-

DHtTRi, Muslim Patronage to Sanskritic learning, I2, Calcutta, 1954, p. 76; E. TE
NiJENHtris, Musicological literature, HIL VI 1, Wiesbaden, 1977, p. 22.

219 Cf. P.K. GODE, [ABCIM 264], XII, p. 385; PUNYAVIJAYAJI, [ABCIM 281], II,
app., p. 417: sake vasv-ahka-veddbjaka-[v. 1. veddncaka-]pariganite dhdtr-samvatsare
'sminn dsddhe Icrsna-pakse sasadhara-sudine pancami-revati-bhe "in this Saka year
counted by (the word-numerals) Vasu, hook, Veda, and moon [1498], the (Jovian)
year Dhatr, in (the month of) AsaDha, in the dark fortnight, on the happy day of
the hare-bearer [moon], the fifth, (when the moon stood) in the asterism Revatl."
In JMA 6-8, p. 121, GODE gives the corresponding Christian date wrongly as Mon-
day, 30 July 1576.

220 Called also Appa, Appaya, Appi, or Appai Dlksita, the pp being read some-
times as py.

221 According to V. RAGHAVAN, [ABCIM 231], I2, p. 259, the lexicographer Ap-
payya Diksita is distinct from his famous namesake.
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the Bharadvajagotra hailing from Kaficipura or Conjeeveram and a champion
of southern &aivism, he is variously stated to have lived 1520-1593, 1552-1624,
and 1554-1626 (the second being the period usually favoured). The extreme
limits of his literary activity as fixed by internal and external evidence are 1549
and 1613.222 His Namasamgrahamala, which has not been edited as yet,223 is
a synonymic dictionary of about 250 !§lokas interspersed with prose comments
quoting amply from the Puranas and from other lexica such as the Rabhasa-
kosa, Amarasimha's Namalinganu^asana, the Amarasesa, Halayudha's Abhi-
dhanaratnamala, Yadavaprakasa's VaijayantI, Mahesvara's VisvaprakaSa, Ke-
Savasvamin's Nanartharnavasamksepa, Vamanabhatta Bana's &abdaratna-
kara, and HamvIramiSra's Paryayapadamafijari.224 Special notice may be
drawn to the mention of Cakravartin, a commentator of Kalidasa's Raghu-
vams"a (fol. 6b), and Divakara, a writer on Natya^astra (fol. 31b). Equally
interesting is the only hitherto traceable reference to Dandin's Avantisundariya
(fol. 30a). The book, which has not been divided into chapters, affords some
new information about rivers, mountains, and territories, establishing, for ex-
ample, the identity of Kutila with Ganga (fol. 27b) and of Pallava with Kancl-
dela or Tundiramandala (fol. 30a).225

37. Sahajaklrti's Siddhasabddrriava

A younger contemporary and worthy competitor (as regards his literary out-
put) of Harsakirti Suri was the SVetambara Jaina Sahajakirti, pupil of Hema-
nandana of the Kharataragaccha. A native of Western Rajasthan flourishing
between 1600 and 1650, he rose in the hierarchy of his order to be a Gani in
1615, a Vacaka about 1620, an Upadhyaya around 1634, and a Mahopadhyaya
some time thereafter. His oeuvre, more than two thirds of which is in Rajasthani,
comprises six commentaries and thirty monographs pertaining for the greater
part to the domain of devotional poetry.226 Only the Siddhasabdamava is of
interest in the present context. It is a synonymic dictionary said to be in six

222 Cf. S.K. DE, History of Sanskrit poetics, I2, Calcutta, 1960, p. 221.
223 Our references are to the Berlin manuscript; see A. WEBER, [ABCIM 20], I,

p. 225.
224 This last work is a synonymic dictionary in three chapters (guccha) noticed

by M. RANGACHARYA, [ABCIM 199], III, p. 1174. For the same author's Sabdasab-
darthamaNjUsa, a combination of homonymic and synonymic lexicon in three chap-
ters (apavaraka) dealing with gods (deva), man (manusya), and higher and lower
animals (tiryagjantu), and for Murarimisra's commentary thereon, styled Dhauka,
see ibid., p. 1210, and V. KRISHNAMACHARYA, [ABCIM 191], VI, p. 409. Hamvlra-
miSra, son of SitikaNtha, of the Pilu family, was a follower of the VlraSaiva sect;
his date is not known.

225 Cf. V. RAGHAVAN, AOR 5, pt. 2, p . 4; V. KRISHNAMACHARYA, [ABCIM 191],
VI, p . 388.

22« Cf. A. NAHTA, JSB 16, p . 99.
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sections (kdnda), of which, however, nothing but the first (352 verses) and a
major portion of the second (446 verses) has been unearthed till now.227 A sub-
division into chapters (adhikdra) concerned with allied material, though met
with sporadically, does not appear to have been intended throughout. One finds
concrete nouns next to abstract nouns and names of deities, sages, personages,
planets, and stars side by side with terms relating to social, cultural, religious,
political, administrative, and military affairs. In a few cases Sahajakirti disso-
ciates even what belongs immediately together, as for example, the equivalents
for "joy" (I 274-275) and "joyous" (II 429-430). On the whole one cannot help
feeling that the items were jotted down more or less as they came to the author's
mind. The choice of words is often reminiscent of Hemacandra's Abhidhanacin-
tamani, but the range of topics has been widened a good deal. The metre is
generally Anustubh, other metres used being Indravajra (I 35), Sragvim (II
254), Vasantati'laka (I 36, II 384), Sardulavikridita (II1, II 3), and Arya (II
282). A special feature of the book is that irrespective of metre the lexical units
are provided with a serial number at the end (1-621 in the first and 1-800 in
the second section) and preceded by a short prose sentence in Rajasthani in-
dicating the concept and the quantity of synonyms.

38. Visvandtha's Kosakalpataru

To the same generation as Sahajakirti belonged Visvanatha, scion of the
Atrigotra and son of Narayana Vaidya and Rukmini of Devalaya in Vidarbha,
who composed a Satrusalyacarita in praise of Jam Sattarsal of Navanagar
(1569-1608) and a Jagatprakasa in praise of Maharaja Jagat Singh I of Udaipur
(1628-1652), and at whose hands the Govardhananatha Temple of Deolia was
founded by Maharaja Hari Singh of Partabgarh (1629-1676) in 1649.228 Gan-
garama's Haribhusana describes him as well versed in all the arts and sciences,
especially philosophy, rhetoric, dialectics, grammar, drama, and poetry (VIII
37-39). His Kosakalpataru,229 a synonymic-cum-homonymic dictionary of over
6,100 stanzas displaying a vast multiplicity of metres, is divided into five sec-
tions (kdnda or skandha) of seven, ten, three, five, and once more seven chapters
(varga) respectively. The first section (svah- or svargakdiida) deals with the
Supreme Spirit, heaven, sky, time, thought, dance, and water; the second
(dhard- or bhukdnda), with earth, towns, mountains, herbs, animals, man, and
the four castes; the third (pdtdlakdnda or -skandha), with the nether
world, hell, and disease; the fourth (sdmdnyaskandha), with adjectives, sun-
dries, verbs, — a singularity inasmuch as these are normally treated in the Dha-

227 Edited with Sanskrit-English index by M. G. PANSE, DCBCSJS 54, Poona,
1965.

228 cf. P.K. GODE, Studies in Indian literary history, II, Bombay, 1954, p. 193.
229 Edited by M.M.PATKAR and K.V.KBISHNAMOOBTHYSHARMA, SIAL 14,19, ,

Poona, 1957- .
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tupathas, — genders, and indeclinables; and the fifth (ndndrthaskandha), with
nouns of several meanings that end in gutturals, palatals, cerebrals, dentals,
labials, semivowels, and sibilants (including the aspirate). The lexical matter
of the last section is further grouped by the alphabetical order of the individual
consonants and by the increasing number of syllables, with a checked radical
ultima counted as two. The homonymic catchwords stand in the nominative
while the respective senses precede or follow in the locative, compounded or
uncompounded, new articles being set off by atha or tu if necessary. The gender
is signified by form, context, or labels as the case may be, adjectives and sub-
stantives of triple gender being put in the same category and marked indis-
criminately by tray yam or trisu. Rather impressive is the array of authorities
claimed to have been consulted (V 7.70-71): Samsaravarta, Vinaya, Ajaya-
(pala), Bhaguri, Sasvata, Vyadi, Gauda, Mahesa, Rabhasa(pala), Aruna, Me-
dini(kara), Nandin, Durga [Hugga], Haima [Abhidhanacintamani], Vacaspati,
Amara(simha), Govardhana's Unadi(vrtti), Rudra, Candra(gomin), Mala, Ma-
tijaladhi's Caru [?],230 Haravali, Sabdarnava, UtpalinI, Subhuti(candra), Hala-
yudha, and Vikramabhupati [Vikramaditya]. It is, however, very improbable
that the various preclassical sources enumerated in this list should still have
existed in Visvamtha's day; they are more likely to have been known to him
from passages quoted in later works.231

39. Venidatta's Pancatattvaprakdsa and MIramlrasuta's Asdlatiprakdsa

Coeval with Visvanatha was Venldatta, son of Jagajjivana and grandson of
Nilakantha of the Yajnika family,232 to whom we owe — apart from the flori-
legium Padyaveni and the ornate poem Vasudevakatha or Vasudevacarita233 —
a synonymic dictionary of 400-odd stanzas called Pancatattvaprakasa.234 Com-

230 The only manuscript reads Matijaladhi-krtam caru; the editors conjecture
-krtdm, which would refer to the preceding mdldm.

231 This would also explain why he accords to the Sabdarnava, UtpalinI, and
Samsaravarta equal status with Vacaspati, VyaDi, and Vikramaditya, whom we
have every reason to regard as the authors of those ancient lexica (§3).

232 There are several namesakes of his; see K. VENKATESWARA SARMA, PTAIOC
13, pt. 2, p. 157.

233 He seems to be also the author of the AudicyaprakaSa, a law-book on the
brahmins of the north quoted at Padyavem 312 and 314 (J.B. CHATJDHURI'S edition,
PMSG 1, Calcutta, 1944). His son Goplkanta wrote a Nyaya(pra)dipa prior to s. 1734
or 1677/78; see R.G. BHANDABKAB, [ABCIM 273], VI, p. 56, R. MITRA, [ABCIM
219], IX, p. 22, and PUNYAVIJAYAJ!, [ABCIM 281], I, app., p. 15.

234 Lithographed in the SatkoSasamgraha, KaSl, s. 1930 [1873/74]. A con-
temporary manuscript, produced between 1660 and 1662 by the Rev. Heinrich Roth
S. J., survives as MS. Or. 172 in the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Vittorio Emanuele
II, Rome; see R. HATTSCHILD, Der Missionar P. Heinrich Roth aus Dillingen und die
erste europaische Sanskrit-Grammatik, Berlin, 1972, p. 10. An anonymous com-
mentary entitled AkaSa is recorded by C. KTTNHAN RAJA and K. MADHAVA KBISHNA
SARMA, [ABCIM 28], p. 411.
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piled at the instance of one VisveSa and completed on Sunday, 30 June 1644
0. S. (10 July 1644 N. S.),235 this Kosa is broken down into five chapters labelled
as "suns" (bhdnu) and named after the five elements (pancatattva), which con-
stitute their general themes: earth (bhumi), water (jala), fire (tejas), wind
(vdyu), and ether (dkdsa). The first and fifth chapters are subdivided into
"rays" (marici) because of their length. Irrespective of the metre, which is
Anustubh and Malini (in V 4.16), each set of synonyms is followed by a prose tag
in Sanskrit stating the concept at issue and the number of words given.

Visvesa, who inspired the composition of the Paficatattvaprakasa, is in all
likelihood identical with Miramirasuta or Mlramlra's son,236 himself the author
of a synonymic dictionary entitled Asalatiprakasa after his patron Nasalati
Khan of Kashmir.237 This lexicon also falls into five chapters styled "suns" and
centring on the five elements, thus showing Miramirasuta's influence over Veni-
datta. As sources are mentioned at the outset (I 2): Haravall, Yadava(prakasa),
VisVakosa, Haima [Abhidhanacintamani], Medini(kara), and Dhanamjayana-
mamala. Here and there we come across non-Sanskritic vocables like Dilli-pati
"king of Delhi" or pdti-sdha "emperor".

40. Kesava's Kalpadrukosa

The reputation of being the doyen among 17th-century lexicographers has
been gained with equal right by Kesava and MathureSa Vidyalamkara. Kesava
is a total stranger to us as far as his background is concerned. His Kalpadru-
kosa,238 with more than 4,300 Slokas the longest synonymic dictionary in ex-
istence, deals in three "boughs" (bhumi-, bhuvah-, and svargaskandha) of seven-
teen, five, and four "branches" (prakdrida) respectively with these topics:

235 y 4.i6cd: ksiti-gagana-turamga-ksoni-samkhye 'rka-varse sud-dhavala-susas-
thyam bhdnu-vare ca haste "in the year of Arka [Vikramaditya] numbered by (the
word-numerals) earth, horse, sky, and earth [1701], on the fine sixth (lunar day)
of the bright (half) of Suci [Asadha] and on a Sunday, when (the moon stood in the
mansion of) Hasta."

236 The PancatattvaprakaSa codex noticed by R. MITKA, [ABCIM 219], IV, p. 48,
substitutes Miramlrdsutdjnaya for sri-Visvesa-krpdjnaya in V4.17d. Besides this,
Miramirasuta is eulogized by Vemdatta in Padyaveni 55 and 101.

237 Cf. TH. AUFRECHT, [ABCIM 238], I 1, p. 193 (codex unicus). Aufrecht is
wrong in spelling the patron's name as Asdlati; the form Nasalati (of which the
Asdlati of the title seems to be a Sanskritization) is certified not only by Padyavem
56, 130, 135, and especially 151, but also by the introductory stanza (I Id): sriman-
[MS. frimdn-]Nasdlati-mahi-vara-khdna-ndmnd "(a dictionary) with the name of the
earth's best Khan — the glorious Nasalati."

238 Edited by RAMAVATARA SABMA, with index by SHBIKANTA SHABMA, GOS 42,
60, Baroda, 1928-32 (see TH. ZACHAKXAE'S critical comments in ZII 7, p. 58).
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earth, sky, and heaven in general, country,239 town, man, saintly family and
priest, warrior, peasant, servant, adjectives, miscellanea, herb, deer etc., moun-
tain, ocean, nether world, serpent, hell, and Jina; god in general, earthly gods,
aerial gods, time, and dance; sun, Brahman,239 sacrifice, indeclinables, and
gender. In the chapter on time, the number of years having passed since the
commencement of the Kaliyuga is stated to be 4761, whence it follows that the
work was written in 1660/61 A.D. ;240 it cannot therefore have been cited by,
and be earlier than, the commentators Mallinatha and Dinakara, as maintained
by former scholars.241 The introduction opens with a salutation to Siva and lists
as principal sources Katya, Vacaspati, Vyadi, Bhaguri, the Amaramangala,
Sahasanka, Mahesa, and Jina, that is, Hemacandra (11.2). Various labels are
added to a word if form and context fail to make its gender clear: striydm, striyi,
or strl to a feminine, pumsi, nd, nari, pumdn, or pum to a masculine, klibe, san,
or napumsakam to a neuter, dvaydh to an epicene noun, and trim to a substan-
tive of triple gender or an adjective (11.4-5). The ruling out of one gender
automatically sanctions the other two genders. The particles atha and tu take
the role of punctuation marks. A striking novelty is that, wherever any member
of a compound can be superseded by a synonym, the compound is not given
in the usual manner but paraphrased as such and such a word and its synonyms
coming before or after such and such a word and its synonyms: e.g. ekdrthdd
radaparydya Isdrtho ganavighnayoh instead of ekarada, ganesa, and vighnesa (I
l.llab). The method is cumbersome but helpful inasmuch as it tells at once
which parts of a compound are constant and which variable. The Kalpadru-
kosa formed the basis of Galanos's compilation (§ 43).

41. Mathuresa Vidydlamkdra's $abdaratndvali

MathureSa Vidyalamkara has already been mentioned as the writer of a Sara-
sundari on Amarasimha's Namalinganusasana dated s*. 1588 or 1666/67 (§ 6).
In the head- and tail-pieces of this commentary, he gives his line of ancestors
to the fifth degree from himself: Sarvanandavandya Melavijin — Madhava —
Kasinatha — Candravandya — ^ivarama CakravartinGDParvati — Mathuresa

239 The chapters on country and Brahman are treated as supplements (ahga) to
I 1 and III 1, and thus are not counted separately.

240 II 4.83a: tad-[i.e. Kali-]gatdbdah ku-ti-thi-hhah. The numerical notation here is
that of the Katapayadi system, for which see G. BUHLER, Indische Palaeographie
von 350 a.Chr. - 1300 p.Chr., StraBburg, 1896, p. 82.

241 TH. ATJFRECHT, [ABCIM 6], I, p. 126b; TH. ZACHARIAE, Die indischen Worter-
bucher <KoSa>, StraBburg, 1897, p. 36. The quotation in Mallinatha's scholium on
Kiratarjunlya IX 77, specifically referred to by Aufrecht, is from a homonymic
lexicon not identical with KeSavasvamin's jNanartharnavasaMksepa either, which
defines the vocable at issue (kasaya) in quite different terms (III 5.347).
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Vidyalamkara.242 His Sabdaratnavali,243 a combination of synonymic and ho-
monymic dictionary, more or less agrees with the Amarakosa in structure but
by far exceeds it in volume. It was prepared at the instance of Musa Khan,244

a local chief in North-east Bengal, "after inspecting many treatises" (vilokya
bahutantrdni, p. 1), especially Amarasimha's work (p. 32). The year of its com-
pilation is unknown.245

At the end of the 11-stanza introduction, the author describes his method of
gender indication, which relies on form, context, and label as optional means
of discrimination. Nouns of common and triple gender are denoted by dvayoh
and trisu respectively, the latter applying to adjectives also. If one gender is
prohibited, the other two are implicitly allowed. Copulative compounds are re-
stricted as a rule to words of the same gender, being permitted with words of
different gender only if the individual members recur elsewhere. The metre is
Upajati in the salutation (v. 1), Sardiilavikrldita in the eulogy (vv. 2-5), and,
except for three Sragdhara verses in the last chapter (p. 310), Amistubh through-
out the rest of the book.

The synonymic part is divided into three sections (kdnda) and 14 chapters
(varga) concerned with the usual subjects: heaven and nether world (svarddi-
kdnda, p. 45); earth, towns, mountains, herbs, animals, man, and the four
castes (bhukdnda, p. 158); adjuncts and varia. It includes a good number of
Prakrit, Bengali, and Persico-Arabic words, both Sanskritized and un-Sanskrit-
ized. Some articles, like those on fishes (p. 41 f.) and elephants (p. 126f.), impress
by their wealth of information; others, like that on the serpent-goddess Manasa
(p. 122), are remarkable for their comprehensiveness.

The homonymic part, which belongs to the tradition of Mahesvara's Visva-
prakasa (§17), is arranged according to three consecutive criteria: the alpha-
betical sequence of the final consonants, with vocalic monosyllables coming
last; the increasing number of syllables, with consonantal stem-finals counting
full; and the alphabetical sequence of the initial sounds, with clusters figuring
under their first elements. The lemmata stand in the nominative, the senses

242 Cf. J . E G G E L I N G , [ABCIM 164], I 2, p . 275.
243 Edited rather carelessly by M.M. CHAXJDHUBI, BI 292, Calcutta, 1970, from

a single old manuscript copied 1626 sakdbdd // . . . san 1111 16 i srdvana, that is,
Monday, 17 July 1704 (O.S.) or 28 July 1704 (N.S.). For other codices see TH. ATJF-
RECHT, [ABCIM 238], I 1, p. 192; R. MITRA, [ABCIM 219], I, p. 200 (homonymic
part only), and III, p. 65; EGGELING, op. cit., p. 286. The edition by K.C. CHAT-
TERJI, announced temporarily as SIAL 14, never appeared.

244 Variously spelt Muccha-, MUcha-, MUrcha-, MUSa-, and MrSakhana by the
scribes. His father was 'Isa Khan (ISakhana, f 1599), his grandfather Sulaiman
Khan (Silamana-, Sulanranakhana).

245 In spite of occasional assertions to the contrary going back to H.H. WILSON
(Works, V, London, 1865, p. 233), who misunderstood a remark of H.T. COLE-
BROOKE (Miscellaneous Essays, II2, London, 1873, p. 52, n. 1) to the effect that the
Sabdaratnavall — and not the Sarasundarl — was written in S. 1588.
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follow either in the same case or — normally — in the locative. There are no
Ekasesas.

The indeclinables are treated separately, being grouped into homonyms and
synonyms (in this order). A fourth part deals with gender, specifically the fem-
inine, naming as sources Sarvavarman, Vararuci, and Durgasimha (p. 308).

42. $dhajVs Sabdaratnasamanvaya and Sabdarthasamgraha

Its last bloom Kosa literature saw at the turn of the 18th century when the
Maratha king Sahaji of Tanjore (1684-1712),246 equally famed for his erudite
scholarship and liberal patronage of the arts, published a comprehensive homo-
nymic dictionary in 34 chapters (varga) called Sabdaratnasamanvaya or Raja-
kosa.247 Making no mention of its sources,248 but running to nearly the same
pattern as Mahesvara's Visvaprakasa, Medinikara's Nanarthasabdakosa, and
Srldharasena's Visvalocana, this lexicon is organized on three consecutive prin-
ciples: the alphabetical order of the last consonants (from ka to ksa), the increas-
ing number of syllables (from one to seven249), and the alphabetical order of
the first phonemes (vowels or consonants-cum-vowels). Vowelless consonants as
stem-finals pass for full syllables. Indeclinables are not dealt with at all. The
articles keep more or less in the style of the Visvalocana (§27). The metre is
Indravajra, twice Totaka, and Citralekha in the first four stanzas, Sardiilavi-
krldita in the colophon stanza, and Anustubh in the rest of the book.

Apart from the Sabdaratnasamanvaya, there is another homonymic diction-
ary going under Sahajl's name: the Sabdarthasamgraha. It is a mere list of
words followed by prose definitions and ranged in the alphabetical order of the
final consonants as well as in an ascending scale of length. The only two manu-
scripts we know are incomplete, breaking off with santuh sukhavati.250

43. Demetrios Oalanos

A tentative effort to render the Indian method of dictionary-making more
suitable to European needs was undertaken in the late 18th or early 19th cen-

246 Cf. K.R. SUBRAMANIAN, The Maratha Rajas of Tanjore, Madras, 1928, p. 26.
247 Critically edited by V.L. SHASTRI, GOS 59, Baroda, 1932. The articles on

monosyllables have been gathered together in RAMANIKAVIJAYA'S Ekaksaranama-
kosasaMgraha, RPG 64, Jodhpur, 1964.

248 The line utkhdtakelih srngadyair vaprakridd nigadyate (p. 101.7) is said in Malli-
natha's scholia on MeghadUta I 2 and RaghuvaM^a V 44 to be from Vacaspati's
Sabdamava. See R. BIBWE, JAOS 85, p. 528.

249 The longest vocables given are samvdranavanlta "nectar, moon" (p. 167.5) and
turagahrahmacarya "celibacy for want of a woman" (p. 249.11).

250 Cf. P.P.S. SASTRI, [ABCIM 302], IX, p. 3911.
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tury on behalf of Demetrios Galanos.251 Born at Athens in 1760, this brilliant
Hellene went to India at the age of 26 to tutor the children of the Greek colony
at Calcutta and, after quitting his post in 1792, moved to Benares, where he
occupied himself with linguistic and philosophical studies till his death on 3 May
1833. Utmost modesty kept him from having anything printed during his life-
time; but while the majority of his translations were brought out posthu-
mously,252 the thesaurus bearing his name — a collection of some 25,000 words
— became known only through A. Weber's report253 and C. Cappeller's ex-
cerpts for the shorter St. Petersburg Lexicon. It is a prose adaptation of Ke-
sava's Kalpadrukosa (§ 40), which it reproduces faithfully in form and content,
though not without a few borrowings from standard works like Amarasimha's
NamalinganuSasana and Hemacandra's Abhidhanaeintamani.254 The lemmata
are put in the genitive and the synonyms added one by one in the nominative,
all sandhi rules being disregarded. A number of errors have their root partly
in the faultiness of the Kalpadrukosa manuscript used255 and partly in a
misinterpretation of the Kalpadrukosa itself. The real authorship is shrouded
in mystery; it must be credited to one of Galanos's brahmin friends at Benares:
possibly Kandar Das, who collaborated with him on the Bhagavadgita, or Satul
Singh, who is described as his intimate and master.

44. Ksemendra's Lokaprakasa

Something between a Kosa and an Artha^astra is the Lokaprakasa256 credited
to Ksemendra, the famed Kashmirian polymath of the 11th century. It is a
sort of notebook in four sections (prakdsa) giving a great deal of random in-

251 Cf. J. GENNADITJS, TICHR 3, vol. 2, p. 105 (the same writer's 42-page article
A7]|r/)Tpio<; Ta.'ktx.vbc, 6 "EXX/jv 'Iv8oX6yoc;, published in the Athens journal 'EXXyjviapiOi;
for February-April 1930, has come to our notice merely by title); E. WINDISCH,
Geschichte der Sanskrit-Philologie und indischen Altertumskunde, I, StraBburg,
1917, p. 50; S. A. SCHULZ, JAOS 89, p. 339, and German Scholars on India, II, Bom-
bay, 1976, p. 251.

252 B y G . K . T Y P A L D O S a n d G. A . K O S M E T E S , A7)[X7)Tpiou FaXavou 'A&yjvodou 'IvStxal
fjiexacppaoeiq, I - V I I , ev 'A&yjvoas, 1 8 4 5 - 5 3 .

253 A . W E B E R , MKPAW 1876, p . 804. He also made a Latin transcript of it,
which was offered for sale after his death; see [ABCIM 331], p . 117. The original
is preserved in the National Library of Greece, Athens; see I. and A.I . SAKKELION,
KaTdcXoyoi; TCOV xetpoYpa<P<«>v TTJ? 'E$VIXYJ<; Bi(3Xio*Hpa]<; -rij? 'EXXaSo?, ev 'ASTJVOCK;, 1892,
p . 308 (No. 1841).

2 5 4 Cf. TH. ZACHARIAE, ZII 7, p. 54.

255 Very probably codex C of R. SARMA'S edition, which is characterized as "in-
correct" (asuddha) in [ABCIM 14], p. 298.

256 Edited and annotated by A. WEBER, IS 18, p. 289 (with index by E. SIEG);
rendered into French with introduction and comments by J. BLOCH, Un manuel du
scribe cachmirien au XVIIe siecle, [These comple'mentaire,] Paris, 1914; newly ed-
ited by J.D. ZADOO, KSTS 75, Srinagar, 1947.
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formation on Hindu daily life (loka) sought in vain elsewhere. Only the first
and third sections, which make up about one fifth or sixth of the whole, are
of a lexical nature; but even these differ from the usual pattern of synonymic
dictionaries in that they care less about the realm of literature than about such
trivial matters as geography, administration, and commerce. Correspondingly
large is the number of hitherto unrecorded meanings and unknown words, many
of which are of Persian and Kashmirian origin. Since the Emperor Shahjahan
(1628-58) is mentioned several times, the text cannot in its present form be as
old as it claims to be; what we now have before us is possibly just a 17th-century
retouch — and a rather slipshod one — of an earlier work that may or may not
be from Ksemendra's pen.

45. Special dictionaries

As well as the general dictionaries, which extend over the whole range of the
Sanskrit language, Indian lexicography has produced a great many special
dictionaries, which are restricted to certain word-groups or subjects, and which
may be divided into the following categories:

(a) Ekaksarakosas, concerned partly with monosyllabic nouns and particles
and partly with mystical letters and syllables, and thus related to the Matrka-
kosas of Tantric literature, which record the hidden senses of characters em-
ployed in magic formulas and esoteric diagrams.257 Subjoined is a selection
of such vocabularies:

(1) the Ekaksarakosa of Purusottamadeva, on which see above (§ 18), and
its close imitations by Bhaskara Pandita and Vararuci.

Vararuci's Ekak?aranamamaia (in 47 verses) has been edited by RAMANIKAVI-
JAYA, Ekaksaranama-kosasaMgraha, RPG 64, Jodhpur, 1964, p. 71.

(2) the Ekaksaranamamalika of Amaracandra, pupil of Jinadatta Siiri of the
Vayadagaccha, who lived in the years prior to Visaladeva Vaghela's coronation
as king of Gujarat (1243-61); in 19 or 21 verses.

Edited by S.N. TRIPATHI, JMJG 6, Banaras, 1950 (together with Dhanamjaya's
Namamala), and by RAMANIKAVIJAYA, ibid., p. 80. For the author see R.G. BHAN-
DABKAB, [ABCIM 273], IV', p. 6.

(3) the Ekaksaranamamala of Sudhakalasa Gani, pupil of Rajasekhara Suri
of the Maladharigaccha, who wrote his Samgltopanisad in s. 1380 [1323/24] and
his Saroddhara thereof in s. 1406 [1349/50]; in 53 verses.

257 A collection of seven (twelve) such Kosas — including, by way of contrast,
Purusottamadeva's Ekaksarakosa — is contained in A. AVALON'S Tantrik Texts,
I, Calcutta-London, 1913 (21937).
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Edited by V. J. KASELKAR, MKJMM 21, Bombay, s. 1981 [1924/25] (together
with Hemacandra's AbhidhanacintamaNi and other texts); by SAGARANANDA STTRI,
DLJP 92, Surat, 1946 (ditto; the edition in DLJP 87, Surat, 1933, is known to us
by title only); and by RAMANIKAVIJAYA, ibid., p. 58. For the two dates see PUN-
YAVIJAYAJI, [ABCIM 281], II, app., p. 418.

(4) the Ekaksararatna- or -sabdamala of Madhava, son of Mayana of the Bha-
radvajagotra and minister of King Harihara II of Vijayanagara (1377-1404),
which is quoted as Ekaksaramadhavanighantu in Hemadri's Raghuvamsadar-
pana; in three chapters and 130 verses.

Edited by RAMANIKAVIJAYA, ibid., p. 38. For the author see M.M. PATKAR, PO
8, p. 118, who makes him a minister of Harihara I (1336-56), and V. KRISHNAM-
ACHARYA, [ABCIM 191], VI, p. 331a. The work is distinct from a similar one entitled
simply Nighantu and attributed to Harihara II himself, on which see V. RAGHAVAN,
ALB 1, p. 89, and V. KRISHNAMACHARYA, ibid., p. 331b.

(5) the Ekartha- or Matrkanamamala and Dvyaksaranamamala of Saubhari,
which were written prior to s. 1639 [1582/83] — the date of their Bikaner manu-
script; in 100 and 111 verses.258

Edited by E.D. KTTLKARNI, SIAL 12, Poona, 1955; reprinted by RAMANIKAVI-
JAYA, ibid., pp. 19 and 28. The lunisolar elements of the date as it is given (samvat
1639 varse vaisdsa sudi 9 ravau) do not work out satisfactorily.

(6) the Ekaksaranamamala of Kalidasa, son of Damodara of Prahladapura,
which was written before s. 1650 [1593/94] — the date of its Bikaner manu-
script; in two chapters and 153 verses.

Edited by RAMANIKAVIJAYA, ibid., p. 123.
(7) the Ekaksaranutananamamala, Ekaksaranamavali, or Ekaksaranainama-

lika of Visvasambhu Muni, who is quoted in the marginal glosses of the Codex
Bodleianus 422 of Hemacandra's Abhidhanacintamani and — if these glosses
really are from Srivallabha Gani's Namasaroddhara — must have flourished
prior to s. 1667 [1610/11]; in 115 verses.

Edited in the SaMskRtakoSayugma, KaracI, S. 1789 [1867/68]; by an anonym,
Sholapur, 1908 (with Marathi meanings; together with Purusottamadeva's Ekak-
sarakosa and Irugapa's Nanartharatnamala); and by RAMANIKAVIJAYA, ibid., p. 1.
For the Codex Bodleianus see TH. ATTFRECHT, [ABCIM 238], I 1, p. 185; for the gloss
in point see O. BOEHTLINGK and C. RIEU'S edition, St. Petersburg, 1847, p. 315.

(8) the Matrkanighanta [!] of Mahidasa alias Mahldhara, son of Ramabhakta
and pupil of Ratnesvara, who flourished at Benares towards the end of the 16th
century; in 59 verses.

258 About 1600, Srivallabha Gam (§21) undertook in his VidvatprabodhaSastra
— an artificial poem in three cantos edited with comments by RAMANIKAVIJAYA
(ibid., p. 146) — to work the vocabulary of Saubhari's Dvyaksaranamamaia into
descriptions of various beasts, birds, and characters (elephant, horse, bull, lion,
camel; parrot, partridge, swan, heron, ruddy goose, crane, jacana, peacock, blue
jay, wagtail; saint, scholar, hero).
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Lithographed in the DvadaSakoSasaMgraha* VaraNasI, s. 1787 [1865/66] and s.
1929 [1872/73], and reprinted by RAMANIKAVIJAYA, ibid., p. 104 (53 verses only).
Edited by T. VIDYABATNA, Tantrik Texts, I, Calcutta-London, 1913, p. 35 (revised
and enlarged by P. BHATTACHABYA,

 21937, p. 35). For the author see TH. AXTF-
BECHT, [ABCIM 6], I, p. 444b.

(9) the Ekavarnarthasamgraha of Bharatamallika alias Bharatasena, on
whom see above (§ 6); in 61 verses.

Edited by S.C. BANEBJI, IHQ 36, p. 29.

(10) the Matrka- and Ekaksaranighanta [!], the first and second chapters of
the Sarvopayogikaratva, which forms part of the Sivagama; in 64 and 311/2

verses.

Cf. E. LETJMANN, ACIO 6, pt. 3, p. 559. The Ditthivaya, the lost twelfth ANga
of the Jaina canon, is supposed to have begun with two similar chapters concerned
with mduyd-paydni and egatthiya-paydni j but see W. SCRUBBING, Die Lehre der
Jainas, Berlin-Leipzig, 1935, p. 54, n. 4.

(11) the Ekaksarakosa of Manohara Pandita, whose date is unknown; in 31x/2
verses.

Edited by RAMANIKAVIJAYA, ibid., p. 120, from a unique manuscript written
samvat 1884 sake 1749 pausa sudi 3 bhrgau or Friday, 21 December 1827.

(b) Avyayakosas, concerned with indeclinables, as for example:
(12) the Avyayarnava of Jayabhatta Kaviraja, which is based on the Sabdar-

nava (§ 3); in three chapters.

Cf. M. RANGACHABYA, [ABCIM 199], III, p. 1113.

(13) the Avyayakosa of Mahadeva; in 75 verses.

Lithographed in the DvadaSakoSasamgraha, VaraNasI, s. 1787 [1865/66] and s.
1929 [1872/73].

(c) Sabdabhedakosas, concerned with words that have several — usually two
— spellings, as for example:

(14) the Sabdabhedaprakasa of Mahesvara, on which see above (§ 17).
(15) the Dvirupakosa of Purusottamadeva, on which see above (§ 18).
(16) the Sabdabhedaprakasa of Bhattoji Diksita, son of Laksmldhara Bhatta

and father of Bhanuji Diksita, who nourished in the last quarter of the 16th
and first quarter of the 17th centuries.

Cf. M. RANGACHABYA, [ABCIM 199], III, p. 1203. For Bhattoji's date see P.K.
GODE, Studies in Indian literary history, I, Bombay, 1953, p. 52.

(17) the Sabdaratnakara or ^abdaprabheda of Sadhusundara Gani, pupil of
Sadhukirti Upadhyaya of the Kharataragaccha, whose Dhaturatnakara was
written in s. 1680 [1623/24]; in 1011 verses.

Edited by HABGOVINDDAS and BECHABDAS, YJG 36, Benares, 1913. A Ti
thereon is listed by PTJNYAVIJAYAJI, [ABCIM 281], II, p. 794. For the date of the
Dhaturatnakara see v. 20 of its colophon; v. sup. (note 147).
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(18) the Dvirupakosa of Srlharsa, son of Srihlra and — like his famous name-
sake, for whom he is therefore often mistaken — author of a Naisadhamaha-
kavya, who lived in Andhra in the 18th century; in 236 verses.

Cf. M. RANGACHARYA, ibid., p. 1121; P.P.S. SASTBI, [ABCIM 302], IX, p. 3766.
A short version of only 57 stanzas has been lithographed in the DvadaSakoSasam-
graha, VaraNasi, S. 1787 [1865/66] and s. 1929 [1872/73], where it is the first text
of this title and goes under the name of Purusottamadeva. The editions published
by the Nirnaya Sagara Press in Bombay (under the title SabdabhedaprakaSa), by
the Arsha Press in Vizagapatam, and in the Granthapradarsani were not available
to us. For the author, whose AmarakhaNDana n a s been mentioned above (§ 6), see
V. RAGHAVAN, The AmaramanDana of KrsNasuri> Poona, 1949, introd., p. 5.

(19) the Dvirupadhvanisamgraha of Bharatamallika alias Bharatasena, on
whom see above (§ 6); in 278 verses.

Edited by S.C. BANEBJI, ABORI 45, p. 49.

(20) the Vaibhasikakosa of Krsnakavi, son of King Laksana and Queen IVfal-
lika, with the author's own commentary, written in the Kali years 4869 [1768/
69] and 4882 [1781/82] respectively; in 11 chapters and 1111 verses.

Cf. M. RANGACHARYA, ibid., p. 1200.

(d) Varnakosas, concerned with the proper spelling of words that show ortho-
graphic fluctuations between cognate consonants, as for example:

(21) the Usmaviveka of Gadasimha, which treats of sibilant-variations; in 112
verses.

Edited with commentary by PARAMESVARA JHA, Darbhanga, S. 1812 [1890/91].

(22) the Varnadesana of Purusottamadeva, on which see above (§ 18).
(23) the Varnaprakasa of Kavikarnapura, chief minister of King Amarama-

nikya of Tripura or Tippera (1577-81), which was written for the latter's son,
the subsequent king Rajadharamanikya I (1586-1600), and deals with inter-
changing jajya, najna, ba/va, and sa/sa/sa.

Cf. J. EGGELING, [ABCIM 164], I 2, p. 293; HARAPRASADA gASTRi, [ABCIM 118],
I, pp. ix and 333; id., [ABCIM 51], VI, p. clii.

(e) Unadikosas, concerned with words that are formed by means of the so-
called Unadi-suffixes, as for example:

(24) the Nanarthasabdaratna of Kalidasa II (with a commentary, styled Ta-
rala, of his friend Nicula Kavi Yogicandra), who flourished under King Bhoja
Paramara of Dhara (c. 1018-60); in three chapters.

Cf. M. SASHAGIRI SASTRI, IA 1, p. 341; M. RANGACHARYA, [ABCIM 199], III, pp.
1170 and 1172.

(25) the Unadinamamala of Subhasila Gani, pupil of Munisundara Suri and
Laksmisagara Suri of the Tapagaccha, who flourished in the second half of the
15th century; in six chapters modelled on Hemacandra's Abhidhanacintamani.

Cf. C. BENDALL, [ABCIM 157], p. 170. For the author see above (§ 21).
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(26) the Unadikosa or Nijavinoda of Mahadeva Vedantin, pupil of Svayam-
prakas(anand)a or Saccidananda Sarasvati, who wrote his Visnusahasranama-
tika in s. 1750 [1693/94]; in five chapters and 739 verses.

Edited with UNadisutras and glossarial index by K.K. RAJA, MUSS 21, Madras,
1956.

(27) the Unadinighantu of VenkatesVara, son of Daksinamurti of the Kaun-
dinya family and pupil of Ramabhadra Makhin, who worked at Tanjore during
&ahajl's reign (1684-1712); in five chapters and 720 verses.

Cf. A.C. BURNEIX, [ABCIM306], p. 52b; P.P.S. SASTRI, [ABCIM 302], IX,p.
3735. Burnell gives the title as Sabdikavidvatkavipramodaka, which is, however,
just a decorative epithet.

(28) the Unadikosa of Ramasarman Tarkavaglsa (with a Tika of the same),
which was written in the late 17th or early 18th century and made ample use
of in Radhakanta's Sabdakalpadruma; in two parts of 511 and 295 verses.

Cf. TH. ATTFRECHT, Ujjvaladatta's Commentary on the UNadisutras, Bonn, 1859,
p. xxi; id., [ABCIM 238], I 1, p. 176; R. MITRA, [ABCIM 219], II, p. 24; J. EGGE-
LING, [ABCIM 164], 12, p. 238; HARAPRASADA SHASTRI, [ABCIM 51], VI, p.
lxxxvii.

(29) the Unadipratyayantasabdakosa or Laksmlnivasa of Sivarama Tripa-
thin, son of Krsnarama and grandson of Trilokacandra, who quotes Nagoji-
bhatta's Paribhasendusekhara in his Laksmlvilasa (on Naksatramala 9) and
hence is placed by Th. Aufrecht in the early 18th century; in five chapters.

Lithographed in the Satkosasamgraha, KaSl, s. 1930 [1873/74]. Cf. TH. AUF-
RECHT, [ABCIM 6], I, p. 652b.

(30) the Aunadikapadarnava of Peru Suri, son of Venkata of the Sridhara
family and pupil of Vasudeva Adhvarin or Diksita, whom K.K. Raja places
between Ujjvaladatta and Mahadeva, whereas V. Raghavan takes his teacher
to be the Siddhantakaumudi scholiast of that name patronized by Kings Sahaji
(1684-1712), Sarabhoji I (1712-28), and Tukkoji (1728-36) of Tanjore, or rather
by their minister Anandaraya; in five chapters but handed down only as far
as IV 465.

Edited by T.R. CHINTAMANI, MUSS 7.4, Madras, 1939. Cf. K.K. RAJA, Unadi-
koSa of Mahadeva Vedantin, Madras, 1956, p. xiv, and V. RAGHAVAN'S Foreword,
p. 3.

(f) Samkhyakosas, concerned with series of things or concepts whose number
of items is fixed, as for example:

(31) the Vastuvijiianaratnakosa or shortly Ratnakosa of an unknown Jaina,
which treats in 100 sentences (sutra) and appropriate explanations (vydkhydna)
of the three worlds, the three places of existence, the three forms of the earth's
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surface, the three persons in grammar, the three categories in philosophy,259

the four aims of man, the 36 royal families, the seven requisites of kingship,
etc.

Cf. P.PETERSON, [ABCIM 274], III, p. 267; HARAPBASADA SHASTBI, [ABCIM
51], VI, p. 322. For a similar Jaina work, also styled Ratnakosa and written by
an anonym, see TH. AUFBECHT, [ABCIM 238], I 2, p. 352.

(g) Nighantus or medico-botanical glossaries, concerned with the names —
and sometimes the medical properties — of plants, animals, foods, minerals,
and remedies of all sorts. The earliest Nighantu preserved is:

(32) the Dhanvantarinighantu, which is held to be even earlier than the
Amarakosa by Ksirasvamin (II 4.50), but cannot be so old in its present form
since it deals with such relatively modern Ayurvedic drugs as mercury (VI
37-39) and opium (VI121); known in two versions of seven and nine chapters
respectively, the latter having been supplemented as against the standard ver-
sion by one chapter each on poisons and antidotes.

Edited by S.K. SASTBI and P.V. RAU, Madras, 1892 (21920) (with Telugu inter-
pretation); by N. PURANDARE, ASS 33, Poona, 1896 (21927) (together with Nara-
hari's Rajanighantu); and by L. SALIGRAMA, Bombay, s. 1957 [1900/01] (with Hindi
rendering). P.V. SHARMA, IJHS 5, p. 364, places it in the 10th century. A Tibetan
translation, entitled sMan-miN-sgra-sbyor-Nes-pa or *BhesajanamanighaNtu and
prepared by ISJi-ma-rgyal-mthsan in the late 13th or early 14th century, is recorded
in Bu-ston's Chos-'byuN (gSun-'bum, vol. 24 [ya], fol. 171b2-3); it was not, how-
ever, included in the Lamaist canon and does not appear to have been transmitted.

Other important Nighantus, most of them based upon the Dhanvantarini-
ghantu, are:

(33) the Paryayaratnamala of Madhavakara, son of Indrakara and resident
of Silahrada, which has been quoted as early as 1159 A.D. in Sarvananda's
Tikasarvasva and thus ranks only second in age to the Dhanvantarinighantu,
the author being almost certainly identical with that of the Madhavanidana,
who must have flourished about 700; in 649x/2 verses.

Edited by K. VITSARAKARA, Calcutta, san 1298 [1891/92]; by C. BHATTACARYA,
Calcutta, san 1341 [1934/35] (with Bengali translation, breaking off with v. 362);
and by T. CHOWDHURY, Patna, 1946 ( ~PUJ 2, app.). Cf. G. J. MEULENBELD, The
Madhavanidana and its chief commentary, Leiden, 1974, p. 10.

(34) the Paryayamuktavali of Haricarana Sena, probably a native of Bengal,
who bases himself on Madhavakara's Paryayaratnamala (introd. v. 2), but
whose actual date is still unknown; in 23 chapters and 6I8V2 verses.

259 Specified as element (dhdtu), root (mula), and soul (jlva) and thus different
from the usual three categories in Jainism, which are constituted by substance
(dravya), quality (guna), and state (paryaya). — We are grateful to Prof. H. Be-
chert, Gottingen, for looking up this definition in a Sinhalese manuscript of the text
found in his private library.
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Printed at Cuttack, 1875 and 1907 (with Oriya interpretation); edited by T.
CHOWDHUEY, Patna, 1947 ( ~ JBRS 31-32, app.).

(35) the Dravyaguna(samgraha) of Cakra(pani)datta, scion of the Lodhravall
family and pupil of Naradatta, whose father Narayana — or, according to a
less likely version, who himself — served as head-cook and minister to King
Nayapala of Bengal (c. 1038-55); in 21 chapters and 543 verses. Commentaries
on it were written by Niscalakara, son of Sadanandakara, in the reign of King
Ramapala of Bengal (c. 1077-1120) and by Sivadasasena, a resident of Malafi-
cika in Pabna District, whose father Anantasena was the court-physician of
Sultan Barbak Shah of Bengal (c. 1459-76).

Edited by D.N. SEN, Calcutta, 1871; with Sivadasasena's commentary by K.C.
SEN GUPTA, Calcutta, ?, by an anonym, Calcutta, S. 1796 [1874/75], and by
J. VIDYASAGARA, Kalikata, 21897; with Hindi translation by J. MISRA, Bombay,
1925. Cf. G. J. MEULENBELD, ibid., pp. 400, 414, 429.

(36) the Sabdacandrika of the same author, which was utilized in Radha-
kanta's Sabdakalpadruma; in nine chapters.

Cf. TH. ATJFRECHT, [ABCIM 238], I 1, p. 195; R. MITRA, [ABCIM 219], II, p. 25;
J. EGGELING, [ABCIM 164], I 5, p. 974.

(37) the Sabdapradipa of Surapala alias Suresvara, scion of a family of medical
men who acted as court-physicians to several kings of Bengal: his great-grand-
father Devagana to Govindacandra, his father Bhadresvara to Ramapala (c.
1077-1120), and he himself to one Bhimapala; homonymic, with the vocables
given in the order of their first letters (from a to km); in two sections and
numerous chapters.

Cf. J. EGGELING, ibid., p. 974; N.N. DAS GXJPTA, IC 3, p. 158.

(38) the Nighantusesa of Hemacandra, on which see above (§ 24).
(39) the Gunasamgraha of Sodhala, a brahmin of the Rayakavala family in

the Vatsagotra, son of Svaccha Vvaidya and pupil of Asodha, who seems to have
lived late in the 12th century; in nine chapters, of which the eighth is subdivided
into 18 paragraphs.

Cf. P. V. SHARMA, ABORI 52, p. 141. The oldest known manuscript is dated sam-
vat 1469 varse prathama-dsddha-mdse sukla-pakse sasthydm tithau ravi-dine or Sun-
day, 4 June 1413; see H.D. SHARMA, [ABCIM 264], XVI 1, p. 73.

(40) the Dravyaguna of Madhava Kavi, which, being quoted in Vopadeva's
Siddhamantraprakasa, must have been written in the former half of the 13th
century at the latest; in 29 chapters and 914 stanzas.

Cf. P.V. SHARMA, BIHM 1, p. 99, who bases himself on a rare Benares codex
dated s. 1509 [1452/53].

(41) the Sabdaratnapradlpa or Ratnapradipanighantu suggested by Kasl-
rama, a Sarasvata brahmin of the Bharadvajagotra and renowned physician
in Mathura, son of Mathuradasa and grandson of Gurudasa (of Argala); and
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composed by his pupil Kalyanadasa, son of Namadeva and grandson of Laks-
midhara, who resided at Bahadurapura during the reign of Yadava Tulasldasa,
son of King Gopala and founder of that city, possibly towards the end of the
13th century ;260 homonymic, the catchwords being recorded in the alphabetical
order of their first letters (from a to ksa).

Cf. P. PETEBSON, [ABCIM 323], p. 54, and extracts, p. 103. On the strength of
the post-colophon statement given there, the work is often claimed to have been
written by KaSirama at the instance of Kalyanadasa; the facts are, however, quite
clear from the introduction and the colophon proper.

(42) the Madanavinoda or Madanaratna of Madanapala, scion of the Taka
family and rajah of Kastha or Katha (modern Kathah in Meerut District),
which is dated Monday, 8 January 1375; in 13 chapters, to which some manu-
scripts add the author's genealogy as a 14th chapter.

Lithographed at KaSi, s. 1926 [1869/70] (2s. 1932 [1875/76]) (together with Tri-
mallabhatita's DravyagunaSataSloki). Edited at Benares, 1847 (with Hindi trans-
lation); by J. VIDYASAGARA, Calcutta, 1875; by RAVIDATTA, Bombay, s. 1951
[1894/95] (with Hindi translation); by RAMAPBASADA, Mumbai, s. 1966 [1909/10]
(new ed. 1954) (with Hindi translation); by D. and U. SENA GUPTA, Kalikata, san
1320 [1913/14] (with Bengali translation); by B.D. SABMMA, Amadavad, 1918 (with
Gujarati translation); and by TBYAMBAKA SASTBI, KaSi, s. 1978 [1921/22] (3s. 1990
[1933/34]) (with Hindi lemmata and glosses). The date is found at XIV 14ab: abde
brahma-jagad-yugdndu-ganite sri-Vikramdrka-prabhor mdghe mdsi valaksa-paksa-
lalite sasthydm sudhdmsor dine "in the year of the glorious lord Vikramarka counted
by (the numerals) Brahman, world, aeon, and moon [1431], in the month Magha,
in the charm(ing time) of the bright fortnight, on the sixth, the day of the nectar-
rayed one [moon]." For the author see R. ROTH, IS 14, p. 398; J. EGGELING, ibid.,
p. 978.

(43) the Abhidhanaratnamala or Sadrasanighantu of an anonym, which is
quoted twice by Mallinatha (on Sisupalavadha 119 and XVI18) and hence must
have been written early in the 15th century at the very latest; in six chapters
corresponding to the six flavours (rasa).

Printed with Telugu interpretation at Madras, 1881 and 1928 (21939).

(44) the Rajanighantu or Nighanturaja — also called Abhidhanacudamani —
of Narahari, son of Is" varasuri and pupil of Siikantha, who flourished in Kash-
mir after 1375, probably in the 15th century, since he names Madanapala's Ma-
danavinoda among his sources (introd. v. 5); with 23 chapters and 3685 verses
(in Bhattacharjya's edition) the largest Nighantu extant.

Lithographed at KaSi, 1883 (with glosses also in Marathi, Kanarese, and Hindi).
Edited by N. PUBANDABE, ASS 33, Poona, 1896 (21927) (together with Dhanvanta-

260 Provided that the above Gopala is identical with the Mathura ruler of that
name subdued by Mallaya, the donee of the Dahi copper-plate grant dated samvat
1337 8amayd vaisdkha sudi 15 ravidine or Sunday, 4 May 1281. See A. CUNNING-
HAM, ASIR 21, p. 74, and H.C. RAY, The dynastic History of northern India (early
mediaeval period), II, Calcutta, 1936, p. 732.
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rinighaNtu), as well as by A.B. and N.B. BHATTACHARJYA, Calcutta, 1899 (21933).
The 13th chapter was edited and put into German by R. GABBE, Die indischen
Mineralien, Leipzig, 1882.

(45) the Dravyagunasataslokl or -sataka — also called Pathyapathyanighantu
— of Trimallabhatta, a Tailanga brahmin of Tripurantakanagara or Benares,
son of Vallabhabhatta and grandson of Singannabhatta, who flourished in the
15th century; in 15 chapters and 101 verses. A commentary on this work, styled
Dravyadrpika, is owed to Krsnadatta, whose father Sivadatta wrote the Siva-
kosa and Sivaprakasa (see No. 46).

Lithographed at KaSl, s. 1926 [1869/70] (2s. 1932 [1875/76]) (together with Mada-
napala's Madanavinoda). Edited by KBSNALAXA, MuMbal, s. 1951 [1894/95], and
by &AXIGRAMA VAISYA, BaMbal, s. 1953 [1896/97] (both with Hindi translation).
The upper and lower limits of the author's floruit are fixed by the VirasiMhavaloka
(dated s. 1439 or 1382/83), which he quotes in his YogataraMginI> and the Dravya-
gunasataslokl manuscript of the Asiatic Society in Calcutta (dated s. 1555 or 1498/
99); see H.D. VELANKAB, [ABCIM 33], I, p. 59. According to P. V. SHARMA, IJHS
6, p. 67, he lived c. 1650 because of his citing Lolimbaraja's Vaidyajlvana and being
cited in the Yogaratnakara; but Lolimbaraja's time is still uncertain, as has been
shown by P.K. GODE, Studies in Indian literary history, II, Bombay, 1954, p. 79.
For the commentary see H.D. SHABMA, ibid., p. 122 (and P.K. GODE, op. cit., I l l ,
Poona, 1956, p. 46); G.V. DEVASTHALI, [ABCIM 37], I, p. 112.

(46) the Sivakosa of Sivadatta, son of Caturbhuja of the Karpiira family of
physicians and resident of Benares, being a homonymic dictionary in 540 verses
dated s. 1599 [1677/78], which is arranged alphabetically according to final con-
sonants and accompanied by an auto-commentary entitled Sivaprakasa.

Critically edited by R.G. HABSHE, SIAL 7, Poona, 1952. The date of composition
is given in the last stanza: nava-graha-tithi-prdpte hdyane Hdla-bhubhujah "in the
year of King Hala [Salivahana] got by (the numerals) nine, planet, and lunar day
[1599]." For the author see P.K. GODE, op. cit., I l l , Poona, 1956, p. 43.

(47) the Sarasvatinighantu, fathered upon SasVata (§ 7) but doubtless of
Ceylonese origin; in six chapters and 348 verses.

Edited by D.H.S. KAVIRATNA, Colombo, 1865 (21884, 71947); by G.W.G. GTTNA-
VABDHANA, Kolaihba, 1918 (with detailed comments); by M.S. SANOBHASATISSA,
Ja-ala, 1947; and by D. GUNASENA, NugegoDa, 1970. - Personal communication
from Prof. H. Bechert, Gottingen.

(48) the (Vaidya)siddhausadhanighantu, of Ceylonese origin and still required
reading for Ceylonese students of Ayurveda; in 206 verses.

Edited by D.H.S. KAVIRATNA, NugegoDa, 1878 (31946) (with comments), and
by A.D.S. GUNATILAKA, ?, 1932 (with Sinhalese catchwords and paraphrase). —
Personal communication from Prof. H. Bechert, Gotfcingen.

Difficult to fit in, both as to its date and as to its sources, is
(49) an abridged Nighantu found in the first section of the Garudapurana,

which is variously counted as chapter 202, 204, and 208 and numbers between
86 and 95 verses.
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Cf. R. BIBWB, ABORI, D. J. Vol., p. 47. An edition and English translation by the
same author is in progress.

(h) Jyotisakosas, concerned with astronomical and astrological terms, as for
example:

(50) the Ganita- or Jyotisanamamala of Haridatta, a brahmin of the Kandftla
or Kandola family and son of Sripati, whose time is unknown; in 128 verses.

Lithographed in the Dvadasakosasamgraha, VaranasI, s. 1787 [1865/66] and s.
1929 [1872/73].

(51) several short lists of the names of the lunar mansions (naksatra), nu-
merals (anka, samkhyd), zodiacal signs (rdsi), and planets (graha).

Some texts of this kind are found printed in S. TABKAPANCANANA, Kosaratnakara,
I, Dacca, 1870; G. TABKABATNA, Kosacandrika, Dhaka, 1893 (with Bengali trans-
lation); and G.V. BHATTACABYYA, Kosasamgraha, Calcutta, san 1314 [1907/08] and
1331 [1924/25]. • • •

(i) Dharmakosas (in prose), concerned with Buddhist nomenclature, as for
example:

(52) the Dharmasamgraha attributed to Nagarjuna (2nd cent. A.D.); in 140
paragraphs.

Edited by K. KASAWABA (finalized and published by F.M. MULLEB and H. WEN-
ZEL), AOx 1, pt. 5, Oxford, 1885; reprinted by P.L. VAIDYA, Mahayana-sUtra-
sarhgraha, I, Darbhanga, 1961, p. 329.

(53) the *Dharmasamgrahanamasamkhyasutra, closely related to — but not
immediately dependent on — the Dharmasamgraha; in 61 paragraphs.

Extant only in a late-10th-century Chinese translation (TI 17, No. 764: [3] Fa-
chi ming-shu ching) made by Danapala ([4] Shih-hu) of the later Sung dynasty.
Reconstructed in Sanskrit by F. WELLEB, Der chinesische Dharmasamgraha, Leip-
zig, 1923.

(54) the Dharmasarirasutra, a mere list of 36 general terms (without specifi-
cations or explanations) discovered at Xoco, Chinese Turkestan, and also related
to — but not dependent on — the Dharmasamgraha.

Edited from Turfan MS. T I D 673 by H. STONNEB, SKPAW 1904, p. 1282, with
facsimile on pi. 15. For another facsimile reproduction see E. WALDSCHMIDT, San-
skrithandschriften aus den Turfanfunden, II, Wiesbaden, 1968, pi. 131 (No. 596).
Bibliographical information about a Khotanese version is given by M. J. DBESDEN,
AI 12, p. 77.

A special type of Dharmakosa, so to speak, are those texts which list names
and epithets of Buddhas, as for example, (55) the (Arya)bhadrakalpikasutra and
(56) the (Arya)manjusrinamasamgiti.

Ad (55): Edited in Manchu, Chinese, Sanskrit, Tibetan, and Mongol by F. WEL-
, Tausend Buddhanamen des Bhadrakalpa, Leipzig, 1928; the Sanskrit portion

[3], [4] see below, p. 383.
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made known as early as 1834 by I. J. SCHMIDT, MAIS 6, t. 2, p. 68. It is different
from the work of this title found in the Kanjur. For a Khotanese parallel see S.
KONOW, Saka Versions of the Bhadrakalpikasutra, Oslo, 1929, and S. TAKTJBO,
Tonko Shutsudo Utengo Himitsu Kyotenshu no KenkyU [Studies on the Khotanese
collection of the esoteric SUtras found in Tunhuang], TOkyO, 1975, pp. 58, 132, 209,
316.

Ad (56): Edited in Sanskrit by I. P. MINAEV, Buddizm, I 2, Sanktpeterburg, 1887,
p. 135 (see TH. ZACHABIAE, GGA 1888, p. 847); in Mongol, Sanskrit, and'Tibetan
(with facsimiles of Altan Khan's 16th-century quadrilingual edition) by RAGHTJ
VIBA, SPS 18, New Delhi, n.d. [c. I960]; in Sanskrit and Tibetan by D. D. Mu-
KHEBJI, Calcutta, 1963; in Uigur by G. KARA and P. ZIEME, BTT 8, Berlin,
1977, p. 81. It opens the rGyud or Tantra section of the Kanjur and has given
rise to a whole string of secondary works handed down in the corresponding
section of the Tanjur; a fragmentary Sanskrit manuscript of Lilavajra's alias
Vilasavajra's Tlka styled Namamantrarthavalokini has been noticed by C. BEN-
BALL, [ABCIM 61], p. 203. — For the meaning of samgiti see V. TRENCKNER, Pali
Miscellany, I, London, 1879, p. 57, n.

46. Bilingual and multilingual dictionaries

With the gaining in weight of regional and foreign languages, which made
itself felt in India from the 11th century onwards, a novel type of lexicon came
into being: bilingual and multilingual dictionaries. These too were given the
form of ordinary Kosas, the medium of composition being as a rule Sanskrit.
Here is a list of such works :

(1) the Vastukosa of Nagavarman, son of Vennamayya and PSlakabbe (or
Potikabbe), a synonymic [?] Sanskrit-Kanarese dictionary compiled from Vara-
ruci, Halayudha, Bhaguri, Sasvata, the Amarakosa, etc. and composed in many
artificial metres; the author, who was descended from a brahmin family of the
Kaundinyagotra residing at VengI, and later was converted to Jainism, wrote
on rhetoric, prosody, and grammar also, and seems to have flourished c. 1070-
1120, quoting as he does the poet Nayasena, whose Dharmamrta is dated s\
1037 [1115/16]. v

Cf. F. KITTEL, IA 4, p. 15; L. RICE, JRAS N.S. 15, p. 306.

(2) the Abhidhana of Abhinava Mangaraja, an omnibus Sanskrit-Kanarese
dictionary compiled in s. 1320 [1398/99] from Vararuci, Gopalika [Vopaiita],
Bhaguri, Dhanamjaya, Surahari [?], the Visvaprakasa, Nagavarman, the Vaija-
yanti, Halayudha, and Dhumaca (vv. 1 and 4), and divided into five sections
with numerous chapters totalling 539 Satpadi stanzas and treating of heaven,
earth, nether world, general topics, and homonyms.

Cf. F. KITTEL, IA 1, p. 345; L. RICE, JRAS N.S. 15, p. 313.

(3) a systematic Sanskrit-Kawi dictionary of unknown authorship and title
based on a hitherto unidentified Kosa and meant to facilitate the reading of
works of Old Javanese literature.

Cf. H. KERN, ACIO 6, pt. 3, p. 1.
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(4) the Rajakosanighantu or Rajavyavaharakosa of Raghunatha Pandita,
son of Narayana and minister of Sivaji (1674-80), a list of administrative terms
in Marathi, Telugu, or Persian with their equivalents in Sanskrit, composed by
royal order and arranged subjectwise in ten chapters.

Cf. A.C. BTJRNEIX, [ABCIM306], p. 48a; P.P.S. SASTRI, [ABCIM 302], IX, p.
3880. The real author was DhuNDiraja Vyasa, son of LaksmaNa Vyasa and com-
mentator (in s. 1635 or 1713/14) of ViSakhadatta's Mudraraksasa.

(5) a systematic Sanskrit-Newari dictionary of unknown authorship and title
based on the Amarakosa and possibly written at Kathmandu between 1450 and
1750; in eight chapters (of 265 Slokas all told) dealing with heaven and sky,
nether world, earth, towns, mountains, plants, animals, and man.

Edited with German translation by A. CONRADY, ZDMG 47, p. 539.

(6) the Parasmamamala or Sabdavilasa of Minister Salaksa, a systematic
Persian-Sanskrit dictionary in two sections with numerous chapters and sub-
chapters composed at the request of King Haribhrama alias Haribrahman of
Ilavarana or Iladurga (modern Idar in Gujarat) and completed in the beginning
of Caitra of s. 1422 [1365].

Cf. U.P. SHAH, Sambodhi 1, p. 29. The author's son was Mahipa, on whom see
above (§ 29). — This work is identical with the Yavana- or Torusklnamamaia erro-
neously attributed to one Pratapabhatta by PTJNYAVIJAYAJI, [ABCIM 281], II, p.
794, as appears from the introductory [!] six stanzas recorded by him in the Appen-
dix, p. 404.261

(7) the Parasiprakasa of Krsnadasa, a systematic Persian-Sanskrit dictionary
in 12 chapters and 258^2 Slokas (with 1062 entries) compiled at the direction
of the Emperor Akbar (1556-1605).of the Emperor Akbar (1556-1605).

Lithographed by MANNALALA SARMAN, VaraNasI, s. 1923 [1866/67]. Edited with
German translation and indices by A. WEBER, Berlin, 1887. The oldest known
manuscript, codex 496 of the Asiatic Society in Calcutta, is dated samvat 1666 sa-
maya srdvana sukla 8 sukra-vdsare, that is, Friday, 28 July 1609 (O.S.) or 7 August
1609 (N.S.); see R. MITRA, [ABCIM 219], III, p. 329 with pi. 9, and H. SHASTRI,
[ABCIM 51], VI, p. 269.

(8) the Parasiprakasa of Malajit or Mallajit Vedangaraya, son of Tigala-
bhatta and grandson of Ratnabhatta of Sristhala in Gujarat, a systematic
Persico-Arabic and Sanskrit dictionary of astronomical and astrological terms

261 Still undescribed are three similar lexica: the Yavananamamala of Vidyanilaya
Kavi dated s. 1421 [1364/65]; the (SaMskRta)parasIka(pada)prakaSa of Kavi-
kamapura written by order of the Emperor Jahangir (1605-27); and the Yavanlna-
mamalika or Taurusklnamamaia of a Jaina anonym called Chief Minister Soma's
son (Soma-mantrisvardtmaja). See respectively H.D. VELANKAR, [ABCIM 330], I,
p. 318; C. CHAKRAVARTI, B.C. Law Volume, II, Poona, 1946, p. 180; PUNYAVIJA-
YAJS, loc. cit.
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written under the auspices of the Emperor Shahjahan (1628-58), evidently in
s. 1565 or 1053 A.H. [1643/44], for which year is illustrated the transformation
of Hindu into Mohammedan dates and vice versa.

Cf. R.G. BHANDAEKAR, [ABCIM 273], III, pp. 34 and 219.

(9) the Parasi(prakasa)vinoda of Vrajabhusan(anand)a, son of Raghunatha
and grandson of Visnu, a close imitation (with less detailed mathematical cal-
culations) of Vedangaraya's Parasiprakasa completed in s. 1716 [1659/60].

Cf. H. SHASTRI, [ABCIM 51], VI, p. 272.262

An exceptional position among the bilingual and multilingual dictionaries is
held by the Buddhist lexica of this category. Written in prose and mostly of
non-Indian authorship, they bear a stronger similarity to the Vedic Nighantus
than to the classical Kosas. Those best known are:

(10) the Mahavyutpatti, a Sanskrit-Tibetan encyclopaedia in 283 chapters
totalling 9565 entries — words, verb-forms, phrases, sentences — and treating
of the religious and profane vocabulary of Buddhist literature with a view to
standardizing translational Tibetan; commenced by order of King Khri-lde-
sron-btsan alias Sad-na-legs (c. 800-15) in the horse year 814, and completed
under his successor Khri-gtsug-lde-btsan alias Ral-pa-can (c. 815-36), by a joint
commission including on the Indian side the acaryas Jinamitra, Surendrabodhi,
Silendrabodhi, Danasila, and Bodhimitra, on the Tibetan side Ratnaraksita,
Dharmatasila, and the lo-tsa-bas Jnanasena, Jayaraksita, Manjusrivarman,
Ratnendrasila, et al.

Along with the Madhyavyutpatti, a commentary styled PaNjika on some notable
words therein, canonized as part of the mDo or SUtra section of the Tanjur: Chone

262 The precise date of compilation is found in a corrupt colophon stanza, written
in the Upajati metre, which may be rectified as follows:

Visnoh suta-srl-Raghundtha-sunund
sumedhasdsau Vrajabhusanena, /

rasendu-sailindu-mite ca phalgune
samdpi bhrgau ca // 4 //

a: Visno P; stu C, sutam P; sunu P. — b: sumedhasam sau P. — c: rasandu P; sai-
lendra C; rriitd P; phalgune P. — d: samdptam atra mavivvdvvamad bhrgau ca C,
samdptimdtrd vigad bhrgau ca P. [C: MS. 8229 of the Asiatic Society, Calcutta, de-
scribed by H. SHASTBI, loc. cit.; P: MS. 166/A. 1883-84 of the Bhandarkar Oriental
Research Institute, Poona, kindly inspected for us by Prof. R.N. Dandekar.]

The dotted portion is hopelessly mangled in both witnesses. If we were to read
pratipad- for P's vigad, though, the date would work out satisfactorily at Friday,
17 February 1660 (O.S.) or 27 February 1660 (N.S.), when the first lunar day of
the dark amanta Phalguna of the expired Vikrama year 1716 ended about 5 h. after
mean sunrise at Ujjain. A prosodically and substantially correct restoration of the
last hemistich would therefore be samdpi krsna-pratipad-bhrgau ca, and the whole
verse would then have to be rendered: "By the son of Vismi's son Sri Raghunatha,
the learned VrajabhusaNa, this (work) was completed in (the year) counted by (the
word-numerals) flavour, moon, mountain, and moon [1716], in (the month of) Phal-
guna, on Friday, the first lunar day of its dark (fortnight)."
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and Derge xylographs, vol. 125 (co), fol. Ibl-131a4 and 131bl-160a7; Narthang
xylograph, vol. 123 (go), fol. 223al-377a7, and vol. 124 (no), fol. l-37a5; Peking
xylograph, vol. 123 (go), fol. 204b7-310a8, and vol. 124 (no), fol. l-38a3 [~Otani
reprint, vol. 144, pp. 27-70 and 71-87]; Mongolian version (made by Guusi 'Jam-
dbyans-bstan-'phel), vol. 123 (go), fol. S19a-523b, and vol. 124 (no), fol. 2b-58a.
Both works were already contained in Bu-ston's recension, as appears from his
gSun-'bum, vol. 26 (la), fol. 117a2, and vol. 28 (sa), fol. Il la5. (Being original
productions, they are not recorded in the systematic catalogue of translations in
vol. 24 [ya], fol. 143a5 sqq.) — On the genesis of the Mahavyutpatti and the prob-
lems connected with it see, e.g., N. SIMONSSON, Indo-tibetische Studien, I, Uppsala,
1957, pp. 212 and 238. On its organization and some interesting articles see W.
WASSILJEW, BCHP 11, col. 362; TH. ZACHARIAE, GGA 1888, p. 848; E. MUIXER,

JRAS 1912, p. 511. On the meaning of vyutpatti ("encyclopaedia") see TH. ATTF-
RECHT, ZDMG 36, p. 361, and R. PISCHEL, ZDMG 39, p. 96.

Edited by I.P. MINAEV, Buddizm, I 2, Sanktpeterburg, 1887, p. 1 (2nd ed. by
N.D. MIEONOV, BB 13, Sanktpeterburg, 1911) (Sanskrit only); by A. CSOMA DE
KOROS (published incompletely by E.D. Ross and S.C. VIDYABHUSANA), MASB 4,
pts. 1-2, Calcutta, 1910-16 (Sanskrit, Tibetan, and English); by R. SAKAKI, Kyoto,
1916-25 (repr. 1962, 1965) (Sanskrit, Tibetan, Chinese, and Japanese), with Tibetan
index by K. NISHIO, Kyoto, 1936 (repr. 1962, 1965); and by U. WOGIHARA, Tokyo,
1927 (repr. 1959) (Sanskrit and Chinese only). — The Chinese equivalents in SAKAKI'S
and WOGIHARA'S editions are derived from a Peking tetraglot manuscript (Sanskrit,
Tibetan, Chinese, and Mongol) of unknown date preserved in Leningrad.

(11) the No-mthsar nor-bui do-sal of Thse-rin-dban-rgyal (1697-1763), son of
bKra-sis-chos-rgyal alias Nag-dban-thsaNs-pa of the mDo-mkhar family in sTag-
luN, who was appointed minister by Pho-lha-nas (1728^47); a Tibetan-Sanskrit
dictionary of about 15,000 words arranged alphabetically and compiled from
the Tibetan versions of the Mahavyutpatti, the Madhy a vyutpatti, Amara-
simha's Amarakosa, Subhiiticandra's Kamadhenu, Srldharasena's Abhidbilna-
muktamala, and a number of non-lexicographical works.

Noticed for the first time by W. WASSILJEW, BCHP 11, col. 362. Reproduced
phototypically from a manuscript copy by J. BACOT, Buddh. II 2, Paris, 1930. Cf.
LOKESH CHANDRA, The Amarakosa in Tibet, New Delhi, 1965, pref., p. 8; L. PE-
TECH, China and Tibet in the early 18th century, Leiden, 21972, p. 3 et passim; id.,
Aristocracy and government in Tibet 1728-1959, Roma, 1973, p. 71. On the relia-
bility of Thse-riN's information see C. VOGEL, NAWG 1976, p. 320.

(12) the Prajna or Dri-bral nor-bui me-lon of the Sa-skya monk bsTan-'dzin-
rgyal-mthsan, a Sanskrit-Tibetan repertory in 14 parts of Indian lexicography,
grammar, and metrics compiled at Rig-gnas-'phel-rgyas-glin Monastery in 1771
by order of the king of Derge, the dictionaries excerpted being the Mahavyut-
patti, the Amarakosa, and Srldharasena's Muktavali.

Parts 1, 3, and 5 edited and indexed at Gangtok, 1961; the whole work photo-
printed from the Derge xylograph at Gangtok, 1962. Cf. LOKESH CHANDRA, loc. cit.

(13) the [5] Han-fan chi-yao, a Chinese-Sanskrit vocabulary of Buddhist terms
arranged subjectwise in 84 paragraphs (with an appendix of isolated words
and phrases recorded in the order of their radicals or first radicals) and com-
piled at the instance of the Emperor K'ang-hsi (1662-1723).

[5] see below, p. 383.
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Edited with French rendering by C. DE HABLEZ, TP I, 7, p. 356, and 8, p. 129.

(14) the [6] Man han hsi-fan chi-yao or [7] Wu i ho-pi chi-yao, known as
the Pentaglot Lexicon, a systematic register of Buddhist terms in 71 para-
graphs and five languages: Sanskrit, Tibetan, Manchu, Mongol, and Chinese;
compiled from the Mahavyutpatti at Peking by order of the Emperor Ch'ien-
lung (1736-95).

First described by J.P. ABEL-REMTTSAT, MA 1, p. 153. A xylographic print of the
Sanskrit, Tibetan, and Mongolian portions issued as "Buddhistische Triglotte" by
A. SCHIEFNEB, St. Petersburg, 1859 (repr. New Delhi, 1973); the Sanskrit text edited
by I.P. MINAEV, Buddizm, 12, Sanktpeterburg, 1887, p. 119; the Sanskrit and
Tibetan texts edited and rendered into English, with constant reference to the
Manchurian, Mongolian, and Chinese versions, by C. DE HABLEZ, BOR 2-4, passim;
the whole work reproduced in facsimile by RAGHU VIBA, &PS 19, New Delhi, 1961
(with indices).

CHINESE CHARACTERS

[3]
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ABBREVIATIONS

ABCIM K.L. Janert's Annotated Bibliography of the Catalogues of Indian
Manuscripts (pt. 1, Wiesbaden, 1965)

AB(OR)I Annals of the Bhandarkar (Oriental Research) Institute
ACIO Actes du Congres international des Orientalistes
AI Acta Iranica
ALB Adyar Library Bulletin
ALS Adyar Library Series
AOR Annals of Oriental Research (Madras)
AOx Anecdota Oxoniensia. Aryan Series
AR Asiatic(k) Researches
ASIR Archaeological Survey of India Reports
ASS AnandaSrama Sanskrit Series
AVJG Acarya-Sri-Vijayakamala-surlSvarajI-Jaina-Granthamala
BB Bibliotheca Buddhica
BCHP Bulletin de la Classe historico-philologique de l'Academie Imperiale des

Sciences de St.-Pe'tersbourg
BI Bibliotheca Indica
BIHM Bulletin of the Institute of History of Medicine (Hyderabad)
BKIS (Bezzenbergers) Beitrage zur Kunde der indogermanischen Sprachen
BOR Babylonian and Oriental Record
BSS Bombay Sanskrit Series
BTT Berliner Turfantexte
Buddh. Buddhica. Documents et travaux pour l'etude du bouddhisme
CSCRS Calcutta Sanskrit College Research Series
CSJGM Candrasimha-Suri-Jaina-Grantha-Mala
CSS Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series
DCBCSJS Deccan College Building Centenary and Silver Jubilee Series
DKAW Denkschriften der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien.

Philosophisch-historische Classe
DLJP Sresthi-Devacanda-Lalbhal-Jaina-Pustakoddhara
El Epigraphia Indica
GGA Gottingische gelehrte Anzeigen
GOS Gaekwad's Oriental Series
GPS Grandha Pradarsani Series
GSAI Giornale della Societa Asiatica Italiana
HIL A History of Indian Literature (Wiesbaden, 1973ff.)
HPJG Sri-Harsa-Puspamrta-Jaina-Granthamala
HSS Haridas Sanskrit Series
IA Indian Antiquary
IC Indian Culture
IHQ Indian Historical Quarterly
IJHS Indian Journal of History of Science
IS Indische Studien
JA Journal asiatique
JAOS Journal of the American Oriental Society
JASB Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
JBBRAS Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society
JB(O)RS Journal of the Bihar (and Orissa) Research Society
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JKPG Jaikrishnadas-Krishnadas Prachyavidya Granthamala
JMA Journal of the Music Academy (Madras)
JMJG Jnana-pitha Moorti Devi Jain Granthamala. Sanskrit Grantha No.
JOR Journal of Oriental Research
JRAS Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland
JSB Jain Siddhant Bhaskar
KSS KaSl Sanskrit Series
KSTS Kashmir Series of Texts and Studies
LDS Lalbhai Dalpatbhai Series
MA Melanges asiatiques
MAIS Memoires de l'Academie Imp^riale des Sciences de St.-P^tersbourg.

Sciences politiques, histoire et philologie
MASB Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
MKJMM Mukti-Kamala-Jaina-Mohana-Mala
MKPAW Monatsberichte der Koniglich PreuBischen Akademie der Wissenschaf-

ten zu Berlin
MUKS Madras University Kannada Series
MUSS Madras University Sanskrit Series
MVG-PG Mithila Vidyapltha-Granthamala. 1. Pracinacarya Grantha vail
NAWG Nachriehten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen. Philolo-

gisch-historische Klasse
PKJG PujyaSri KaSiram Jain Granthamala
PMSG Pracyavanl Mandira SaMskrta-Granthamala
PO Poona Orientalist
POS Poona Oriental Series
PTAIOC Proceedings and Transactions of the All-India Oriental Conference
PUJ Patna University Journal
Q JAHRS Quarterly Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society
RPG Rajasthan Puratan Granthamala
s. samvat (year of the Vikrama era, beginning 58 B.C.)
s. Saka (year of the !§aka era, beginning A.D. 78)
SBP SarasvatI Bhavana Prakasanamala
SIAL Sources of Indo-Aryan Lexicography
SJS Singhi Jaina Series
SKAW Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in

Wien. Philosophisch-historische Classe
SKPAW Sitzungsberichte der Koniglich Preufiischen Akademie der Wissenschaf-

ten zu Berlin
SOA Sammlung orientalistischer Arbeiten im Verlag von Otto Harrassowitz,

Leipzig
SPAIOC Summaries of papers submitted to . . . the All-India Oriental Conference
SPS S"ata-Pitaka Series
SSL Sources of Sanskrit Lexicography
TI Taisho Issaikyo
TICHR Transactions of the International Congress for the History of Religions
TP T'oung pao
TSS Trivandrum Sanskrit Series
VSS Vidyabhawan Sanskrit Series
WZKM Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes
YJG Sri-YaSovijaya-Jaina- (or Sri-Jaina-Yasovijaya-) Granthamala
ZDMG Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschafb
ZII Zeitschrift fur Indologie und Iranistik
ZKM Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes



INDICES

The order is that of the Roman alphabet. The references are to pages when
unbracketed and to footnotes when bracketed. Main references are given in italics.

Names (classical) and titles

Abhidhana 379
Abhidhanacintamani(naniamala) 307

(14), 335, 336-9,'345, 349, 362, 363,
364, 368, 370, 372; -tlka 321 (56), 323,
324 (74), 331 (110), 337, 345, 357 (207)

AbhidhanacUDamam 376-7
Abhidhanamuktamala 382
Abhidhanappadlpika 313
Abhidhanaratnamaia (1) of Halayudha

321, 324, 337, 344, 361; (2) of an
anonym 376

AbhidharmakosaSastra 313 (41)
Abhimanacihna 344
Abhinavabhatta BaNa 354
Abhinava MaNgaraja 379
Accan Dlksita 360
AgnipuraNa 313
Ahlndraguru 351
Ahiraja 325 (77)
AjaDa 321
Ajayakosa 320 (53), 325-6
Ajayapala 325-6, 335 (130), 340 (151),

347, 348, 354, 363
AkalaNka 327, 328
AkaSa 363 (234)
Akbar 337, 339, 359, 380
Akhyatacandrika 304 (2)
Altan Khan 379
Amalamangala 330
Amaracandra 369
Amaradatta 321, 347, 348
AmarakhanDana 308 (17), 318, 372
Amarakirti (1) Traividya 327 (87),

328-9;{2) 358
Amarakosa, see NamaliNganuSasana
AmarakosapaNcika 316
AmarakosapaNjika (1) of NarayaNa 316,

351; (2) of Rayamukuta 315-6
Amarakosasannaya 316
Amarakosaviveka 317
Amarakosavyakhya 315

Amarakosodghatana 314, 357 (207)
AmaramanDana 318
Amaramangala 330, 365
Amaramamkya 372
Amarapadaparijata 315
AmarapadavivRti 315
AmaraSesa 331 (110), 361
AmarasiMha 303 (1), 304 (3, 5), 307,

309-18, 327, 332, 334, 337, 342, 347,
348, 349, 351, 354, 355, 357, 359, 361,
363, 365, 366, 368, 382

Anandaraya 373
Anantasena 375
Anekarthadhvanimanjarl 319-20, 359
Anekarthakair a vakar akaumudi 312(36),

324 (74), 334, 335, 341-3
Anekarthakosa 334-5
Anekarthamanjarl 319-20
Anekarthanamamala 359
Anekarthapadamanjarl 319-20
AnekarthasaMgraha (1) of Hemacandra

320 (53), 335, 336 (135), 339, 340-3,
345 (170), 350, 359; -Sesa 343; (2) of
Mahlpa 351-2; (3) of Makarandadasa
356-7

Anekarthasamuccaya 318-9, 352 (195)
Anekarthasara 326-7, 353 (197)
Anekarthasata 359
AnekarthaSesa 340
Anekarthatilaka 351-2
ApastamblyagRhyasutra 324
Appayya (also Appa, Appai, Appi, Ap-

paya) Dlksita 360-1
AruNa 363
ASadhara 328
Asalati 364 (237); -prakaSa 364
AsoDha 375
Astadhyayl 313, 331, 341 (153)
AudlcyaprakaSa 363 (233)
Aunadikapadamava 373
Avantisundarl 322 (62), 344
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Avantisundarlya 361
Avyayakosa 371
Avyayamava 371

Balabodhini 315
Bana (1) 342 (158), 354; (2) see Abhi-

navabhatta Bana; (3) see Vamana-
bhatta Bana

Barbak Shah 356, 375
BhadrakalpikasUtra 378-9
BhadreSvara 375
Bhagavadglta 368
Bhagavrtti 347
Bhaguri 306, 312, 321, 330, 331, 334,

342, 347, 348, 351, 353, 363, 365, 379
Bhamaha 344
Bhanucandra 337
Bhanuji Diksita 307 (14), 308, 312 (35),

313, 316-7, 323, 333, 371
Bhanumeru 331
Bharata 344
Bharatamallika, Bharatasena 317, 371,

372
BharatlyanatyaSastra 324
BhartRhari 330
Bhasavrtti 331
BhasavRttyarthavivRti 331 (111)
Bhaskara (1) Pandita 369; (2) Vibudha

353
Bhattamalla 304 (2)
Bhattoji Diksita 304 (2), 315, 316, 351,

371
Bhavaskanda 346
Bhavisyadattakhyana 342
BheDa 351
Bhesajanamanighantu 374
Bhimapala 375
Bhoglndra 330
Bhoja 304 (5), 314, 322 (59), 325, 327,

347, 351, 372; -nighantu 325
BhUriprayoga 350-1
BilhaNa 304 (5)
bKra-Sis-chos-rgyal 382
Bodhimitra 381
BommagaNti 315
Bopalita, see Vopalita
Brahmadeva 329 (94)
BrhadabhidhanacintamaNi 339
Brhadamarakosa 313
Brhaddharavall 333
Brhadratnakara 355 (203)
BrhadutpalinI 308 (17)
Brhaspati 315-6

bsTan-'dzin-rgyal-mthsan 382
Budhamanohara 317
Bukka 352
Bu-ston 312, 314, 374, 382

Caciga 335
Caica(ga) 352
Cakrapanidatta 375
Cakravartin 361
Candragomin 312, 348, 363
Candraklrti 358, 359
Candravandya 365
CaNgadeva 335
Carakasamhita 330
CaritrasiMha 307 (14)
Caru [?] 363
Caturbhuja 377
Chandogyopanisad 341 (153)
Ch'ien-lung 383
Chos-'byun 374
Chos-kyi-'byun-gnas 312
Chos-kyi-grags-pa Ye-Ses-dpal-bzan-po

348 (181)
Chos-skyons-bzan-po 312, 348 (181)
Chu-na-lo-t'o 313 (41)

Daksinamurti 373
Dalhana 357 (208)
pallamprthvlpala 321
Damodara 370
Damodaradatta 350
Danapala 378
DanaSlla 381
DanDin 327, 353, 361
DaSabhaktyadiSastra 328
DeSlnamamala 335, 343-4, 345 (168,

170); -tlka 303 (1), 322 (62), 323, 344,
345 (170)

DeSlSabdasamgraha 343-4
Devacandra 336
DevagaNa 375
Devaraja 344
Devarsi 322
Devasagara 338
Devavimala 338
dGe-legs-rgyal-mthsan 313
DhanaMJaya (1) 327-9, 347, 353, 364,

369, 379; -kosa 327-9; (2) Bhatta-
carya 329

Dhanapala 322-3, 337, 342, 344
Dhanvantarinighantu 318, 334, 342,

357 (208), 374, 376
Dharamdasa 326-7, 348, 353 (197)
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Dharamkosa 320 (53)
Dharma(l) 348; (2) 360
Dharmaklrti 358
Dharmamrta 379
Dharmapalabhadra 348 (181)
DharmasaMgraha 378
DharmasamgrahanamasamkhyasUtra

378
DharmaSarirasutra 378
DharmataSlla 381
Dhatupradlpa 314
Dhaturatnakara 339 (147), 371
Dhauka 361 (224)
Dhavalatlka 328
DhrtisiMha 333
DhUmaca 379
DhuNdiraja 380
DhvanimaNjarl 333 (123), 334 (125)
Dinakara 365
Ditthivaya 371
Divakara 361
DravyaguTia 375
DravyaguNasaMgraha 375
DravyaguNaSataka, Dravyagunasata-

Sloki 376, 377
Dravyapradipa 377
Dri-bral nor-bui me-loN 382
Drona 344
DrstantasiddhaNjana 308 (17)
Dugra, Durga, see Hugga
Durgasimha 320, 367
DurghatavRtti 314
DvihsaMdhanakavi 327
DvirUpadhvanisaMgraha 372
DvirUpakosa (1) of Purusottamadeva

333, 336 (135), 371; (2) of Srlharsa
304 (5), 333 (124), 372

Dvisamdhanakavya 327, 329 (94)
Dvyak§aranamamala 370

Ekaksarakosa (1) of Manohara 371; (2)
of Purusottamadeva 333, 369, 370

Ekaksaramadhavanighantu 370
Ekaksaranamamala (1) of Kalidasa 370;

(2) of Sudhakalasa 336 (135), 369-70;
(3) of Vararuci 369

Ekaksaranamamalika (1) of Amara-
candra 369; (2) of ViSvaSambhu 370

Ekaksaranamavali 370
EkaksaranighaNta 371
Ekaksaranutananamamala 370
Ekaksararatnamala 370
EkaksaraSabdamaia 370

Ekarthanamamaia 370
EkavamarthasaMgraha 371

Fa-chi ming-shu ching 378
Fateh Singh 316

Gadasimha 320, 334 (125), 372
Galanos 365, 367-8
GanadharasardhaSatakavRtti 320 (53)
GaNaratnamahodadhi 314, 325
GaNeSvara 350
Gangadhara 348; -kosa 320 (53)
Gangarama 362
Ganitanamamaia 378
GaruDapuraNa 377-8
GauDa 357, 363
Gaurangamallika 317
Gopala (1) 344, 353; (2) 376
Gopaladasa 359
Gopalika 379
Goplkanta 363 (233)
Govardhana (1) 348; (2) 363
Govinda 315
Govindacandra 375
Govindapada 308 (17)
Govindapala 310 (28)
Grags-pa-rgyal-mthsan 312
gTsug-lag Chos-kyi-snan-ba 312
Gunarata 313 (41)
GuNasamgraha 375
Gurudasa 375

Haima, see AbhidhanacintamaNi
Halayudha (1) 303 (1), 321, 322, 324,

326, 334, 337, 344, 347, 348, 353, 361,
363, 379; -kosa 324 (74); -namamaia
321; -tlka 321 (57); (2) 332

Hamviramisra 361
Han-fan chi-yao 382
Hara 348
Haravali (1) of Hari 327 (89); (2) of

Purusottamadeva 303 (1), 306, 332-3,
348, 351, 363, 364; -kosatippam 333

Hari (1) 327(89); (2) 354
Haribhrama 380
HaribhusaNa 362
Haribrahman 380
Haricandra 329
Haricarana 374-5
Haridatta 378
Harihara (1) I 370; (2) II 352, 354, 370
Hari Singh 362
Harsacarita 342 (158), 354
Harsaklrti 320, 355, 358-9, 360, 361
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Harsavardhana 312
Hemacandra 307, 308, 320 (53), 321

(56), 322 (62), 323, 324 (74), 331,
335-45, 348, 350, 351, 357, 359, 362,
365, 368, 370, 372, 375

Hemadri 370
Hemanandana 361
Hugga 306, 334, 342, 363

Indrakara 374
Irugapa (also Iruga, Irugappa) 352-3,

354, 370
Tsa Khan, ISakhana 366 (244)
ISvarasuri 376
Isvarasvamin 314

Jagaddhara 335
Jagajjlvana 363
JagatprakaSa 362
Jagat Singh 362
Jahangir 380 (261)
Jakarabheda 334 (125)
JalhaNa 322 (60), 327 (89)
'Jam-dbyans-bstan-'phel 382
Jam Sattarsal 362
Janamejaya 333
Jayabhatta 371
Jayadbrahmasvamin 315
Jayaditya 347
Jayaraksita 381
JayasiMha (1) 314, 334; (2) Caulukya

335, 336, 345 (170)
Jayasthiti 315
Jina, see Hemacandra
Jinacandra 338
Jinadatta 358, 369
Jinadeva 338, 339 (145), 343 -
Jinamitra 381
Jinaprabha 338, 343
Jinaraja 350
Jinasagara 339
Jinashpha (1) 338; (2) 343
Jinayajnaphalodaya 328
Jinendravijaya 340 (150)
Jnanasena 381
Jnanavimala 330 (105), 331, 337, 338

(141), 357 (207)
JyotirlSvara 347
JyotirvidabharaNa 309 (23)
Jyotisanamamala 378

K'ai yuan shih-chiao mu-lu 313 (41)
Kaiapa 344

Kalidasa (1) 304 (3), 307, 309 (23), 330,
361; (2) 370; (3) 372

Kallolabhatta 308 (17)
Kalpadrukosa 364-5, 368
KalyaNadasa 375-6
KalyaNaklrti 328
Kalyanasagara 338
Kamadhenu 314-5, 348 (181),.382
Kamasutra 303 (1), 304 (4)
Kandar Das 368
K'ang-hsi 382
Kanjur 379
Kapilendra 332 (114)
KarpUramaNjarl 322 (62)
KaSlnatha 365
KaSirama 375-6
KaSlvirudavall 326 (83)
Katantra 344
Katya 306, 312, 334, 335 (130), 347, 365
Katyayana 308 (16), 312, 330, 348
KavikamapUra (1) 372; (2) 380 (261)
Kavirahasya 321
Kaviraja 327
Kaviraksasa 327
Kaviraksaslya 327
Kavyalamkaravrtti 303 (1), 304 (4),

312(36)
KavyanuSasana 304 (4), 312 (36)
KavyaprakaSa 304 (4)
KeSava (1) 329; (2) 364-5, 368
Kesavasvamin 340 (151), 346-7, 350,

361, 365 (241)
Khri-gtsug-lde-btsan 381
Khri-lde-sroN-btsan 381
KhuDula 318
Kiratarjunlya 323 (66), 365 (241)
Klrticandra 312
KirtisiMha 316
Kosakalpataru 307, 357 (207), 362-3
KoSaSastrahetupratyayavastu 313 (41)
Kovatiyajvan 354
Kriya'koSa 304 (2)
Kriyanighantvi (1) of Bhat^oji Dlksita

304 (2); (2) of VlrapaNDya 304 (2)
(1) III RastrakUta 321; (2) 329

380
377

i 372
KRSNapuradeva 346
KRsnarama 373
KRSNasUri 318
K$apanaka 320
Ksemendra 368-9
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Kslrasvamin 311 (29), 314, 315, 318,
321 (57), 335 (130), 347, 357 (207), 374

KsIrataraNgim 314
KulottuNga 346
Kumarapala 336, 345 (170); -pratibodha

342, 343 (161)
Kumarasambhava 304 (3), 330
Kumara SiNga 315
KuSalasagara 338

Laghupancika 335 (132)
Laghuratnakosa 334 (125)
LaksaNa 372
LaksmaNasena 331, 332
LaksmaNa Vyasa 380
Laksmldhara (1) Bhatta 371; (2) 376
Laksmlnivasa 373
Laksmlsagara 339 (148), 372
Laksmlvilasa 373
Lalitavistara 304 (4)
Lasa 338
LavaNyaratna 338 (143)
Lllavajra 379
Lingabhatta 315
Lingabhattlya 315
LinganuSasana (1) of Harsavardhana

312; (2) of Hemacandra 336 (135),
337; -avacuri 337 (137); -vivaraNa 337
(137), 341 (154); (3) of Makaranda-
dasa 356, 357; (4) ofVamana 312; (5)
of Vararuci 305 (6), 312; (6) of VyaDi
307 (14), 312

LingayasUrin 315
Lokanatha 351
LokaprakaSa 368-9
Lolimbaraja 377

Madanapala 376, 377
Madanaratna 376
Madanavinoda 376, 377
Madhava (1) 365; (2) 370; (3) Kavi 375;

(4) VidyaraNya 354
Madhavacarya 347
Madhavakara 348, 374
Madhavanidana 374
Madhyavyutpatti 381-2
Magha 342 (158)
Mahabala 318
Mahabhasyakara 335 (130)
Mahabhiseka 328
Mahadeva (1) Tlrtha or Vedantin 317,

373;(2) 371
MahajaDa 321

MahaksapaNaka 319-20, 359
Mahavyutpatti 381-2, 383
Mahendra 312 (36), 324 (74), 334, 335,

340 (150), 341-3
MaheSa 363, 365
MaheSvara (1) 317; (2) Kavi 321 (57),

329-31, 333 (124), 334, 341, 347, 348,
349, 351, 353 (197), 359, 361, 366,
367, 371; (3) Misra 329

Mahldasa, Mahidhara 370-1
Mahlpa 351-2, 380; -kosa 351
Mahuyasa Sahi 329 (94)
Maitreyaraksita 314
Makarandadasa 355-7, 358
Mala 363
Mallaya 376 (260)
Mallika 372
Mallinatha (1) 307 (11), 323 (66), 324

(72), 347, 365, 367 (248), 376; (2) 315
Mammata 304 (4)
MaNgaraja, see Abhinava Mangaraja
Man han hsi-fan chi-yao 383
Mam'kya 315
Mammala 349-50
Manjusrlnamasamglti 378-9
ManjuSrlvarman 381
MaNkha(ka) 334-5, 342, 348
MaNkhatika 342, 347 (177)
Manmatha 334
Manohara 351
Manohara PaNDita 371
Marapota 315
Mathuradasa 375
Mathuranatha 333
MathureSa Vidyalamkara 317, 364,

365-7
Matijaladhi 363
MatRkanamamaia 370
MatRkanighanta (1) of Mahldasa 370—1;

(2) of an anonym 371
May ana 370
Mayura 304 (5)
Medinikara 330, 332 (116), 335 (130),

347-8, 350, 363, 364, 367
Medinlkosa 347-8, 351
Meghaduta 307 (11), 367 (248)
Mlramira, -suta 364
Moggallana 313
Mrsakhana 366 (244)
MRtasamjIvanI 321
Muccha-, Muchakhana 366 (244)
Mudraraksasa 380
Mugdhabodha 303 (1), 317
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SUri 373
Pho-lha^^as 382
^^la-, POtik^abbe 379
PrajNa 382
PrakrtalaksmI 322-3
PraNak^ara 347
Pratapa 353
Pratapabhat^t^a 380
PrauDhamanorama 351
PRsodaradivRtti 350
PUjyapada 327, 328
PunDarlk^a Vit^t^hala 360
Purusottamadeva (1) 306, 307 (14),

33^^^^, 336 (135), 348, 369, 370, 371,
372;(2) 332

352

312 (34), 361
) 306, 342, 347, 348, 353,

363
Radhak^anta 373, 375
Ragamaia 360
Raghava 353-4
RaghavapaNDavIya 327
Raghunatha ^^) 381; (2) PanDita 380
RaghuvaMSa 320, 361, 367 ^248); -dar-

paNa 370
Rahulaka 344
RajadharamaNikya 372
Rajakosa 367
Rajak^osanighaNt^u 380
Rajanaka RatnakaNt^ha, see RatnakaN-

374,
a 346; (2) Cola

346; (3) MummaDi CODa 346
Rajarajiya 346-7
RajaSekhara (1) 322 (62), 327 (89^^ (2)

S i 369
331, 339 (145)

^ 380
^^an 381
316

373
370
304 (2)

317
327

i 358
^, 351

323
375

RamaSrami 316-7
RaNganatha 350
RaNgarajadhvarin 360

306, 348
380
335

(1) 320 (53); (2) 352 (195);
(3) 373-4

348
â ^̂ u 375—6

38^
^̂  343-4

381
370
338

307, 312, 313, 3^^^^, 333,

308 (16)
320 (53)

359—60

335
i 343-4

303 (1); ^
348, 353, 363

362
359-60

334

373

Sabdabhedaprak:aSa (1) of Bhat;t>oji
Dlksita 371; (2) of MaheS^a^a ^^7,
330^^, 333 (124), 371; ^̂ ^̂ â 33^, 338
(141), 357 (207); (3) o^ ^^^^^so^^a^a-
de^a 333 (124), 336 (135); (4) of
^ 372

(1) of ^a^^apa^^da^^a
375; (2) of ^^^a^a^^a^^t^a Ba^a 304
(5), 35^^5

a 308 (19), 373, 375
333 (123)

320 ^^3^, 358, 35^
Sabdap^a^^eda 371
Sabdap^ad^pa 375
Sabda^^^^^^^a^a (1) of ^a^^pa 35 ̂ ^^2;

(2) of Sad^^^^^da^a 371; (3) of
^^^anab^a^^^^a B^^a 3^^^5, 361

Sabda^a^nap^ad^pa (1) of
375-6; ^2^ of an a^o^y^ 320

Sabdaratnasamanvaya 367
Sabdaratnavali 365-7
Sabdamava 306-8, 324, 333, 348, 353,

363, 367 (248), 371
Sabdarthasamgraha 367
SabdarUpavall 333 (123)
gabdaSabdarthamaNjusa 361 (224)
Sabdavilasa 380
8abdenduSekhara 329
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Sabdikavidvatkavipramodaka 373
Saccidananda SarasvatI 373
Sadanandakara 375
Sadhuklrti 338-9, 371
Sadhuratna 338
Sadhusundara 339 (147), 371
Sad-na-legs 381
SaDrasanighaNtii 376
Saduktikarnamrta 304 (5), 322 (60)
Sahajaklrti 361-2
Sahajl 367, 373
SahasaNka (1) 308 (19), 330, 365; (2)

330; -carita 330
Sahi Sikandara, see Sikandara
Sahityakalpalatika 318
Sajjana 347
Sa-, Sa-, Sakarabheda 334 (125)
Sakatayana 347
Salaksa 351, 380
SaMdhyakaranandin 327
SaMgltopanisad 369
Samsaravarta 306-8, 333, 348, 363
SamskrtaparasIpadaprakaSa 380 (261)
SaMyuktavastu 313 (41)
SaNkara 310
SaptapadarthI 358
Sarabhojl'373
Saradlyabhidhalaghunamamala 358
Saradlyabhidha-, J§aradlyakhyanama-

mala 358-9
SaraNadeva 314
Sarasundari 317, 365, 366 (245)
SarasvatlkanfchabharaNa 314
Sarasvatlnighantu 377
Sarngadharapaddhati 322 (60)
Saroddhara (1) of Srlvallabha 321 (57),

330, 337, 345 (171), 370; (2) of
Sudhakalasa 369

Sarvadeva 322
Sarvananda 307, 311, 313, 315, 325,
326, 331, 374

Sarvanandavandya Melavljin 365
^arvavarman 367
Sarvopayogikaratva 371
SaSvata 318-9, 327, 331, 334, 342, 347,

348, 352 (195), 354, 363, 377, 379;
-kosa 320, 326

Satavahana 344
SatkaNDi 340
SatruSalyacarita 362
SatSatagathakosa 347
Satul Singh 368
SaubhagyadevI 351

Saubhari 370
Sayana 303 (1)
SesasaMgraha 336 (135), 338, 339 (145),

345, 349; -namamala 338-9; -tika or
-dipika 338 (145), 345 (172)

Shahjahan 369, 381
Shih-hu 378
Siddhahemacandra 335
SiddhamantraprakaSa 375
SiddhantakaumudI 315, 373
SiddhaSabdamava 361-2
Siddhasena Divakara 358
Siddhausadhanighantu 377
Siddhicandra 343
Slghrabodhininamamala 360
Sikandara, Sikandar Lodi 356
Silamanakhana 366 (244)
Silanka 344
Silendrabodhi 381
Siloncha(namamala) 336 (135), 338, 339

(145), 343; -tika, -vRtti 338, 339 (145),
345 (172)

Sh-rmanandin 352
SinganNabhatta 377
SiSubodhinI 317
SiSupalavadha 323 (66), 324 (72), 342

(158), 376
SitikaNtha 361 (224)
Sivadasasena 375
^ivadatta 307 (13), 350, 377
Sivaditya 358
Sivagama 371
Sivaji 380
^ivakosa 350, 377
SivaprakaSa 307 (13), 350, 377
Sivarama (1) Cakravartin 317, 365; (2)

Tripathin 373
Sivastuti 333 (123)
Slesarthapadasamgraha 304 (5)
sMan-miN-sgra-sbyor-Nes-pa 374
Smrtiratnavall 317
Sobhana 322
SoDhala 375
Soma 380 (261)
Somacandra 336
Somaprabha 342
Sri Brahma 329
Srldatta 350
^ridevi 327
Srldharadasa 304 (5), 322 (60)
gridharasena 348-50, 367, 382
Sriharsa 304 (5), 308 (17), 318, 333

(124), 372
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grlhira 372
SrlkaNtha 376
Srikanbhacarita 334
Sri Krs'na 330
gripati(l) 350; (2) 378
Srlvallabha 321 (57), 330, 337, 338, 339

(145), 345, 350, 370
f§rngarabhusana 354
SrngaraprakaSa 314, 327
Srstidhara 331
grutaklrti 327
Stutikusumanjali 335
$ubhanga 330
Subhanka 348
SubhaSlla 339, 372
Subhasitamuktavali 327 (89)
Subhasitaratnakosa 304 (5)
SubhasitatrisatI 330
Subhavijaya 338
Subhuticandra 307, 311, 312, 314-5,

354, 363, 382
SubodhinI 316-7
SudhakalaSa 336 (135), 369-70
SUktimuktavall 322 (60)
Sulaiman Khan, Sulamanakhana 366

(244)
Sumati 320 (53)
Sundari 322
Suprasiddhapadamanjari 304 (5)
Suracandra 337
Surahari [?] 379
Surapala 375
SUrasimha 338
Surendrabodhi 381
SureSvara 375
SUrya 353
SuSrutasaMhita 357 (208)
Svaccha Vaidya 375
SvayamprakaS(anand)a 317, 373

Tanjur 312-3, 314, 348 (181), 349(183),
379, 381-2

Tarala 372
Tarapaia 348
Ta-T'ang nei-tien-lu 313 (41)
Taurusklnamamala 380 (261)
Thse-riN-dban-rgyal 350, 382
Tigalabhatta 380
Tlkasarvasva 315, 325, 327, 331, 374
Tilaka 321 (58)
Torusklnamamala 380
Tribhuvanapala 321
TrikanDa, TrikaNDi 307 (14), 311-2

TrikanDarahasyaprakaSa 317
TrikaNdaSesa 307 (14), 331 (110), 332,

348, 349, 351, 353
TrikanDaviveka 317, 351
Trilokacandra 373
Trimallabhatta 376, 377
TrirupakoSa 304 (5)
TrisastiSalakapurusacaritra 336 (134)
Tukkoji 373

Udayana 310
Udukhala 344
Ugra, see Hugga
Ujjvaladatta 320, 351, 373
Unadiganavivrti 320 (53)
Unadikosa (1) of Mahadeva Vedantin

373; (2) of RamaSarman TarkavaglSa
373

XJnadinamamala 372
UNadinighaNtu 373
UNadipratyayantaSabdakosa 373
TJNadisUtravrtti 320
Unadivrtti (1) of Govardhana 363; (2)

of Ujjvaladatta 351
UpasargavRtti 343
tjsmabheda 334 (125)
TJsmaviveka 334 (125), 372
Utpala 354
Utpalamala 308; -dlpika 308 (17)
Utpalini 306-8, 312, 332, 333, 348, 363

Vacaspati 306-8, 324, 330, 333, 337,
342, 348, 363, 365, 367 (248)

Vadiraja 327
Vagbhata (1) 304 (4), 312 (36); (2) 348
Vaibhasikakosa 372
Vaidyajlvana 377
Vaidyasiddhau§adhanighantu 377
VaijayantI 303 (1), 307, 323-4, 325,

337, 338, 340 (151), 346, 347, 349,
353, 361, 379

Vairagyapancaka 315
Vakpati 321
Vallabhabhatta 377
Vallabhadeva 320
Vamana (1) 304 (4), 312 (36); (2) 312,

348
Vamanabhatta BaNa 304 (5), 354-5, 361
Vangala Kamaya Bhatta 315
Varadagnicit 354
Varaha 318
Varahamihira 310, 318 (49)
Vararuci 305 (6), 306, 307 (14), 312,
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321, 347, 348, 354, 367, 369, 379;
-kosa 305 (6)

Vardhamana (1) 314, 325; (2) 328
Vamadesana 334, 372
VamaprakaSa 372
Vamaratnakara 347
Vastukosa 379
Vastuvijfianaratnakosa 373-4
Vasubandhu 313 (41)
Vasudeva (1) 316; (2) 327; (3) 335; (4)

Adhvarin or Diksita 373
Vasudevacarita, Vasudevakatha 363
Vatsyayana 304 (4)
Vedangaraya 380-1
Vemabhupalacarita 354
Venldatta 363-4
Venkata 373
Venkatanatha 315
VeNkatesvara 373
Venaamayya 379
Vidvanmanohara 317
VidvatprabodhaSastra 370 (258)
Vidyakara 304 (5)
Vidyananda 328
Vidyanilaya 380 (261)
Vidyavilasa 318
Vijayanta 331
Vijayasena 337
Vikramabhupati 363
Vikramaditya (1) 306-8, 333, 348, 363;

(2) 309, 320
VikramorvasI 350
Vilasavajra 379
Vimala 344
Vinaya 363
Vindhyavasin 307 (14)
Vlnjha 329 (94)
Vlranarayanacarita 354
Virapala 358
VirapanDya 304 (2)
Vlrasena 328
Vlrasimhavaloka 377

ViSakhadatta 380
Vlsaladeva Vaghela 369
ViSalakirti 328
Visnu(l) 354; (2) 381
Vi§nusahasranamat;Ika 373
Visvakosa 364
ViSvalocana 348-50, 367
ViSvanatha 307, 357 (207), 362-3
ViSvanighaNtu 330 (104)
ViSvaprakaSa 317, 329-31, 334, 335

(130), 341, 342, 347, 348, 349, 351,
353, 357, 359, 361, 366, 367, 379

VisvarUpa 330, 348
ViSvaSambhu 370
Visvatika 330
Visvavarta 334
ViSvesa 364
Vivekaviiasa 358
ViviktanamasaMgraha 337
Vivrti 315
Vopadeva 317, 375
Vopalita 306, 321, 330, 348, 379
VrajabhusaNananda 381
Vrddhamarakosa 313
VRddhanirghaNtu 357
VyaDi (1) 306-8, 312, 330, 331, 332, 333,

337, 342, 348, 363, 365; (2) 308 (16)
VyakhyaleSa 358
Vyakhyasudha 316-7, 323
Vyutpattiratnakara 338

Wu i ho-pi chi-yao 383
Yadavaprakasa 303 (1), 307, 323-4, 325,

331, 337, 338, 340 (151), 342, 353, 361,
364

Yadava Tulasidasa 376
Yaska 303
Yavananamamala (1) of Salaksa 380;

(2) of Vidyanilaya 380 (261)
Yavaninamamalika 380 (261)
Yogaratnakara 377
YogataramginI 377

Names (modern)

Abel-Remusat, J.P. 383
Ahmed Din, Munshi 309
Aufrecht, Th. 312 (33), 314, 316, 317,

321 (55), 330, 337 (138), 338 (143),
339 (149), 351 (189-92), 364 (237),
365 (241), 366 (243), 370, 371, 373,
374, 375, 382

Avalon, A. 369 (257)
Ayyangar, H.S. 321 (58)

Bacot, J. 350 (186), 382
Banerjee, M. 343 (165)
Banerji, R.D. 332 (114)
Banerji, S.C. 371, 372
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Bechardas 336 (135), 371
Bechert, H. 316, 374, 377
Belvalkar, S.K. 350 (188)
Bendall, C. 315, 338 (141), 339 (147-8),

345 (171), 372, 379
Bentley, J. 309 (23)
Bhandarkar, R.G. 316, 317, 338 (141),

339 (148), 360 (216), 363(233), 369,381
Bhatta, R.G. 329 (98)
Bhattacarya, C. 374
Bhattacaryya, G. V. 320(53),333(123-4),

378
Bhattacaryya, N.C. 336 (135)
Bhattacharjya, A.B. and N. B. 376-7
Bhattacharya, P. 333 (123), 371
Bhattacharyya, D.C. 316, 317
Bhayani, H.C. 343(166)
Bildar Khan 309
Birwe", R. 306, 307, 308 (17-8), 313

(42), 367 (248), 378
Bloch, J. 368 (256)
Boehtlingk, O. 312 (38), 336 (135), 337

(139), 370
Borooah, A. 304 (3), 311 (29), 314, 316,

318 (45, 49), 319 (50), 330 (105), 332
(113, 116), 340 (150), 347 (176)

Buehler, G. 309 (22), 321 (58), 322 (59,
61-2), 323, 324 (74), 334, 336 (134),
337 (138), 338 (145), 339 (146), 342
(157), 343, 345 (170), 347 (179), 365
(240)

Burnell, A.C. 355, 373, 380

Cappeller, C. 368
Chakravarti, C. 380 (261)
Chakravarti, N.P. 315
Chakravarti, S.C. 331 (111)
Chatterji, K.C. 366 (243)
Chatterji, S.K. 347 (177)
Chaudhuri, J.B. 360 (218), 363 (233)
Chaudhuri, M.M. 366 (243)
Chintamani, T.R. 314, 318, 325 (78), 373
Chowdhury, T. 374, 375
Clauson, G.L.M. 316
Colebrooke, H.T. 310 (26, 28), 312 (34),

332(116), 336(135),337(136), 366(245)
Conrady, A. 380
Cordier, P. 349(183)
Csoma de Koros, A. 382
Cunningham, A. 376 (260)

Dandekar, R.N. 381 (262)
Dasgupta, N.N. 314 (44), 375

Dasgupta, S. 323 (65)
Dasgupta, S.N. 313 (41)
De, S.K. 315, 361 (222)
De Silva Devarakkhita BatuvantuDave,

A. 316
Devasthali, G.V. 314, 377
Dikshit, M.C. 329(96)
Dlksita, M. 333 (123)
DoSl, B.J. 322 (61)
Dresden, M.J. 378
Durgaprasad(a) 310 (28), 316, 317, 332

(116, 119), 333 (123-4)
Dutta, K.K. 316

Eggeling, J. 316, 317, 320 (53), 325 (79),
334 (125), 347 (178), 350 (187), 351
(189-90), 366 (242-3), 372, 373, 375,
376

Fleet, J .F. 310(23)
Franke, R.O. 305 (6), 337 (137), 341

(154)
Fuehrer, A. A. 342 (158)

GaNapati Sastrl, T. 314, 315, 346
Gandhi, L.B. 318 (48), 336 (135), 337

(139), 343 (165), 345 (169)
Ganguly, D.C. 323(68)
Garbe, R. 377
Geiger, W. 313 (43)
Gennadius, J. 368 (251)
GhanaSyamadas Jain 327 (87)
Gode, P.K. 314, 316, 317, 320 (51), 341

(154), 343 (165), 347 (177), 349 (182),
360 (218-9), 362 (228), 371, 377

Gokhale, V.D. 325(77)
Goldstuecker, Th. 310 (27)
Grierson, G.A. 344 (167)
Gunasena, D. 377
GuNatilaka, A.D.S. 377
Gunavardhana, G.W.G. 377

Haas, E. 330(101)
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